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Abstract

Non-edible plant biomass (lignocellulose) is a valuable precursor for liquid biofuels, through the
processes of pretreatment and saccharification followed by fermentation into products such as
ethanol or butanol. However, it is difficult to gain access to the fermentable sugars in
lignocellulose, and this problem is principally associated with limited enzyme accessibility.
Hence, biomass pretreatments that destroy native cell wall structure and allows enzyme access
are required for effective biomass conversion techniques. This research studied two novel
pretreatment methods on two wood species: 1) a deep eutectic solvent (DES) that, under heat,
swells lignocellulose and partially solubilizes cell wall materials by causing breakage of lignincarbohydrate linkages and depolymerization of the biomass components, and 2) a chelatormediated Fenton reaction (CMF) that chemically modifies the nanostructure of the cell wall
through a non-enzymatic cell wall deconstruction. After pretreatment, utilizing analytical
techniques such as nuclear magnetic spectroscopy, wide angle x-ray scattering, and gel
permeation chromatography, samples were analyzed for chemical and structural changes in the
solubilized and residual materials.
After single stage DES (choline-chloride-glycerol) and two stage, CMF followed by DES
pretreatments, lignin/carbohydrate fractions were recovered, leaving a cellulose-rich fraction

with reduced lignin and hemicellulose content as determined by compositional analysis. Lignin
and heteropolysaccharide removal by DES was quantified and the aromatic-rich solubilized
biopolymer fragments were analyzed as water insoluble high molecular weight fractions and
water-ethanol soluble low molecular weight compounds. After pretreatment for the hardwood
sample, enzyme digestibility reached a saccharification yield of 78% (a 13-fold increase) for the
two stage (DES/CMF) pretreated biomass even with the presence of some lignin and xylan
remained on the pretreated fiber; only a 9-fold increase was observed after the other sequence of
CMF followed by DES treatment. Single stage CMF treatment or single stage DES pretreatment
improved 5-fold glucose yield compared to the untreated sample for the hardwood sample. The
enhancement of enzymatic saccharification for softwood was less than that of hardwoods with
only 4-fold increase for the sequence CMF followed by DES treatment. The other sequence of
treatments reached up to 2.5-fold improvement. A similar result was determined for the single
stage CMF treatment while the single stage DES treatment reached only 1.4-fold increase
compared to the untreated softwood. Hence, all these pretreatments presented different degrees
of biopolymer removal from the cell wall and subsequent digestibility levels; synergistic effects
were observed for hardwood particularly in the sequence DES followed by CMF treatment while
softwoods remained relatively recalcitrant. Overall, these studies revealed insight into two novel
methods to enhance lignocellulosic digestibility of biomass adding to the methodology to
deconstruct cell walls for fermentable sugars.

General Audience Abstract

Wood is a valuable material that can be used to produce liquid biofuels. Wood main components
are biopolymers cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin that form a complex structure. Nature has
locked up cellulose in a protective assembly that needs to be destroyed to gain access to
cellulose, convert it to glucose and then ferment it to bioalcohol. This process is principally
associated with limited enzyme accessibility. Therefore, biomass pretreatments that deconstruct
native cell wall structure and allow enzyme access are required for effective biomass conversion
techniques. This research studied two novel pretreatment methods on two wood species: 1) a
deep eutectic solvent called glyceline that, under heat, swells wood and partially solubilizes cell
wall materials by causing breakage of bonds and converting it into smaller molecules (monomers
and oligomers), and 2) a chelator-mediated Fenton system (CMF) that chemically modifies the
structure of the cell wall. Pretreatments were tested individually and in sequence in sweetgum
and southern yellow pine. After pretreatments, utilizing analytical techniques, fractions were
investigated for chemical and structural changes in the solubilized and residual materials.
Treated wood samples were exposed to enzymatic conversion. A maximum 78% of glucose
yield was obtained for the glyceline followed by CMF pretreated wood. For yellow pine only a
24% of glucose yield was obtained for the CMF followed by glyceline treatment. All these
pretreatments presented different degrees of biopolymer removal from the cell wall and
subsequent enzyme conversion levels. Overall, these studies revealed insight into two novel
methods to enhance wood conversion adding to the methodology to deconstruct cell walls for
fermentable sugars.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and background

1.1

Introduction and Background

Lignocellulosic biomass is an abundant natural resource for sustainable energy via direct
combustion as well as for production of renewable biofuel precursors, valuable chemicals and
advanced biomaterials. Lignocellulose has been used since the dawn of the mankind as a
feedstock for energy and integrated into human life for materials that range from housing to
extracts. Recently, the trend to replace fossil fuels for transportation with biofuels is growing
after US policy in Renewable Fuels Standards 2, and 1st generation bioethanol is by far the liquid
biofuel mostly used globally [1]. Bioethanol can be produced from different raw materials such
as agricultural crops that contain sugars, such as sugar beets and sugar cane to grains such as
starch and structural polymers such as cellulose within plant cell walls [2]. Sugars and starch,
feedstocks for first generation biofuel production, are edible and compete with human nutritional
needs and require various cultivation inputs, limiting the sustainability of the system. Cellulosic
bioethanol, a second generation biofuel, is produced from available, usually, inexpensive plant
biomass, therefore it is seen as a possible, affordable solution to liquid biofuel production.
However, several technical drawbacks in bioethanol production technologies still need to be
overcome to develop their potential utilization worldwide [3].

Major lignocellulose components are cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin [4] and have been used
to create high value materials for society. Wood pulp and paper industries started in the late
1800’s and were prevalent in the past century, concomitantly cellulose and cellulose derivatives
industry was developed and a variety of products such as textiles [5, 6], coatings for films and
1

packing [7], drug delivery systems [8, 9], photographic films [10], and thermoplastics [11] have
been in the commercial market. More recent cellulose derivatives with potential applications are
biodegradable polymers [12], dialysis membranes [13], nanocellulose and nanomaterials [14, 15]
which are some of the more niche high value materials. Heteropolysaccharides, most commonly
known as hemicelluloses, have also found applications as biodegradable films for the food
industry and biomedical uses in drug delivery system, especially 4-O-methylglucuronoxylan the
most common hardwood hemicellulose [16], the main softwood hemicellulose,
galactocglucomannan also has been studied for colon targeted drug delivery systems [17].
Likewise, lignin isolated from plants have been used as source of phenolic compounds with
potential applications as phenolic resins [18], polyurethanes [19], antioxidants [20] and
dispersants [21]. Much research has been performed for advanced material applications of plant
polymers, however only cellulose derivatives and lignosulfonates are commercially available due
to the unique applications they can fill in the market. New methods of lignocellulose biomass
processing and biopolymers isolation are crucial to produce bio-based chemicals and bioplastics
that also provide alternative sources of plant-based chemicals that can serve society. The interest
in lignocellulosic biofuels provides a platform to develop novel materials based on renewable
carbon materials, as a mix of high volume fuels and high value bioproducts to make an
economically compelling case for a biorefinery. However, current pretreatment methods such as
steam-explosion and dilute acid pretreatment do not provide interesting materials for a
biorefinery, as significant hemicellulose depolymerization happens and uncontrolled
repolymerization of lignin creates heterogeneous lignin.

Novel solvents such as deep eutectic solvents (DESs) that increase enzymatic accessibility show
promise for biomass pretreatment. DES is typically a binary mixture of two solvents that consist
2

of a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor, which create a lower melting point mixture compared to
each individual component [22]. DESs are a new kind of ionic liquids, as their use in biomass
processing is growing in the academic community due to the fact that some DESs come from
natural sources, are inexpensive, easy to prepare and handle, biodegradable and biocompatible
[23]. Thus they can overcome the disadvantages of the ILs but share their properties as good
solvent systems such as being liquids at room temperature and having low vapor pressure. In this
regard, DES also overcome the drawbacks of most of the organic solvents used in biomass
organosolv pretreatments.

Among the variety of DES used in biomass pretreatments, choline chloride-glycerol DES (GLY)
is attractive because their components are available on the market at the MT scale. A closer look
to the GLY chemical structure shows that is a complex mixture composed by cholinium [Ch+]
cations and chlorine [Cl-] anions. Cl- serves as a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) and glycerol as
the hydrogen bond donor (HBD). This eutectic mixture has interesting physico-chemical
properties that give rise specific interactions between its components. GLY is viscous at room
temperature but its fluidity increases with temperature and with the free volume, hence charge
transport is affected by small changes in chemical structure [24, 25]. Moreover, main interactions
in GLY are hydrogen bonds between Cl- anion and two OH groups at the ends of glycerol and,
the third OH group in glycerol molecule is involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonding
between glycerol molecules [26].

Studies conducted by several research groups worldwide have determined GLY physicochemical properties (high viscosity, slight basic pH, dipolarity due to the presence of OH groups
with an unequal sharing of electrons, conductivity, and surface tension) [27-34]. It has been also

3

described that between the ChCl and glycerol are present non-specific interactions and
solvophobic interactions. Among the non-specific forces, instantaneous-dipole/induce dipole
force (dispersion London force), dipole/induced dipole forces (induction or Derbye forces), and
dipole/dipole forces (Coulomb forces) can be included [35]. Moreover, GLY is an asymmetric
bulky moiety with low lattice energy and macro and nanoscale mobility of components within
GLY are determined by H-bonds and ionic interactions. More complex interactions may ionize
to some extent and lead to multiple ions within the DES. Therefore, GLY complexity can be
visualized through the behavior of each of its components. Glycerol is a neutral strong HBD due
to its three OH groups and has a faster long-range diffusion compare to that of Ch+ cation, due to
its relative larger size. In the anhydrous state, GLY shows a non-Newtonian behavior and
becomes Newtonian when water content is above 2.5 wt%. GLY molar conductivity is a function
of its fluidity, thus its viscosity controls charge transport, charge carriers being Ch+ and Cl-.
Through diffusion dynamics, it has been found that on the nanometer length scale mobility of
Ch+ cation was larger than glycerol mobility. The hole theory developed by Abbott has
suggested that glycerol forms multiple tighter and stronger H-bonds between its neighboring OH
groups and Cl- anion so that a close ring type structure is formed surpassing the lone OH group
from Ch+ cation. Thus, the distance between Cl- anion and Ch+ cation is increased to a larger
extent for GLY indicating reduced interactions within the eutectic mixture. Therefore, physicalchemical properties GLY make this DES a unique novel solvent that can be used widely as a
lignocellulose solvent agent in biomass pretreatments.

Interactions between GLY and lignocellulose biomass are governed by heating. At temperatures
greater than 100oC, lignin softens and thermal expansion occurs, Ch+ DES cation may interact
with π systems of lignin [36] creating a DES-lignin association thus lignin carbohydrate bonds
4

cleave leading to a partial removal of lignin and hemicellulose. This chemistry makes GLY an
exceptional pretreatment agent for lignocellulose biomass processing in biorefinery settings.

On the other hand, mimicking the action of brown rot fungi on lignocellulose to modify the cell
wall nanostructure via chelator-mediated Fenton system without the use of enzymes, generating
a non selective depolymerization of biopolymers and a concomitant lignin recondensation
producing fermentable sugars would be an interesting approach to utilize nature’s path to
deconstruct wood cell walls.

In this study, a novel biomass pretreatment method has been attempted combining the
technology of deep eutectic solvents with the chemistry of a chelator-mediated Fenton system
and determine if any synergism exist between these treatments.

In this work it is hypothesized that having a more open cell wall with CMF treatment would
allow more access, more porosity due to breakage of linkages in the lignocellulose matrix, and
subsequent DES treatment would remove biopolymer fragments leaving a substrate more
digestible to enzyme saccharification. If DES is first applied and then CMF treatment, at
temperatures that this solvent is used, it would break more linkages in the cell wall that CMF
treatment would remove leaving a cellulose rich fraction more amenable for enzymatic
hydrolysis producing better yields of glucose.
The specific objectives of this research are:


Evaluate how these treatments impact fractionation of lignocellulose, individually and in
sequence;



Discern the interactions between the deep eutectic solvent and the biomass substrate;
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Determine conversion of cellulose from pretreated samples into fermentable sugar by
addition of enzymes and understand differences in accessibilities;



Evaluate the effect of the pretreatments on isolated lignin biopolymer functionality and
structure. Determine the MW and evaluate lignin structure of isolated lignin extracts.

To achieve these objectives, the dissertation is composed of 8 chapters. Chapter 1 provides the
introduction and background of this entire research. Chapter 2 focuses in the literature review on
lignocellulosic biomass, types and characteristics, biomass pretreatments, special emphasis has
been made in organosolv pretreatment and fungal lignocellulose biodegradation, to emphasize
the brown-rot mechanism, and finally new technologies for biopolymer structural analysis.
Additional information on novel deep eutectic solvents and their characteristics that make them
special solvents for advanced separation techniques are included in the literature review. Chapter
3 illustrates a novel approach for biomass pretreatment of sweetgum and yellow pine particles
applying choline chloride-glycerol deep eutectic solvent and chelator-mediated Fenton system
separately (single stage) or in sequence (double stage). A detailed mass balance of biomass
components after pretreatments and biopolymer separation processes is described. Chapter 4
details the pretreated biomass saccharification processes to evaluate the pretreatment efficiency
and explore the influence of pretreatment and residual lignin and xylan in cellulose digestibility.
Chapter 5 describes lignin fractionation during the pretreatments and its structural analysis.
Chapter 6 provides a summary and conclusions of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2 Literature review

2.1

Introduction to lignocellulose cell wall deconstruction

Lignocellulosic biomass is an abundant renewable material. Approximately 200 billion tons/year
of vegetable matter grows, but only 4-5% is utilized, while the rest is stored or recycled via
natural routes [1]. Plant dry matter is one of the main sources energy and bioproducts considered
environmentally friendly due to the carbon cycle [2]. Biofuels are the most important renewable
energy resource with almost 10% of the annual global primary energy demand. Plant biomass
conversion has received much attention in the last decade, it is important to attain efficient
processes for an effective biomass conversion with sustainable yields of desired biofuels and
value-added chemicals to develop a bio-based economy [3].

2.2

Lignocellulose Biomass Recalcitrance

The architecture and chemical composition of the cell wall contribute to lignocellulosic biomass
recalcitrance [4]. McCann and Carpita [5] have defined biomass recalcitrance as the resistance
of lignocellulosic biomass to be converted into other products due to the presence of some
features that increase energy consumption and therefore the cost, making the biorefinery
operations very complex. The reasons why enzymes or other chemicals are prevented to
cellulose access in the cell wall and its conversion to sugars are: cellulose microstructure,
solubility and crystallinity limit access to cellulose chains, the degree of polymerization and
branching of hemicellulose polymer surrounding cellulose, linked to lignin forming the lignincarbohydrate complex; and the presence of lignin, its concentration and its cross-linking pattern.
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Thus, an improved understanding of the interfaces between treatment agents (solvents, catalyst,
and chemicals) and cell-wall substrates is crucial [6-8] [9-13].

The structural framework (ultrastructure) of the plant is provided by the cell wall network [14].
The secondary wall composition varies within and among plant species [15]. Cell wall types and
their size confers different properties to the biomass. Each cell wall accommodates particular
clusters of biopolymers depending upon the stage of development [5]. The main features of cell
walls of angiosperms (hardwoods) such as sweet gum are summarized in Table 2-1 and reveal
the differences between monocots and dicots for angiosperms.

At the nanoscale level, cellulose crystallinity is a barrier for catalysts, chemicals or enzymes
needed for its depolymerization [16]. Also, microfibrils can coalesce forming aggregates and
reducing the effective surface area [15]. Fernandes et al. have conducted solid state NMR
experiments and found that cellulose microfibrils had a diameter of 2.3 – 3.0 nm which is
equivalent to 18-24 chains [17]; these data were confirmed with data in SANS performed by
Thomas et al. [18] (2.3 – 2.8 nm). Microfibril size changed with species ranging from < 2 nm to
< 6 nm, which was confirmed by wide angle X-ray scanning techniques WAXS (3.3 – 3.6 nm)
suggesting that adherent amorphous chains contributed to larger diameter. Using electron
microscope Donaldson et al. [19] found that wood microfibrils diameter varied from 4-13 nm .
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Table 2-1 Molecular structure of biomass cell wall

Angiosperms (Higher Plants)
Monocots

Dicots

Type II wall

Type I wall

a) GAXs/primary cell wall rich in
phenyl propanoid units [20]

Xyloglucan-cellulose matrix surrounded
by pectin network [21].

b) GAXs/primary cell wall rich in
phenyl propanoid units - sites of
network polymerization of lignin [20]
Secondary cell wall
Cellulose microfibrils are as crystalline assemblies of 24 to 36 (1→4)-β-D-glucan
chains ([21, 22].
Amorphous and ordered cellulose chains enclose a crystalline core or amorphous
sections are extended through the whole length of a microfibril [23]
Primary cell wall
Cellulose microfibrils serves as a frame where xyloglucan and cellulose bind
through (1-4)-β-D glucopyranose bonds. Cellulose chain extension varies among
species [21]

2.3

Lignocellulose Biomass Conversion

2.3.1

Lignocellulose Biodegradation/Bioconversion

Lignocellulosic biomass is colonized by fungi and bacteria in aerobic conditions. Dependent
upon the organism, these can be classified as different kinds of decay as described by Kirk [24]
white rot, brown rot, soft rot, bacteria-tunneling and erosion conversion. Most microorganisms
utilize cellulose and hemicelluloses as energy and carbon source playing a fundamental function
in carbon cycle. Basidiomycetes: white rot and brown rot fungi have evolved with the capability
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to break down lignin to CO2, as well as cellulose and hemicellulose. Brown rot decomposition is
associated with gymnosperms (softwood or conifers), and the white rot decomposition with
angiosperms (hardwoods) [24, 25].
2.3.1.1 Brown-rot fungi
They represent around 10% of the taxonomic diversity of lignocellulosic degrading
basidiomycetes [26-28]. They are the prevailing wood decay fungi in coniferous forests in the
north hemisphere [29]. Recent comparative and functional genomic studies of wood rot fungi
point out that brown-rot fungi have evolved from white-rot fungi and have missed critical
enzymes to disrupt lignocellulosic matrix, mainly for cellulose and lignin polymers [30, 31].
Latest genome analysis of cellulose and hemicellulose-degrading enzymes in several white and
brown rot fungi have indicated that white-rot fungi possess a greater enzymatic variety for
lignocellulose attack than brown-rot fungi [32].

Since brown-rot fungi produce extracellular enzymes, they are still able to degrade
polysaccharides and modify lignin due to a lower energy mechanism developed to initiate attack
of wood and improve the lignocellulosic biomass efficiency [30, 31, 33]. Some of the lignin
modified compounds mediate the production of .OH radicals and increase brown-rot fungi access
to holocellulose [34, 35]. Hence, metabolites of non-enzymatic processes are produced only at
initial steps of decay.

Brown-rot decay initiates via accumulation of spores or mycelial parts that are transported by the
water, wind, or by insects or animals to wood or other lignocellulosic surfaces. Mycelial growth
in wood may also occur in direct soil contact. For this to happen, suitable conditions of
temperature and moisture should be met (moisture content above the fiber saturation point, not
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saturated lumen and temperature between 10oC and 45oC). A single fungus can generate millions
to billions of spores. However, in fact only a few survive to initiate decay in LC biomass [25]. In
wood cells, the hyphae start growing in the lumens initiating decay, the colonization spreads
through ray cells and axial parenchyma where carbohydrates are deposited as energy supply for
the fungus. Fungal mycelia penetrate the cell wall via pit membranes or bore holes whose
mechanism is not yet well understood [26, 36]. The hyphae proliferate in the lumen [26, 28, 37]
and release a glucan film that covers the cell wall (hyphal sheath) that binds to the S3 layer [37];
the S2 layer is intensively degraded and is not next to the hyphae, so that the degradation
compounds diffuse through the S3 into the S2 layer which has less lignin content than S1 or S2
[38]. This helps to explain the preferential degradation of cellulose in S2 in the cell wall [25].

2.3.1.1.1

Biodegradation Mechanism of Brown-rot Fungi

Brown-rot fungi infect lignocellulosic biomass in a two-step process: 1) oxidative radical-based
reactions, and 2) enzymatic hydrolysis of the polysaccharides occurs, producing sugars for
fungal metabolism [39]. In 1965, Halliwell [40] studied cellulose and demonstrated that it was
degraded by free radicals as in Fenton reaction chemistry so he suggested that Fenton mechanism
was involved in lignocellulosic biodegradation. Koenigs [41-43] showed that cellulose of
softwood was oxidatively degraded supporting Halliwell’s findings. These studies provided
insight that iron was present in lignocellulosic biomass in enough quantities to be oxidized by the
hydrogen peroxide produced by brown-rot fungi extracellularly, developing the oxidative
hypothesis.
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Arantes and Milagres [44] found recent evidence that supported earlier work and additionally
showed that degrading plant enzymes’ size does not permit them to diffuse into the
lignocellulosic biomass cell wall. The hypothesis that low molecular weight compounds initiate
Fenton reactions was supported by the work done by Blanchette et al. [45], Flournoy et al. [46]
and other scientists. The production of hydroxyl radicals in liquid culture medium have been
demonstrated by Illman and Highley [37], and Dutton et al. [47]. Additionally, recent research of
brown-rot fungi genome, transcriptome, and secretome has supported the influence of Fenton
chemistry in lignocellulosic biodegradation [30, 33].
Non-Enzymatic Pathways
Brown-rot fungi have developed a mechanism to decay lignocellulosic biomass. First, the fungi
aim to solubilize iron III from iron oxy(hydr)oxides contained in wood cell wall; secondly, they
assist the reduction of iron to iron II; and thirdly, they produce H2O2 [25].

1. Location and solubilization of iron: Insoluble iron oxides complexes are found in the lumen
or in the cell wall [35, 48]. To take part in Fenton reactions, these iron complexes need to be
dissolved and then reduced to ferrous iron.

Recent studies on oxalate biosynthesis conducted by Zhuang et al. [49] tested the influence on
oxalate production by two enzymes in G. trabeum, peroxisomal glyoxylate dehydrogenase and
cytosolic oxaloacetate acetylhydrolase. He worked with 13C NMR and metabolic pathway
analyses and found that the oxalate pathway depends on the C/N ratio. When high levels of N are
present (low C/N ratio) the cytosolic oxaloacetate acetylhydrolases pathway is favorable. In the
opposite case. When the ratio C/N was high (low levels of N), peroxisomal glyoxylate
dehydrogenases contribute to oxalate biosynthesis.
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Brown-rot fungi secrete oxalic acid extracellularly [47, 50] and bind and solubilize iron from
iron complexes in the lumen [48]. The dissolution of iron is strongly influenced by pH
conditions, at physiological environments in the vicinity of fungal hyphae in the lumen of
decomposed biomass, high oxalate/Fe ratios are present (oxalate pKa = 1.27 and 4.27) so that the
pH is around 2. At this pH, oxalic acid binds iron and forms oxalate/Fe complexes that are
soluble [48, 51-53]. Under these acidic conditions, OH groups are protonated so that they
weaken the Fe-O bond in an adsorption process (not reductive dissolution) in which Fe3+ ions
can be detached from the iron/oxalate complexes by an iron ligand [51]. Oxalate-iron complexes
move to the cell wall, decreasing the concentration of the oxalic acid and increasing therefore the
pH [53, 54]. However, the lignocellulose matrix has a high buffering capacity and maintains the
pH of the wood cell wall [55]. A hyphae length away, where the pH is about 3.6, there is a low
concentrations of oxalate/Fe molar ratio so that the affinity of oxalate for iron decreases and
consequently a temporary relocation of Fe3+ from oxalate-iron complexes to the cellulose of cell
wall occurs [52]. At pH = 3.6 or higher, withdrawal of iron from Fe-oxalate complexes or from
cellulose occurs by Fe3+ chelating-reducing agents, having a higher affinity for Fe3+, as it has
been shown by using fungal biomimetic reductants [48, 52].

More recently, Zhu et al. [56] have found that when H2O2 is present, iron sequestered by oxalate
was reduced by 2,3-DHBA producing .OH radicals. The amount of iron reduction by the chelator
was a function of the concentration of oxalate. Iron withdrawal from oxidized iron was
influenced by both pH and oxalate concentration. It was suggested that when brown rot fungi
secreted oxalate, the chelator-mediated Fenton reactions (CMF) were enhanced, at the beginning
of the decay, revealing hints for the hypothesis of oxalate regulation by brown-rot fungi [57-59].
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2.

Hydrogen peroxide: The presence of H2O2 in brown-rot decay is attributed to two different
sources, molecular oxygen reduction and methanol oxidation. A variety of pathways have
been proposed by Kerem et al. [60], Hyde and Wood [53], Hirano et al. [61]] and, Daniel et
al. [62]. At the initial stage of fungal attack, demethylation of lignin occurs and therefore
methanol is generated [35, 63] which is metabolized by alcohol oxidase enzymes generated
by brown rot fungi [33, 62, 64]. Methanol is not a source of fungal nutrition, however the
enzyme and methanol may aid as source of H2O2 during decay [62]. Methanol role in
biomass decomposition is still under debate, alcohol oxidase is not stable at pH conditions
suitable for biomass decomposition by these fungi and the enzyme access to the S2 layer is
not yet well understood [46].

3. Iron-reducing chelators: Several mechanisms have been suggested to describe the reduction
from iron III to iron II during the brown-fungal decomposition. The more widely supported
mechanism for iron reduction involves extracellular low molecular weight fungal aromatic
compounds as Fe3+ reductants for in situ generation of Fe2+ and H2O2, and cell wall
degradation by hydroxyl free radicals (Figure 2-1).

Lignin degradation products may play the same role as fungal aromatic compounds resulting
from fungal attack, but this is not well understood yet. These aromatic molecules accept
nucleophilic substituents such as –-OH or –OCH3, which self-oxidize in the presence of Fe3+ and
therefore generate Fe2+. It has been demonstrated that these low molecular weight Fe3+mediating and Fe3+ reductants (phenolate or hydroquinone) can play the role of assisting the
Fenton reaction by reducing Fe3+ to Fe2+ [34, 48, 65-67]. Fungal Fe3+ reductants being molecules
small enough to easily diffuse into the biomass cell wall [48]. Several researchers have
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demonstrated that their presence in brown fungal degradation is very critical [65-70].
Compounds such as 2,5-dihydroquinone reduce Fe3+ to Fe2+ with concurrent generation of
semiquinone radical, capable of producing H2O2 [71, 72]. This mechanism of Fe3+ reduction and
formation of H2O2 is called chelator mediated Fenton reaction [48, 54, 73]. Fe3+ reductants
can reduce more than one mole of Fe3+ [48, 74, 75]. This supports the hypothesis that there is a
connection between lignin demethylation and holocellulose loss, both processes take place
concurrently [39].

Lately, it has been found evidence indicating that brown rot fungi possess two different
mechanisms for holocellulose disruption: 1) radical-based (oxidative); and 2) enzymatic. In
cellulose oxidation by hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen abstraction from the glucose monomers of
cellulose or hemicelulloses may occur [76] creating carbon centers radicals, which react with
oxygen to give peroxyl radicals [72]. The polysaccharide undergoes several oxidoreduction
reactions and cleavage of the molecule chain may occurs [77, 78].

Figure 2-1 Mechanism for generation of Fe2+ and H2O2 (in situ) and disruption of cell wall by
brown-rot fungi through the production of hydroxyl radicals in a chelator-mediated Fenton
system.
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Thanks to the new analytical techniques it has been found that lignin from decayed biomass also
undergoes oxidative demethylation [39] [79, 80]; chain oxidation [80-82], depolymerization [83]
and repolymerization [35, 84-86], among other modifications; however, lignin remains as a
polymeric molecule [83, 87]. It is believed that lignin disruption of aryl-ether bonds is the initial
step in the attack of brown rot fungi [35, 80-82, 88, 89] generating phenolic groups or
demethylation. Hydroxyl radical generated through biomimetic brown rot Fenton reactions can
also lead to lignin demethylation in softwoods [77, 84, 90]. These lignin modifications may
therefore facilitate diffusion of enzymes to the inaccessible polysaccharides in the lignocellulose
matrix.
2.3.2 Lignocellulosic Biomass Conversion
Forests, agricultural lands and agro-industry wastes are the three largest potential biomass
sources to produce alternative energy through chemical/biological conversion into fuels
imparting energy for industry, commerce and housing [91], as well as value-added bioproducts.

Cellulose, mainly in the secondary cell wall, needs to be separated from the complex
lignocellulosic matrix, for industrial uses. In this regard, several processes have been invented
since 19th century to obtain pulp for paper industries, textiles and cellulose derivatives. All of
these processes have the objective to free cellulose for further applications in value-added
products. Yet, lignin, hemicellulose and by-products are burned for energy or discarded as waste
[92-95]. Most of these conversion processes are water and energy intense, use harsh chemicals,
high temperatures and in some cases high pressures and contaminate air and water [92, 96-100].
A different approach to cellulose conversion to sugars is a chemical – catalytic process. Hu et al.
[101] have published a review of cellulose applying acid catalysts such as acid resins, metal
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oxides, H-form zeolites, heteropoly acids, functionalized silicas, immobilized ionic liquids,
carbonaceous acids and magnetic acids. They have pointed out the relevant role of 1) reaction
media (water or other solvents), 2) auxiliary methods (e.g. pretreatment techniques and advanced
heating methods with microwave or ultrasound radiations), and 3) novel techniques
(mechanocatalytic and oxidation-hydrolysis approaches). Other studies have also been published
regarding polysaccharide catalytic hydrolysis [102-108], as the entry point into biorefinery
schemes for energetically efficient biomass processes to transform cellulose into biofuels and
biochemicals.

The ionosolv process is another method to deconstruct biomass cell walls. Dissolution of
biomass with ionic liquids (ILs) has been extensively investigated as shown in recent reviews
[109, 110]. ILs are salts that are liquid at room temperature. Nevertheless, there are still several
disadvantages on the application of this technology. Since Abbott’s publication on deep eutectic
solvents (DESs) in 2004 [111] defining DESs as mixtures of hydrogen bond donor and hydrogen
bond acceptor, that have a melting point lower that the melting points of the DES components,
several research groups have studied DES, natural DES and low transition temperature mixtures
(LTTMs) as green media for lignocellulose conversion and as alternative options to implement
sustainability in biorefineries [112-124]. In this regard, comprehensive reviews have been
published by Duran et al. [125] and Vigier et al [126]. These novel technologies may provide
beneficial routes for biomass conversion into carbohydrates in a simpler, more efficient and less
costly manner.

Recently, Cheng et al. [127] have indicated that factors that need to be taken into account in the
pretreatments to overcome biomass recalcitrance towards an efficient lignocellulose conversion,
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are: 1) structure of cellulose chains (from crystalline microfibrils to macrofibrils and fibers), 2)
lignin content that obstructs the access to polysaccharides and can react with chemicals/enzymes;
3) inhibitory/toxic compounds for enzymes and yeast than can be produced during the
pretreatments. Moreover, Maurya et al. [128] have indicated that the key parameters for an
effective pretreatment for biological conversion of lignocellulosic biomass are crystallinity
(cellulose degree of crystallinity), accessibility (surface area), lignin concentration,
hemicellulose content and hemicellulose acetylation. Table 2-2 summarizes the effect of these
parameters in lignocellulosic biomass.

The discovery and extraction of natural gas on shale formations promise an inexpensive source
of energy in the USA [129, 130]. This fact might diminish projects for biomass conversion for
energy purposes in USA. Nevertheless, some industrial cellulosic bioethanol plants have been
established for a capacity of 115 KMgy (gallons per year) as it has been listed in the Ethanol
Producer Magazine (January 2016) [131], namely Dupont Cellulosic Ethanol LLC-Nevada, IA
(30 MMgy); Poet-DSM Advanced Biofuels-Project Liberty (25 MMgy); Abengoa Bioenergy
Biomass of Kansas LLC (25 MMgy). Other minor plants are American Process Inc Thomston
Biorefinery, GA; BP Biofuel Demonstration Plant, Jennings Facility, LA; Dupont Cellulosic
Ethanol LLC-Vonore, TN [131]. In any case, new technologies for lignocellulosic matrix
deconstruction to access its components and their commercial applications still need to be
developed worldwide. The expectations in Europe and other countries such as Canada [132],
China and Malaysia are different for the near future. In Europe, forest and paper industries
pursue integration of biorefineries with the pulp and paper mills or establishment of new
biorefinery plants [132-136].
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Table 2-2 Parameters for an effective lignocellulosic biomass conversion
Cellulose
Crystallinity

Surface Area

Lignin Content

Hemicellulose Content and Degree of
Acetylation

2/3 of cellulose is in

Biomass has two types of

Lignin gives structural

It is a physical barrier which covers

crystalline state

surface areas:

rigidity to lignocellulosic

cellulose fibers. Its removal increases

[137].

External - dependent

biomass. It impedes swelling

the substrate pore size enhancing

The decrease of

upon particle size and

of the lignocellulose matrix.

accessibility and cellulose hydrolysis

crystallinity can

shape.

Lignin obstructs and

[6, 139, 140].

eventually increase

Internal – dependent upon

sometimes can bind the

Acetyl residues are attached to the

the lignocellulose

the capillarity of

contact of enzymes with

hemicellulose backbone and may hold

digestion [138].

cellulose. Lignin removal

polysaccharides therefore

back chain disruption, decreasing their

will increase internal

reducing hydrolysis

concentration will benefit cellulose

surface area [6].

efficiency [138].

hydrolysis [137].

2.4

Deconstruction of cell wall for biorefinery purposes

Conversion of biomass into bioenergy and valuable chemicals is escalating global demand due to
its low carbon emissions. The market trend pushes to renewable and sustainable products that
may replace the petroleum based fuels and commodities. Thus, governments of industrialized
countries are establishing policies to replace gradually fossil fuels by biofuels. Bioethanol is the
most utilized liquid biofuel for transportation [141].

Liquid biofuels are obtained in a process that has several steps, specifically pretreatment,
biomass fractionation, polysaccharides hydrolysis, and monosaccharides fermentation to
bioethanol or other liquid fuels, or microbial fermentation of the monosaccharides to the target
products [142]. Figure 2-2 provides a general scheme of the steps in biomass processing for
bioethanol production. Thus the first step of lignocellulosic biomass conversion is pretreatment
to unlock the plant cell wall network and make the polysaccharides accessible to biological
processing (enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation) [137, 143-146].
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A more efficient conversion of biomass in chemicals and biofuels would need to overcome its
recalcitrant nature and would take into account the following: 1) cost-effective pretreatments, 2)
effective process integration - value-added products and lower cost of production, and 3)
development of biocatalysts that could ferment C5 and C6 sugars efficiently (in high yields)
[147].

Figure 2-2 Scheme of a biorefinery to obtain biofuels and biomaterials.

2.4.1 Pretreatments to reduce biomass recalcitrance and enhance cellulose accessibility
A pretreatment is a method needed to overcome chemical and physical impediments that exist in
the lignin–carbohydrate composite and deliver the majority of cell wall constituents available for
conversion into valuable products [7, 93, 95, 148, 149]. The effect of pretreatment has been
recognized for a long time [8, 92, 150-152] and it is a crucial step for a biorefinery.

Pretreatments known for pulping processes such as soda pulping and organosolv pulping have
been applied in diverse biomass substrates (e.g. hardwood, wheat straw, oil palm waste,
sugarcane bagasse, corn residues, and rice husks) to recover glucose, xylose and lignin. Figure 23 summarizes the different techniques classified into 5 general methods (physical, thermal,
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thermochemical, chemical, and biotechnological pretreatment methods). Depending upon the
biomass type and the scope of the treatment also combinatorial ones can be applied.

Several pretreatment methods have been investigated for bioconversion. Their characteristics,
energy consumption and the effect of the pretreatment in the three lignocellulose biopolymers
have been studied. Some of these processes are also energy intensive, for instance physical
methods such as freeze drying [153], wet disk or ball milling [154, 155] or refining [156],
however they do not employ harmful and expensive reagents. For thermal pretreatments, liquid
hot water (LHW) [157-159] and extrusion [160, 161] are used. For thermochemical
pretreatments steam explosion [162, 163], supercritical CO2 explosion [164] and ammonia fiber
steam explosion AFEX [165, 166] have been developed. However AFEX has better
performance in terms of biomass accessibility for enzyme saccharification of corn stover.
Among the chemical pretreatment methods of biomass processing, diluted acid pretreatment
[167] has had a relative success, wet oxidative pretreatment [168] and organosolv [169-171] also
have been applied to yield sugars that can be fermented to produce biofuels. Novel pretreatments
with the so called green solvents ILs and DES have been developed in the last decade. Several
studies have been published in the last 5 years in biomass pretreatments using ionic liquids and
the details of their application have been pointed out in several reviews [109, 110, 113, 125, 172,
173]. Regarding the biotechnological pretreatments, comparative studies of brown and white-rot
fungi [174-176] have been carried out as well. More recently, the action of the oxidative
enzymes lytic polysaccharide mono-oxygenases (LPMOs) has been revealed as a key factor for
biomass enzymatic hydrolysis enhancement [177].
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Figure 2-3 Lignocellulosic Biomass Conversion: pretreatments and value-added products.

2.4.2 Enzymatic Hydrolysis
Carbohydrate digestibility shows the amount of polysaccharide in the biomass that is released
during enzymatic saccharification. Enzymatic hydrolysis is catalyzed by cellulases applied as
cocktails; endoglucanases which catalyze cellulose breakdown and release cellulose oligomers;
exoglucanases (cellobiohydrolases) which catalyze the liberation of cellobiose from cellulose
chain ends; and β-glycosidases which catalyze the hydrolysis of oligomers to glucose [185].
Oxidative enzymes (lytic polysaccharide mono-oxygenases LPMOs) assist to the total hydrolysis
of cellulose [186, 187]. Cellulose/xylanase synergy improved overall enzymatic conversion
reducing costs for cellulosic ethanol or other biofuel conversion [188]. Hemicellulose hydrolysis
is also important in LC biomass conversion, since this polysaccharide shields the cellulose,
therefore an additional group of enzymes is needed, the so called hemicellulases (e.g. xylanases,
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mannanases, esterases, and α-glucuronoxidases) which work together for an effective hydrolysis
of polysaccharides [189].
For cost and environmental concerns – less formation of undesirable by-products, less acid waste
and no need for corrosion resistant equipment, enzymatic hydrolysis has advantages over to acid
hydrolysis. The solvent/enzyme/catalyst system access to cellulose chains regulates how fast and
how far the hydrolysis reaction can be conducted and it is of relevant interest in order to achieve
sustainable energy production [138, 177, 190-192]. Typically, the yield of the enzymatic
hydrolysis is low in biomass without pretreatment (around 20% of available glucan) [128].

Among the various methods of lignocellulose saccharification, the most common are the
separated hydrolysis saccharification (SHS) in which hydrolysis and fermentation are two steps
and the simultaneous saccharification and fermentation (SSF) [185, 193]. Enzymes from
extremophilic organisms are also being investigated to prepare novel enzymatic cocktails for the
biomass conversion [194-198]. Although their characterization for this application is still in its
infancy, they are considered potential candidates for biorefinery applications [197, 199, 200].
Biomass crystallinity is very important in the saccharification process. In general, it is increased
after most thermal/chemical pretreatments (except AFEX and some ILs treatments) and this is
contrary to Fan’s conclusion that low crystallinity is preferred for biomass enzymatic hydrolysis
[201]. Even though the impact of pretreatments vary, most of them remove or redistribute
amorphous components including lignin, hemicellulose and extractives [202]. Hence, biomass
crystallinity is affected by its other components and the crystalline structure of untreated and
pretreated biomass cannot be compared so that it is difficult to built a relatioship between
biomass crystallinity and enzymatic hydrolysis [203]. Xu et al. [203] has suggested to calculate
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cellulose crystallinity (a percentage of crystalline component of cellulose), balancing mass
crystallinity (a percentage of crystalline cellulose in whole biomass) with cellulose content.

2.4.3 Dissolution of Biomass
2.4.3.1 Dissolution of cellulose

The solubility of lignocellulosic biomass in organic solvents has been studied to obtain some
information of the mechanisms that are involved in wood dissolution. Solubility of cellulose has
been investigated to functionalize it for industrial applications. As early as 1940, Reid et al. used
solvents such as monoethanolamine for wood pulping dissolution. McCormick et al. in 1985
[204] published the dissolution of cellulose in LiCl and N, N dimethylacetamide (DMAc) up to
15%. Additionally, Vasilakos et al. [205] worked with hydrogen donor solvents such as tetralin
for the liquefaction of α-cellulose at around 400oC and pressure up to 500 psi for 30 min
achieving 100% of depolymerization.

Later, a 20% of cellulose dissolution was obtained by mixing a cellulose slurry in aqueous
NMMO (N-methylmorpholine oxide) [206]. Another solvent studied for cellulose dissolution is
Tetrabutylammonium fluoride hydrate (TBAF) mixed with DMSO [207]. A process of cellulose
dissolution in solution of NaOH/H2O was described by Qi et al. [208]; the first step was to form
a complex of cellulose-NaOH and then this complex is dissolved in an aqueous urea solution.

Recently, a homogenous reaction has been developed to yield cellulose carbanilates (Figure 2-4),
lignocellulosic biomass is mixed with ILs and DMSO or DMF (60%) for 24 h until complete
dissolution of cellulose resulting a very viscous solution which is diluted to 20%. These solvents
can be recycled and reused [209].
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Figure 2-4 Scheme of the reaction of biomass with an IL and DMSO. Taken from reference
[210]. USE Under fair use.
To choose the most suitable solvent one must balance solvent capacity and solvent selectivity.
Cellulose is not dissolved by common solvents that work at room temperature [210].

2.4.3.2 Dissolution of Hemicellulose

To study acetylation patterns of xylan as well as to perform structural characterization, xylan has
been isolated from delignified corn stover and aspen by extraction with DMSO [211]. Xylan was
also removed by alkaline-peroxide extraction, this extraction deacetylated the hemicellulose to a
high degree, xylose was the major product and small amounts of arabinose, glucose and
galactose were obtained that were studied by FTIR, NMR and GPC techniques [212].

2.4.3.3 Dissolution of Lignin

Native lignins being aromatic polyphenolic polymers are insoluble, but isolated lignin fragments
show solubility in common solvents such as dioxane, ethylene glycol, acetone, tetrahydrofuran,
dimethylsulfoxide, and dimethylformamide [213]. Solvents with greater ability to swell and
dissolve lignin include methanol, ethanol, and phenol. Recently, some ILs have been used to
dissolve alkaline lignin [214].
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2.4.3.4 Dissolution of Lignocellulose Matrix

Wood solubility in commercial solvents is not yet well understood and theoretical formulations
or basic generalized rules need to be developed. Most of the publications have taken into account
only the solvent boiling point [213]. A better understanding of the impact of the pretreatments on
biomass fractionation will allow us a more effective biomass use. Lagan et al. [215] have
demonstrated that two processes take place and cause morphological changes: 1) cellulose
dehydration and 2) hemicellulose-lignin phase separation during steam explosion pretreatment
with dilute acid or ammonia fiber expansion. A balance between the entropy and enthalpy of
hydration is responsible to overcome kinetic obstacles. These findings suggest that new
pretreatments favor hemicellulose/lignin phase separation and also the increase of the cell wall
matrix porosity. Other considerations may include biomass molecular size, surface area, polarity,
polarizability and strength of H-bonding. Additionally, solvent parameters such as refractive
index, dielectric constant, molar volume and Hildebrand parameter may have also effect in
biomass.

2.4.3.4.1

Lignocellulosic Biomass dissolution in Ionic Liquids

Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts of cations and anions that are liquid at ambient temperature; possess
very low vapor pressure, low melting point (less than 100oC), good thermal stability and are
inflammable [109, 216, 217]. The first report of cellulose dissolution in an ionic liquid (IL) was
in 1934 (patent 1943176 USA). Later, Moens and Khan investigated the reactivity of the
lignocellulosic derivatives and biomass in ILs in 2001 [218, 219]. Nevertheless, the significance
of ILs in cellulose dissolution was not discovered until 2002 when Swatloski et al. [220] found
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that 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [C4mim][Cl-] could dissolve cellulose up to 25 wt%
by microwave heating, regenerating cellulose by adding water.

Recently, ionic liquids have been used to deconstruct biomass to its components. This can be
done by two different ways 1) isolating hemicelluloses and lignin from cellulose and 2)
dissolving cellulose in an IL followed by precipitation by adding anti-solvents [102, 109, 110,
113, 128, 146, 151, 152, 221-229]. The majority of cations in ILs are bulky organic residues such
as imidazolium, pyridinium, pyrrolydinium, ammonium, phosphonium, piperidinium, thiazolium
and sulfonium; anions can be halides, organic or inorganic anions [230]. ILs characteristics are
high thermal stability, low flammability, high conductivity and a wide electrochemical potential
window (-4 to 4 V) [231], thus due to these properties, ILs may have applications in both
industrial [230] and laboratory settings [232, 233]. ILs can be considered as “designer solvents”
[234, 235], their properties can be attuned to meet the needs of a specific method or desired
product.

ILs have been employed in dissolution of both softwoods and hardwoods [236-241], grasses and
agricultural wastes [152, 242-244], and in enzymatic saccharification of corn stover [245], straw
[246], and macadamia nut shells [247]; as well as in the study of physical properties of bamboo
[248]. Kilpelainen et al. [249] reported that both softwoods and hardwoods are soluble in some
ILs based in imidazolium under mild environments, for instance, in chloride- and acetate-based
ILs [250] and in 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [C4mim]Cl [251]. Rinaldi and Schuth
[252, 253] have performed 13C and 35/37Cl NMR measurements on models showing that cellulose
dissolution in this IL involved H-bonding between the hydroxyl residues of the carbohydrates
and the chloride ions of the IL solvent in a stoichiometrical relationship of 1:1.
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Vanoye and his group [254] studied the kinetics of cellobiose acid hydrolysis in 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium chloride, ([C2mim]Cl) IL showing the presence of two competing reactions,
hydrolysis of oligosaccharides and decomposition of sugar. The rates of these reactions were
sensitive to acid pKa below zero, for acids with pKa the decomposition of glucose is slower than
the hydrolysis, and therefore the hydrolysis could be conducted with high selectivity for glucose.
Experimentally cellulose, hemicellulose (xylan), and Miscanthus grass biomass, showed similar
hydrolysis rates and a random chain bond cleavage, contrary to end-group chain degradation
detected with dilute acids.

It has been demonstrated that cellulose dissolution and regeneration using ILs is accompanied
only with a physical change and chemical reactions occur depending on IL, and there is always
some DP loss. A lower crystallinity with 1,3-dimethyl-imidazolium methyl phosphonate
DMIMMPh IL was observed. FTIR spectra of the precipitated cellulose showed a C-O-C
stretching -(1→4)-glycosyl bonds, indicating the regeneration of the amorphous cellulose. In
XRD analyses, regenerated cellulose displayed an amorphous diffraction peak near 2Ѳ of 21◦,
confirming its lower crystallinity [255]. Liu et al., 2014 [256] studied the dissolution of corn
stover after regeneration, pine wood, poplar wood, wheat and rice straw in DMSO/AmimCl
using a microwave and found that cellulose morphology changed from I to II. Pine wood showed
the highest dissolving ability.

Lignocellulose dissolution with ILs was studied by Fort et al. in 2007 [242] by treating
hardwoods and softwood with [C4mim][Cl] IL at 100oC from 2 to 24 h, this research group
found that softwoods presented better dissolution than hardwoods. Then, a study conducted by
Zavrel et al. [257] found that [C2mim] [CH3COO] IL totally dissolved spruce, beech, and
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chestnut chips and partially dissolved silver fir chips, hypothesizing that π-π interactions with the
aromatic compounds of lignin have contributed to the biomass dissolution ability of this IL. It
has been well stablished that cellulose dissolution in ILs is due to hydrogen bonding formation
between anions of the IL and hydroxyl groups of cellulose [258, 259] at a 1:1 stoichiometric
ratio [251]. During this process, the original inter- and intramolecular H-bonding of cellulose is
destroyed allowing a complete cellulose dissolution [260]. Oxygen and hydrogen atoms of
cellulose are involved in the formation of electron-donor electron-acceptor complexes that
interact with the IL; IL ions are in a free state in solution and can interact with cellulose resulting
in the formation of cation-cellulose-anion complexes (Figure 2-5) [172, 261]. In these
interactions cellulose atoms act as electron donor and hydrogen atoms act as electron acceptors
whereas the cation in IL serves as the electron acceptor and the anion as electron donor [261].
The oxygen and hydrogen atoms separates during the interactions causing distortions in the
lattice of cellulose, the H-bond opens and finally cellulose dissolves [172]. This process is
temperature dependent, the reaction between biomass and ILs starts around 80-90oC, cellulose
swells and dissolves without much changes in its polydisperity, but significant changes in its
crystallinity.

Figure 2-5 Mechanism of cellulose dissolution in ILs. Taken from [27]. Use under fair use.
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Navard and Cuissinat [262, 263] have studied cellulose dissolution as a tool to reveal fiber
structure. They found that different solvents have different pathways to dissolve cellulose and
observed that cellulose dissolved in a “complete dissolution mode” described as a large swelling
by ballooning and complete dissolution. These authors explained that primary and S1 layer of the
biomass cell wall confine the IL in the balloons until a maximal swelling ratio is reached due to
the osmotic pressure, then the balloons burst and the IL goes out rapidly (Figure 2-6). The
elasticity and semi permeability of primary and S1 layer of the cell wall contribute to the balloon
formation so that the cellulose dissolution process is due to the morphological structure of native
cellulose and no delignification or hemicellulose removal occurs at temperatures 80-90oC. At
temperatures higher than 100oC, lignin is soften (Tg of lignin between 100 and 170oC, [264]) and
partial removal of lignin and hemicellulose occurs, indicating partial disruption of covalent
linkages between cellulose and lignin of the LCC [265].

Figure 2-6 Swelling of cellulose fiber in IL (similar to swelling in NMMO-water (20%).Taken
from [32]. Use under fair use.
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Different factors can affect the degree of delignification of biomass substrates during the
pretreatment, temperature is one of the most important parameters to be taken into account, as
well as the extent of the reaction. The higher the temperature and the longer the reaction time;
the greater the amount of lignin and hemicellulose removal is observed. The most effective IL
for cellulose and for lignocellulose biomass so far has been proven to be 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium acetate [C2C1Im][OAc] [109, 250, 257, 266-268]. Maki-Arvela et al. [269]
has pointed out the relationship between IL’s Hildebrand solubility parameters and hydrogen
bond basicity. They found out that small polarizable anions aim at dissolution of cellulose. In
this regard, [C2C1Im][OAc] IL has a small cation [C2C1Im]+ and a small anion [OAc]- and both
of them have been found to be powerful at cellulose and lignocellulose dissolution [250, 270].
Moreover, the chain length of the alkyl group impacts parameters such as melting point and
viscosity [271, 272], the longer the length of the alkyl chain the higher the temperature for
cellulose dissolution would be needed due to the higher viscosity; however elevated temperatures
allow different lignin contents in the IL stream and favor formation of degradation products or
undesired cellulose derivatization [110, 257, 273]. Through swelling of the cellulose fiber and an
efficient mass transport, cellulose crystallinity is reduced and a partial removal of lignin and
hemicellulose is achieved so the total surface area is increased [274, 275] and therefore enzyme
hydrolysis is enhanced achieving better saccharification yields.

More recently, van Osch et al. [276] have published a comprehensive review of the ILs and DES
in lignocellulose fractionation highlighting the tunability of the physicochemical properties of
both solvent types by changing the nature and the ratio of their components. Regarding lignin
dissolution with ILs, it has been observed that some aprotic and protic ILs can partially dissolve
lignin and both anion and cation play important roles in dissolving lignin [276]. Janesko et al.
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[277] found that cations or anions with electron rich aromatic π-systems improved lignin
dissolution. For instance, imidazolium cations interact with lignin phenyl rings through aromatic
rings. On the other hand, halide anions with hydrogen bonding capacity such as chloride or
bromine have shown lignin solubility up to 10-15% wt% [278, 279]. A recent study has reported
that good lignin ILs may combine [Cl-] anions and p-conjugated [1-amyl-3methylimidazolium]+ cations [257]. In fact, ILs capability of lignin dissolution can be predicted
through their polarities, comparing their Hildebrand solubility parameters to those of lignin.
Maximum solubility has been observed when these values are the same, when the intermolecular
forces are alike [273]. Moreover, Kamlet-Taft β parameter for hydrogen bond basicity helps to
see if a solvent has good lignin dissolution properties, as moderate to high basic ILs are better
lignin solvents [280]. Unfortunately, most of these studies have been conducted in commercial or
model lignins which differ from the native lignin within the cell wall and does not represent the
solubility of native lignin, their solubility does not necessarily represents all the interactions
undergoing between native lignin and ILs within the cell wall.

Ionic liquids (PIL) that have a proton available for hydrogen bonding can also withdraw lignin
from biomass [281]. Lignin extraction with PIL[pyrr][Ac] showed a great extent of fiber
penetration. Partial dissolution of xylan, disrupted the biomass fibers enough to attain an
increased unmodified lignin isolation. Tan and MacFarlane in 2009 [282] reviewed ILs in
biomass conversion highlighting that they can be used for cellulose modification /
functionalization, thermochemical depolymerization (pyrolysis), enzymatic depolymerization,
fractionation, extraction/separation of biomass components and in biomass pretreatment. Some
studies have shown that the presence of halogen can cause contamination of water [283]. For this
reason, some halogen free ILs have been prepared using renewable compounds such as
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bioalcohols and carboxylic acids as anions and/or alkylation agents, therefore halogen anions can
be avoided [284]. Other issues such as cost and time consuming factor, difficult purification of
ILs have limited their use in industrial settings [285]. The initial perception of ILs as green
solvents has dramatically changed lately as green chemistry techniques such as environmental
factor (E-factor), atom economy and greenness of some lab-scale preparative methods have been
applied to several ILs [286-289]. Some studies have been published regarding the environmental
potential risks linked to ILs preparation, environmental impacts in ILs application and their
environmental fate [286].
2.5.

Deep Eutectic Solvents

2.5.1 Concept
A deep eutectic solvent has been defined by Abbot et al. [290] as a mixture containing large
nonsymetric ions that have low lattice energy and low melting points. A DES is a mixture of a
hydrogen bond donor (HBD) and a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) which forms a eutectic
(melting temperature is lowered relative to the two individual components) when the two
components are added together in a correct ratio [111].

The physicochemical properties of a DES depend upon its components and its exact molar ratio
in the DES mixture, making them suitable for specific laboratory and industrial applications.
Thus, these new media present some benefits such as immiscibility with many organic solvents,
tolerance to water, tunable acidity, stabilization of intermediates, disruption of hydrogen bond
networks, and dissolution of polyols [291].
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2.5.2 Classification of DESs
In 2007, Abbott [292] has classified DES in four categories: Type I – mixture of a quaternary salt
of a heteroatom with a metal halide, Type II which is a mixture of quaternary salt of a
heteroatom with a hydrated metal halide, Type III which is a mixture of a quaternary salt of a
heteroatom (HBA) with a hydrogen bond donor (HBD), type IV DES such a mixture of a metal
halide with a hydrogen bond donor (HBD).

2.5.2.1 Type I DES, for instance ZnCl2, SnCl2, FeCl3 with some quaternary ammonium salts can
form DES, the properties depend upon the strength of the interactions between the DES
components. Each system behave differently and is tailored for different applications [293, 294].
2.5.2.2 Type II DES, hydrates such as CrCl3.6H2O mixed with an organic salt such as choline
chloride due to its low cost, biodegradability and low toxicity of the latter [293].
2.5.2.3 Type III DES, choline chloride based eutectic solvents have found an important role in
applied chemistry. Choline chloride has been extensively used as HBA to produce DES mixtures
with cheap and safe HBD such as polycarboxylic acids, polyamides and polyalcohol (most
common used are urea, glycerol and ethylene glycol) [111, 295-297].
2.5.2.4 Type IV DES, mixtures of metal chlorides such as ZnCl2 with a HBD such as urea,
ethylene glycol, acetamide or hexanediol [293].
2.6
Type III DES: Choline chloride-glycerol - a mixture of choline chloride (HBA) and
glycerol (HBD)
Choline-based DESs are the most common DESs used for different applications due to its
relative low viscosity, low toxicity, biodegradability and low price [118, 293, 296]. Glyceline is
a mixture of choline chloride with glycerol in a molar ratio of 1:2. Abbot et al. in 2011 [298]
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reported a study of glycerol eutectics as solvent systems as well as their physico-chemical
properties (viscosity, conductivity, density, free volume, self-diffusion coefficient and surface
tension). The type III DESs possess similar physico-chemical properties to imidazolium–based
ILs so that they can be replaced by the choline chloride based DESs in many applications. Zhang
et al. [297] have highlighted fields of application such as lubrication, functional material
preparation, electrochemistry, polishing and plating of metals, organic synthesis, catalytic
conversion, and biomass conversion. The applicability of choline based eutectics in biocatalysis
have been studied due to their compatibility with enzymes [293, 299, 300]. Dominguez de Maria
[113] has also published the trend to use bio-based and low cost DESs in biomass processing as
pretreatments, as cellulose dissolution agents or neoteric switchable solvents to fractionate
biomass in biorefineries and in biomass conversion. Other research groups have also
investigated the application of choline based solvents in natural products extraction [301-303].

2.6.1 Hydroxyethyltrimethylammonium (Choline) Chloride
Choline chloride (ChCl) is an organic salt that can be extracted from biomass or synthesized by
the Davy process technology from ethylene oxide, hydrochloride acid, and trimethylamine [304],
a high atom economy process [291]. In 1978, Petrouleas [305] studied the X-ray diffraction of
ChCl and found two different types of crystalline forms Choline chloride could exist in two
different forms, α and β form (Figure 2-7). The alpha form was sensitive for ionizing radiation
and is present at room temperature. The polymorph β formed appeared at 78oC and it was nonsensitive to ionizing radiation [306, 307].
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Figure 2-7 Molecular model of the β form of choline chloride. Taken from reference [25]. Use
under fair use.

Choline chloride is used as a food additive for chickens and pets as well as additive in fluids
(hydraulic fracturing). It is an important part of cell membrane phospholipids and as a
neurotransmitter (acetylcholine). It is associated with the mobility of B vitamin in the body, due
to its similarity. It is soluble in polar solvents and it does not accumulate in the body [308]. It is
available in the market in the order of tons at US$ 600-800/metric ton [309] or US$ 320 for 5 kg
[310].

Choline chloride is one of the most common quaternary ammonium salts used in the synthesis of
DES [294, 295, 311, 312], when this compound is mixed with metal halides or HBD, the
physico-chemical properties are usually enhanced. The melting point of the mixture at a
particular ratio is significantly depressed, creating a eutectic and making it a liquid at ambient
temperature [111]. For instance, choline chloride:urea has a melting point of 12oC, even though
choline chloride and urea have a melting point of 302oC and 133oC, respectively [293]. These
mixtures also have a lower viscosity and a higher conductivity than their pure components. This
behavior is thought to be due to the fact that choline chloride has an asymmetric structure with a
polar functional group (Figure 2-7) [293].
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2.6.2 Glycerol – 1,2,3-Trihydroxpropane or glycerin
Glycerol is a polyol, an organic molecule found in nature forming esters in triglycerides and fats.
It is a clear, viscous, colorless, odorless and sweet-tasting liquid [313]. It has been isolated since
the 2800 BC by the reaction with ash to produce soap. It is a cheap and nonhazardous organic
compound. Since 1940, glycerol has been produced from epichlorohydrine obtained from
propylene, from fossil oil industry. Nowadays, glycerol is a by-product of the biodiesel fuel
industry [314]. Traditionally, it has been used as viscosity modifier and a freezing point
suppressant because its high viscosity and high boiling point. It has a strong hydrogen bond
network cohesion and a high boiling point (290oC) [315]. These two properties also make
glycerol not suitable as organic solvent for separation processes such as filtration or distillation
[298].It is a suitable feedstock for the production of several value-added chemicals (solvents,
green reaction media, antifreeze agents, and detergents), fine chemicals (drugs, drug delivery
systems, catalytic conversion, etc.), materials (polymers and biomaterials) and fuels and fuel
additives [314-318]. The chemical structure of glycerol is shown in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8 Structure of glycerol
Gu et al. [319] have reported that glycerol, due to its tolerance to the presence of hydrophobic
reagents, can catalyze organic reactions such as Michael additions of amines, anilines and indols,
ring opening of styrene oxide and acid-catalyzed dimerizations of tertiary alcohols. Also, He et
al. have reported the use of glycerol as medium for electrophilic activation of aldehydes with
indoles and 1,3-cyclohexandione, in the absence of a catalyst, to produce di(indolyl)methane
derivatives. The authors hypothesized that it was a hydrogen bonding network between the
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carbonyl group of the aldehyde and the OH group of the glycerol solvent. Glycerol has a high
viscosity (1200 cP at room temperature), low toxicity and it is used as media to accelerate the
reaction rates in hydrophobic substrates in organic synthesis [315]. Therefore, glycerol has
properties similar to water such as hydrophilicity, non toxicity, biodegradability and poor
miscibility with most organic substances.
2.6.3 Glyceline, a choline chloride-glycerol DES mixture (1:2 molar ratio)
In 2011, Abbott et al. studied the properties of glycerol after the addition of ChCl, in different
ratios. The addition of 33 mol% of ChCl to glycerol had a tremendous effect in its fluidity, its
viscosity decreased by a factor of 3 as the salt concentration increased. The viscosity-temperature
profile of glyceline followed the Arrhenius like behavior. ChCl disrupted the structure of
glycerol and enabled reactions on the OH groups that were no longer hydrogen bonded intermolecularly. The freezing point decreased from 17.8oC to – 40oC but the surface tension
increased as the concentration of ChCl increased [298]. Figure 2-9 shows an scheme of
glyceline, the mixture of a mole of choline chloride with two moles of glycerol components are
mixed together under heat (80oC, for around 30 min) [116, 298].

80oC

+
30 min
Stirring

Glycerol

Choline Chloride

Glyceline (1:2)

Figure 2-9 Schematic synthesis of glyceline. Adapted from [15, 38]
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2.6.3.1 Physico-chemical properties of glyceline
When two different compounds are mixed together the new binary system will exhibit changes in
at inter and intra-molecular levels, the new mixture preset different properties. Table 2-3
summarizes the most common physico-chemical properties of glyceline.
Table 2-3 Properties of glyceline
Property

Glyceline

Molecular Weight (gmol-1) 107.94

References
Abbott et al., 2007 [320]
Shahbaz et. al., 2012 [321]
Mjalli et al, 2012 [322]

Density exp (gcm-3)

1.19

Abbott et al., 2011

1.1920

Shahbaz et al., 2012 [321]

1.3558

Leron & Li, 2012 [323]

1.192
Viscosity (cP)

376

Mjalli & Ahmed, 2016 [322]

Freezing Point (oC)

-36

Abbott et al. 2011 [298]

-36.15

Shahbaz et al., 2012 [321]

-40

AlOmar et al., 2012 [324]

Melting Point (oC)

No apparent

Harris, 2009 [325]

Surface Tension exp

57.24

Shahbaz et al., 2012 [326]

(mNm-1)

55.4

Abbott et al., 2014 [327]

Conductivity

2.03x10-3

-1

o

-3

Mjalli & Ahmed, 2016 [322]

(µScm ) at 20 C

1.05 x10

Abbott e al 2011 [298]

Molar Volume

90.44 (at 20oC)

Mjalli & Ahmed, 2016 [322]

237.7

Leron & Li, 2012 [328]

1.4864

Mjalli & Ahmed, 2016 [322]

(cm3mol-1)
Molar Heat Capacity
(303,15 K)
(Jmol-1K-1)
Refractive Index
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2.6.3.2 Toxicity, cytotoxicity and biodegradability of glyceline

Hayyan et al. [329] have studied the toxicity of ChCl and its ChCl-gly DES, reline and ethaline
DESs by using two gram positive bacteria Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus, and also
two gram negative bacteria Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Their cytotoxicity
was investigated by using Artemia salina Linch. In general, all these DESs were not toxic and
presented a higher cytotoxicity than the corresponding components, these results indicated that
their toxicological effects were different depending upon the chemical structure of the DESs
components. Other toxicological and biodegradable assessments of cholinium based DESs,
reline, ethaline and metal containing salts) were carried out by Juneidi et al. [330]. Toxicity was
evaluated by Aspergillus niger for pure and aqueous DESs, results showed that the minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) ranged from 1 – 650 mgmL-1. Acute toxicity was evaluated by
lethal concentration at 50% of the concentration (LC50) of the same DESs on Cyprinios carpio
fish. The LC50 varied from harmless to high toxic depending upon the chemical structure of the
components, highly toxic for metal salts. However, DESs showed higher toxicity than their
corresponding individual components and the dependence of the toxicity upon the DESs
concentration was observed. Concerning biodegradability (closed bottle test), all DESs were
readily biodegradable. More research needs to be conducted regarding toxicity and
biodegradability before these DESs be applicable at large scale.
2.7

Interactions between choline chloride and glycerol

2.7.1 The hole theory: relationship between viscosity and conductivity
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Abbott and his co-workers have developed the so-called “hole theory” to explain the similarity of
physical and solvent properties of DESs mixtures with ILs [336]. These authors have highlighted
that the use of ILs and DESs as solvents is due to their higher viscosity compared to molecular
solvents and its effect upon the conductivity. The relative high viscosity in ambient temperature
ILs is because ions have relative large radii (3-4 A°) compared to the radii of the voids (2 A°)
[337, 338].

In another study for ILs conducted by Abbott et al., the authors shown that the viscosity of a
fluid is related to the free volume and the probability to find voids of appropriate dimensions for
the solvent molecules/ions to move into; this phenomenon was associated to the temperature of
the system [339]. The depression of freezing point at the eutectic composition was connected to
the mole fraction of the HBD in the eutectic mixture and the fluidity and charge transport were
affected by small changes in chemical structure. Studying the probabilities of finding a hole of a
particular radius r in a liquid, they showed that a decrease in the surface tension of the DES
caused an increase in the free volume whereas a decrease in ions/molecules caused an increased
in the conductivity. In each fluid the mobility of the ions/molecules was dependent upon the size
of the voids, the size of migrating species and the radii of the cations and complexed anions. In
the case of a DES, it was assumed that the anions move with the HBD as Abbot et al. have
demonstrated for less viscous DES such as EtNH3Cl--acetamide and other more viscous DESs.
These findings suggested that the Cl- anion moved independently of the HBD and the mechanism
of mass transport could change close to the freezing temperature. This research group also
studied the dependence of conductivity on viscosity applying the equation (1) and confirmed that
the protons EtNH3+ were associated and not labile.
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(1)
Where ρ is the density, Mw is the molar mass of fluid, z is the charge on the ion, F is the Faraday
constant and e is the electronic charge. The results have showed that there are good correlations
between the observed and calculated conductivities assuming that the anion is complexed with
the HBD [339].
2.7.2 Intermolecular Interactions between HBD and HBA of a DES
2.7.2.1 Hydrogen bonding interactions
The main interactions in type III DES are hydrogen-bonds. A hydrogen-bond is formed when
hydrogen atoms are bound by small and highly electronegative atoms such as O, N or F. A
representation of an H-bond is shown in Figure 2-10 indicating a hydrogen bond donor (D) and
hydrogen bond acceptor (A) [340].

D

H

A

Figure 2-10 Schematic representation of a hydrogen bond
The reduction of lattice energy of the system occurs through the HBD that complexes to the
anion (HBA) withdrawing the electron density of the anion from the cation (Figure 2-10),
weakening the anion/cation interaction and also lowering the melting temperatures [325]. A
hydrogen bond donor is a species which electronegativity relative to hydrogen in a covalent bond
is such that the withdrawal of electrons leaves the proton partially unshielded and the bond
becomes capable of donating the proton (Figure 2-11). To interact with this donor bond, the
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acceptor species must have either a lone pair of electrons or polarizable π electrons. These
hydrogen bonds are directional and the strength is 20 kJ mol-1 [325].

Figure 2-11 Schematic representation of the interaction between choline chloride (HBA) and
glycerol (HBD). Adapted from [43]. Use under fair use.

ChCl has formed other eutectic mixtures with urea or ethylene glycol as well. In the case of
ChCl:urea, at molar ratio 1:2 made a mixture with good solubility properties that dissolved
inorganic salts, aromatic acids, aminoacids, and metal oxides (e.g. CuO) due to the high Clanion concentration. These DESs formed strong hydrogen bonds and had also a high
conductivity (cca. 1 mS cm-1 at 30oC) as the cation species was dissociated in the eutectic solvent
and could move independently (Figure 2-11) [295]. Other DESs were made by mixing ChCl with
dicarboxylic acids as HBD [111]. In this case, the molar ratio was 1:1, indicating that it was
needed 1 mole of choline chloride and 1 mole of the dicarboxylic acid (two –COOH
functionalities) was needed to attain a eutectic, therefore confirming that each Cl- anion
interacted with two hydrogen bonds. These DESs had the rheology of a gel due to the fact that
had many hydrogen bond donating groups in the system that caused bridging of the acids
between neighboring Cl- anions.
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Hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions play a key role in determining macroscopic behavior in
GLY. It is known that the HBD forms a complex with the Cl- of the salt resulting in an
asymmetric bulky moiety which decreases the lattice energy and therefore decrease the freezing
point of the system [111]. More complex interactions can also be present if the HBD may ionize
to some extent, leading to multiple ions within the DES.

A better understanding of the individual components can be achieved through a microscopic
study. In this regard, pulsed field gradient NMR (PFG NMR), a technique to determine selfdiffusion coefficients was used by Abbott research group to provide information on both
molecular dynamics and molecular/ionic interactions between the species within the GLY
mixture. D’Agostino et al. [341] investigated GLY using this technique and found that neutral
HBD such as glycerol had faster long-range diffusion compare to that of the Ch+ cation, due to
its relative larger size. It was also found that in the anhydrous state GLY showed some nonNewtonian behavior but became Newtonian when the water content rose above 2.5 wt%. At
higher water content, GLY had a high viscosity suggesting that glycerol was a strong HBD due
to the fact that it had three hydroxyl groups [342]. In the plot of molar conductivity versus
fluidity shown in Figure 2-12, a linear dependence was observed suggesting that viscosity
controlled charge transport in this system, charge carriers being Ch+ cation and Cl- anion.
Wagle et al. [343] have studied the diffusion dynamics on the nanometer length scale of GLY
and found that the mobility of Ch+ cation was larger than glycerol mobility. This research group
used quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) as a tool to study the interparticle distances
corresponding to pico — to nanosecond time scale. They studied GLY mixtures containing
deuterated glycerol or deuterated ChCl to probe the diffusion dynamics of the HBD or Ch+
cation within GLY. This experiment allowed them to make the following observations: 1) GLY
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was a glass-forming liquid (no crystallization signs were detected upon heating from the glassy
state at the baseline temperature), 2) the dynamics of GLY constituents exhibited vibrational
degrees of freedom at microscopic levels; and 3) Ch+ cation showed less elastic scattering than
glycerol molecules. Therefore these observations allowed them to conclude that it was an
enhancement in local diffusive displacements of Ch+ cation compared to glycerol within
glyceline.

Figure 2-12 Molar conductivity versus fluidity of three DESs at 20oC. Taken from reference
[45], Use under fair use.

Wagle and co-workers also observed that the GLY formed a complex of three components and
possibly the Cl- anion could participate in hydrogen bonding attracting enough proton density
from both Ch+ cation and glycerol, yielding an appreciable signal associated with its fast
diffusional dynamics regardless of which GLY component was deuterated. The long-range
diffusion of a DES has been analyzed by using the hole theory, as discussed above, suggesting
that Ch+ has the larger hydrodynamic radius (hard sphere radius of Ch+ = 3.39 A°) compared to
the glycerol hydrodynamic radius (hard sphere radius of glycerol = 3.00 A°). A plot of transient
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confinement versus temperature (Figure 2-13), shows that Ch+ cation exhibited larger localized
displacements.

Figure 2-13 Temperature dependence of the transient confinement radius. Taken from reference
[48]. Use under fair use.
2.7.2.2 Macro and nanoscale mobility of components within glyceline
The molecular orientations and the interactions between Ch+ and Cl- were crucial for
understanding the mobility of the components within GLY. The question arisen in Wagle’s study
was if Ch+ cation was larger in size how it could be less spatially restricted (Figure 2-14). Wagle
et al. solved this question turning to simulations which revealed that the Cl- anion played a key
role in the formation of hydrogen bonded network. A competitive hydrogen bonding interaction
was observed between glycerol and Ch+ cation for binding with Cl- anion.
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Glycerol formed multiple tighter and stronger hydrogen bonds between its neighboring OH
groups and Cl- anion so that a closed ring type structure was formed (Figure 2-14), surpassing
the lone hydroxyl group from Ch+ cation. The distance between Cl- anion and Ch+ cation had
increased to a large extent for GLY, indicating a reduced interaction within the eutectic mixture.
These results explained the more restricted local mobility of glycerol, despite its smaller size
compared to Ch+ cation, therefore Ch+ species experienced less restrictive local transient
confinement than glycerol. Hence, at the nanometer scale, the long-range translational diffusion
was strongly suppressed and the diffusive dynamics were dominated by the localized motions
that were not affected by the confinement of the solvent [343].

Figure 2-14 Simulation result showing that the hydrogen bonds formed between glycerol
molecules and Cl- dominate over those established between the Ch+ cation and Cl- anion
energy-minimized structure, taken from [343]). Use under fair use.
2.7.2.3 Effect of temperature and water in glyceline

The properties of a DES are dependent of its components and external means as changes in
temperature or addition of a cosolvent may considerably modify the main properties of a DES
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and the interactions within the system. Most common DES are hygroscopic and GLY is, in fact
GLY is miscible with water so that it is of a relevant importance to gain a better understanding of
aqueous DES mixtures. Pandey A. and Pandey S. et al. [344]studied the effect of temperature
and water by using solvatochromic probes dissolved in ChCl-gly and other ChCl-based DESs, to
reveal insights on physicochemical properties and on solute-solvent interactions by using
different absorbance probes to evaluate empirical solvent parameters and fluorescence probes to
achieve information on DESs polarity. This research group assessed the effect of temperature on
the response of betaine dye 33. Experimentally, they calculated the values for ET(30)WATER and
ET(30)TMS as being 63.1 Kcal.mol-1 and 30.7 Kcal.mol-1, respectively. ENT was dimensionless and
varied between 0 for TMS (non polar) and 1 for water (polar). The results showed that ENT
decreased linearly as temperature increased within the three investigated DESs. This implied that
dipolarity/polarizability or HBD acidity also decreased due to the average thermal reorientation
of the dipoles [345]. Dipolarity/polarizability and HBA did not change with temperature. FTIR
and Raman spectroscopy applied to these systems showed that the H-bonding interactions
between DESs and added water were relevant for ethaline and ChCl-gly DES. As Pandey et al.
[346] concluded in their work polarity of a solvent is difficult to define and assess quantitatively.
At the molecular level, there were numerous solute-solvent interactions that the polarity of these
complex mixtures could not be described by a single physical constant.

Nevertheless, the solubility of solvatochromic probes in DESs and in particular in ChCl-gly,
have helped to evaluate the DES polarity in terms of the optical spectroscopic responses of UVvis absorbance probes. The charge transfer of these probes is affected by the H-bonding ability
and also by other solute-solvent interactions. Results obtained by Abbot and Pandey research
groups have demonstrated that GLY is a dipolar solvent due to the presence of the OH groups
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where an unequal sharing of electrons is present. Therefore this DES has a higher H-bonding
capability reflected in the charge-transfer absorbance and fluorescence transitions of the
solvatochromic probes.

2.7.2.4 Overall solvation capabilities of glyceline
In 2005, Reickardt reported an empirically polarity of ILs taking into account specific a nonspecific interactions forces between HBDs and HBAs. A comparison of DESs to ILs allows us to
describe these type of interactions for DESs as well. Among the specific interactions forces can
be included HDB and HBA interactions, and solvophobic interactions. For the non-specific
interaction forces, instantaneous-dipole / induced dipole forces (dispersion London force), dipole
/ induced dipole forces (induction or Debye forces), dipole / dipole forces (Coulomb forces).
Therefore, the complexity of the DESs, herein of glyceline is due to the several interactions
identified for these solvent systems.

Zhu et al. [347] simulated the vibrational modes of IR peaks of GLY to obtain more insights of
the interactions between ChCl and glycerol in the DES mixture and made three important
observations: 1) two gas-phase stable configurations (Figure 2-15), 2) OH groups from glycerol
were the H bond donors and glycerol acted as HBD as well as HBA; and 3) weak electrostatic
interactions between Cl- and glycerol.
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Figure 2-15 Vibrational modes of the IR peaks of glyceline. Taken from reference [316]. Use
under fair use.
More recently, other computational studies conducted by Aissaoui et al. [348] confirmed that
intermolecular interactions between Cl- anion of ChCl and H atom of OH groups of glycerol
were the main interactions in GLY, as previously reported. According to these authors, sigma
profile interpretations of ChCl, glycerol and GLY showed three distinct regions: an
electropositive region (HBD), a non polar region, and an electronegative region (HBA) (Figure
2-16). Hence, H atoms of OH of glycerol presented regions of high electropositivity (HBD) and
had orientation towards the Cl- anion of ChCl, H atoms in ChCl were not induced to build H
bonds with an O atom in the glycerol molecule, Cl- anion, highly negatively charged (HBA),
attracted H-atoms of the glycerol molecule generating H-bonds. N atoms in the ammonium salt
occurred in the non-polar region of the sigma profile as well as CH2 and CH3 moieties.

Figure 2-16 Charge densities of glycerol, ChCl and glyceline. Taken from [344]. Use under fair
use.
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2.8

Biomass solubility in deep eutectic solvents

In 2004, Abbot and co-workers [111] initiated the study of deep eutectic mixtures as novel solvents
using quaternary ammonium salt blends such as choline chloride acting as hydrogen-bond acceptor
and carboxylic acids or amides as hydrogen-bond donors. The eutectic mixtures were obtained by
stirring the two components at around 100oC until a homogenous colorless liquid was produced.
More recently, Francisco et al. [116] reported low transition temperature mixtures (LTTMs) as
innovative solvents for biomass dissolution. Some natural amino acids with suitable functional
groups as choline chloride and nicotinic acid, as well as different natural acids from fruits and
vegetables were combined to obtain clear liquids. These mixture were called LTTMs because
presented only glass transition temperatures in differential scanning calorimetry analysis. Some
mixtures were screened as solvents for lignin, cellulose and starch. Their solubility was determined
with the cloud point method (progressive addition of biopolymer to the LTTM in a range of 60100oC). High selectivity for the separation of lignin was found with the mixture choline chloridelactic acid whereas cellulose was found to be insoluble in these mixtures. Solubility tests of wheat
straw biomass were carried out in histidine:lactic acid (1:2), under constant stirring for 24 h. LTTM
solutions were colored, indicating some solubility of lignin. The remaining biomass was filtered
and recovered with ethanol. Similarly, using the same lignocellulose biomass and the same
reaction conditions but changing to ChCl-oxalic acid DES, Jablosnky et al. [120] achieved a
delignification of 57.9%.

More recently, Alvarez-Vasco et al. [331] has shown that treating poplar with ChCl-lactic acid at
145oC for 6 h, a lignin extraction yield of 78% can be reached and the lignin can be recovered
from the DES liquor by adding a mixture of water-ethanol as antisolvent. These authors found that
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some amount of DES was precipitated with lignin, suggesting strong interactions between DES
with ChCl, these findings confirm Guo et al. work in which ChCl-based DESs were prepared with
phenols [332]. Jablonsky et al. called this lignin DESL and 13C-NMR studies showed that acidic
DES favored β-O-4 cleavage without affecting C-C bond breakage in lignin. Moreover, AlvarezVasco et al. [331] have proposed a mechanism for this selective cleavage studying a lignin dimeric
model compound guaiacylglycerol-β-guaiacyl ether (GBG) treated in ChCl-lactic acid DES at
145oC, finding that the reaction followed a mechanism similar to lignin acidolysis catalyzed by
HCl (Figure 2-17). Interestingly, only small amounts of by-products were detected as opposed to
lignin acidolysis. Furthermore, no recondensation products were found so biomass treated with
DES can overcome one of the major disadvantages of kraft pulping processing. However, a
mechanism of the interactions between a DES and native lignin has not yet been elucidated and
deeper studies are required to gain a better understanding of lignin solubility and extraction from
the lignocellulose to ensure the use of DESs in biomass conversion.
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Figure 2-17 Mechanism of the β-O-4 linkage cleavage during the reaction between an acidic
DES and lignin. Taken from reference [52]. Use under fair use.

2.8.1 Degradation Products from Lignocellulosic Biomass in the Biorefinery
Several degradation products can be formed during dilute acid and organosolv pretreatments of
lignocellulosic biomass to obtain bioethanol or other biorefinery products. Compounds such as
furans, organic acids, phenolics, pentoses (monomers and oligomers) and hexoses, depending
heavily upon the reaction conditions have been detected [349]. Additionally, at high temperatures,
biomass monosaccharides can produce pseudo-lignin [350, 351], humins [352, 353] and other
compounds, in organosolv pretreatments including DESs, which can be inhibitors for biomass
processing enzymes and microorganisms on the one hand, but in the other hand may be value55

added chemicals. The influence of the reaction conditions on the resulting products is crucial and
needs to be taken into account in the designing of better biomass processing methods.

Efficient methods to enhanced deconstruction and dissolution of lignocellulosic biomass with
recoveries of the three main biomass components are still under extensive research throughout the
scientific community worldwide.
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Chapter 3
Lignocellulose Cell Wall Deconstruction with a Deep Eutectic Solvent and a
Chelator-mediated Fenton System

3.1

Abstract

A deep eutectic solvent (DES) and a chelator-mediated Fenton (CMF) system were applied
individually and in sequence to deconstruct the cell wall of hardwood sweet gum (SG) and
softwood yellow pine (YP). Lignocellulosic biomass samples were treated with choline
chloride:glycerol DES (GLY) at 150°C for 2h, as well as with CMF reagents at room
temperature in a 3-step process, that includes ferric chloride biomass impregnation, chelation
with 2,3 dihidroxybenzoic acid (DHBA) and a subsequent redox reaction with a hydrogen
peroxide H2O2 solution. The pretreatment performance was monitored by mass loss,
compositional analysis of native/pretreated biomasses, and recovery of the material removed in
the processes, for mass balance determination. Each treatment generated a significant removal of
polysaccharides and lignin from the biomass cell wall, demonstrating that the lignocellulose
matrix was disrupted. These pretreatments can potentially be utilized in biorefinery settings to
fractionate cell wall biomass which can then be enzymatic hydrolyzed to fermentable sugars and
recover non fermentable compounds.

Figure 3-1Cell wall deconstruction with GLY and a CMF system treatments
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3.2

Keyword

Lignocellulose, biofuels, pretreatment, deep eutectic solvent (DES), glyceline (GLY) chelatormediated Fenton system (CMF), polysaccharides, mass balance.
3.3

Introduction

Lignocellulosic biomass is considered the fourth largest energy source in the world after coal, oil
and natural gas, and it has been used since the dawn of humankind on earth [1]. Our society has
depended on fossil fuels and chemicals derived from fossil fuels since the fossil fuel industry
emerged and developed [2] about 200 years ago. Since then, global greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions (of CO2, CH4, N2O, hydroflurocarbons-HFCs, perfluorinated compounds-PFCs and
SF6 increased by 70% between 1970 and 2004 causing environmental and political concern [3].
Biomass is an environmentally friendly resource due to its abundance and renewability [4, 5]. It
supplies liquid fuel for transportation and has become the most important renewable energy
resource accounting for up to 10% of the annual global energy demand in some parts of the
world [6, 7]. Utilization of biofuels has increased over the last 15 years and it is projected that
bioenergy will provide around 30% of the world’s energy by 2050 [8]. Environmental issues
such as the greenhouse effect, environmental pollution and shortage of fossil fuels call for
developing renewable energies [9-11]. However, the challenge is to develop new technologies
which convert vast amounts of biomass and biomass waste in a low-cost and efficient way [12].
A biorefinery is a system of sustainable, environmentally and resource friendly technologies for
the production of materials and energy derived from plant biomass [13]. Biorefineries have the
potential to replace fossil based petrochemical industry by the conversion of carbohydrates from
lignocellulosic feedstocks into fermentable sugars to produce liquid biofuels and bioproducts
[14-16].
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The secondary cell walls of lignified plant biomass are composed primarily of cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin that form a complex network which is recalcitrant to physical, chemical
and biological deconstruction [17]. To access biomass polymers in current biorefineries a
“pretreatment” process is needed to disrupt cell wall (Figure 3-1), to allow fractionation,
subsequent enzymatic conversion of the biomass components to bioethanol and other useful
products [18, 19]. Pretreatments are needed because enzymes are too large to penetrate the intact
structure of the wood cell wall, and are relatively slow when attacking just the substrate surfaces
[20-22]. Various pretreatment technologies have been developed, of which some are in the
demonstrative or pilot stage; however, most are water and energy intensive [23-26]. Conversion
of biomass to biofuels and biochemicals requires plant cell wall deconstruction technology that
has yet to be improved [27-30].

Recently, researchers have developed more environmentally-friendly methods to disassemble
biomass, such as deep eutectic solvents (DES) and the chelator-mediated Fenton (CMF) system.
DES are thermally stable, biodegradable, inexpensive and easy to prepare [31-35]. These new
solvents overcome weaknesses of traditional methods by selectively separating biopolymers of
lignocellulosic materials and minimizing the use of water and energy and the formation of byproducts [31, 36-44]. The CMF system, based on the mechanism employed by brown rot fungi
[45-55], is currently being explored for application in biorefineries [56, 57].

CMF reagents are used in small quantities and DES are inexpensive and benign. Therefore, this
study attempts to develop a more environmentally friendly method for cell wall deconstruction
that combines the chemistry of CMF system with the technology of DESs.
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3.4

Experimental

3.4.1 Materials and Methods
Chemicals used in this research were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ethanol, toluene, FeCl3,
2,5-di-hydroxybenzoic acid, acetic acid, sodium acetate, ethanol, and hydrogen peroxide were
purchased from Acros and used as received. Deionized water (DI-water) was produced by
Millipore Direct Q3UV with a resistivity of 18.2 mΩ.

3.4.2 Preparation of Biomass Samples
A mature sweet gum (SG) (Liquidambar styracuﬂua) hardwood tree from Blacksburg, VA was
debarked, machined to cubes, and stored in a freezer before use. Prior to pretreatments, the
biomass was knife milled using a Wiley mill and sorted to a particle size between 40 to 60 mesh
on a metal screen (250−420 μm). Then, the SG particles were Soxhlet extracted using
toluene/ethanol (427 mL/1000 mL) followed by ethanol and water according to the ASTM
D1105-96 standard protocol [58] to produce extractive-free wood. The resulting extractive-free
SG particles were air-dried at ambient temperature for 48 h and then in a vacuum oven at 40oC
for 24 h. YP (Pinus spp.) sapwood was obtained from the Brooks Center at Virginia Tech and
the extractive-free biomass was prepared following the NREL 24268 standard protocol [59].
3.4.3 Deep eutectic solvent pretreatments

3.4.3.1 Choline chloride-glycerol DES (glyceline – GLY) preparation
Choline chloride, a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), and glycerol, a hydrogen bond donor (HBD)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (>98%), and were used as received. Raw materials were
mixed at a 1:2 molar ratio of HBA and HBD. The system was heated with stirring in an oil bath
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at 80°C until the mixture became a transparent homogeneous liquid (~ 30 min). (Adapted from
[31].

3.4.3.2 Glyceline pretreatment

SG and YP ground biomass (8 g each) with defined moisture content [59] were prepared
according to ASTM and NREL standard protocols (extractive-free biomass [58], and were
treated with 80 g of DES (1:2) in an oil bath at 150oC, for 2 h with constant stirring (adapted
from [31, 60]) (Figure 3-2). Samples and controls (RT) were tested in triplicate. After the
reaction, samples and controls were vacuum filtered with hot water, and the GLY filtrate was
weighed for mass balance, and the reaction yield was determined. The pretreated biomass was
washed with antisolvent hot deionized water (DI), resulting in a water insoluble (WI) precipitate
that included lignin and other degradation compounds. WI precipitates were separated by
centrifugation and freeze dried for further analysis. The pretreated biomass was washed with
ethanol and the filtrate was collected for air drying, weighing for mass balance, and further
analyses. GLY pretreatment was processed as overviewed in Figure 3-2 and was performed in
triplicate.
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Figure 3-2 Flow Chart of Biomass pretreatment with glyceline
3.4.3.3 CMF pretreatment

Ground SG and YP wood (4 g each), prepared following standard protocol (extractive-free, dried
and predetermined moisture content (MC)) were treated according to the protocol described in
Figure 5-4, with 25 mL of 50 mM iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3.6H2O) in a 1 M acetate
buffer solution (pH = 4). Samples were well mixed for 10 min and then oven dried at 30oC
overnight. The next day, 25 mL of 50 mM 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHBA) solution were
added to each sample and incubated in a water bath shaker for 30 min at room temperature and
175 rpm. H2O2 solution (25 mL, 2 M) was added to each sample, mixed for 5 min by hand and
then placed in a water bath shaker at 30oC and 175 rpm overnight. The next day, samples were
filtered and the filtrates were kept frozen for further analysis. Fresh 1 M H2O2 solution (50 mL)
was added to each sample for 30oC and 175 rpm incubation overnight. The next day, the samples
were filtered and the filtrates were kept frozen for further analysis. The CMF pretreated biomass
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was washed thoroughly with DI water, then air dried for 36 h, and weighed. All samples were
then placed in cold storage (4oC) until further analysis (Figure 3-3). Samples and controls (in
buffer solution) were conducted in triplicate.

Figure 3-3 Flow Chart of Biomass pretreatment with chelator-mediated Fenton system
3.4.3.4 Pretreatments in sequence (double stage)

A GLY and a CMF system treatments were evaluated separately or in sequence with either GLY
or CMF treatment conducted first to allow comparison of the sequence effectiveness on
extractive-free biomass in releasing cellulose/hemicellulose and lignin as overviewed in (Figure
3-4).
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Figure 3-4 Diagram of GLY, CMF, and in sequence biomass pretreatments in this study

3.4.4 Compositional Analysis
Lignin and carbohydrate contents of native, GLY, CMF, CMF followed by GLY, and GLY
followed by CMF pretreated SG and YP biomasses were analyzed according to the NREL
laboratory analytical procedure (LAP) to determine and quantify the structural carbohydrates and
lignin in the biomass [61]. Acid insoluble lignin (AIL - Klason lignin) was analyzed
gravimetrically through the mass difference before and after heating the acid-hydrolyzed residue
at 575°C. The carbohydrates in the ﬁltrate were analyzed in triplicate using a Metrohm Ion
Chromatography (IC) installed with a pulsed amperometric detector (PAD), Metrohm Inc., USA.
Monosaccharides in the ﬁltrate were separated by a Hamilton RCX-30 (250 × 4.6 mm) column
with DI water as the eluent. The eluent ﬂow rate was 1 mL/min, and the column temperature was
32°C. NaOH (350 mmol/L) and a ﬂow rate of 0.43 mL/min was introduced after column
separation to aid the PAD signal generation at 32 °C. Five sugars, L-(+)-arabinose, D-(+)galactose, D-(+)-glucose, D-(+)-xylose, and D-(+)-mannose, were quantiﬁed using Mag IC Net
software. Linear calibration curves (R2 > 0.9999 and relative standard error < 5%) were run prior
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to every batch test. The monosaccharide concentrations were converted to the relative percentage
of their anhydro-form in the biomass according to the NREL standard.

3.4.5 Processing of DES filtrates and supernatants

Filtrates comprised of DES, DI water and material that precipitated in the hot water wash of the
solid pretreated residue, were processed as indicated in Figure 3-4. To separate water insolubles
from the soluble components, DES filtrates were centrifuged in a Beckeman J6-HC centrifuge at
5000 rpm, 4oC for 30 min. In some cases, it was necessary to conduct a second centrifugation
due to the presence of very fine particles suspended in the supernatant even after the first 30
minute centrifugation. The supernatants were collected and stored at 4oC for further analysis and
the pellets were washed with 50 mL of DI water (3x) and dried overnight under vacuum at 40oC.
This material was labeled as WI and stored at 4oC for further analysis. Solvent was removed
from the ethanol phase of each sample using a rotary evaporator. The residuals were dried
overnight under vacuum at 40oC, weighed and stored at 4oC for further analysis.

DES supernatants were acidified to a final pH of 2 and then extracted with ethyl acetate (EtOAc,
3x, 100 mL each). The combined organic layers were dried over calcium chloride (CaCl2).
Finally, the solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator. The residuals were dried overnight
under vacuum at 40oC, weighed and stored at RT for later quantification and compound
identification.
3.5

Results and Discussion

The yield from the pretreatments was monitored by mass loss during the processes.
Compositional analyses of SG and YP biomasses were conducted before and after the
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pretreatments to examine the changes in chemical compositions. Filtrates were processed and the
water insoluble (WI) fractions and ethanol soluble fractions were recovered to determine the
mass balance of the reactions (Figure 3-4).

3.5.1 Reaction pretreatments in SG and YP extractive-free biomass
GLY was prepared as described in a molar ratio of (1:2) and pretreatments were conducted in
triplicate on extractive-free ground SG and YP biomass. The control reactions were performed
in duplicate at ambient temperature.

3.5.2 Compositional analysis
Chemical composition of both native and pretreated SG and YP biomasses were conducted to
evaluate the cell wall biomass deconstruction efficiency, and also for understanding the
suitability of the conditions applied in the treatments.
3.5.3 Mass loss
Mass loss represents the matter that has been dissolved/removed from both native SG and
native YP biomass samples during the pretreatments. Compositional analyses of the solid
pretreated biomass residues indicated that these pretreatments removed significant amounts of
wood components (Figure 5-6). Intensive washing with DI hot water and ethanol 90% was
conducted after the filtrations to assure the removal of GLY and any other material from the
pretreated biomass. Mass losses were 24% when GLY was applied to SG, this is in agreement
with the recently published data for treatment of corn cob with GLY mixed with 0.1 M NaOH
which presented a 28.8% [62]. For CMF treatments, the mass loss for SG was 16%, this finding
is similar to the percentage reported by Zhang et al. for SG biomass fractionation by glycerol
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thermal processing (GTP) who found a percentage of 11% residual lignin and almost the same
percentage for xylan loss, accounting for a 22% of mass loss [63]. For YP biomass, GLY
pretreatment removed a 28% of biomass components, this is in agreement with the mass loss of
29.1% for YP biomass treated with [C2mim][OAc] ionic liquid at 160oC for 90 min [64];
whereas for CMF treatment it was found a mass loss of 10% for YP biomass. The pretreatments
in sequence, CMF followed by GLY and GLY followed by CMF resulted in a substantial
increment of material removed from SG and YP samples (Figure 5-6). For the double stage
CMF followed by GLY pretreatment SG biomass presented an additional mass loss of 34%,
while in the double stage GLY followed by CMF, the removal was only 6.3% showing that the
sequence of the pretreatments impacts in the amount of material removed from SG biomass
samples, when CMF treatment is applied opens up the biomass structure and the solvent can
easily access biopolymers which are depolymerized. As opposed, when GLY is applied,
lignocellulose network is not open in a great extent so the CMF reagents disrupt the cell wall in
a less extent. For double stage YP treatments, the mass loss was 35% and 17% for the CMF
followed by GLY and GLY followed by CMF pretreatment, respectively. For hardwood, GLY
applied after CMF treatment enhanced the depolymerization of biopolymers two-fold but CMF
treatment removed less amount of biomass components. For softwood, GLY applied after CMF
treatment removed 3.5-fold biopolymers, however, CMF applied after GLY almost biopolymer
removal was almost twice as much than with only the first treatment.

The cumulative mass losses are shown in Figure 5-5, for SG treated with CMF followed by
GLY was of 50% whereas for GLY followed by CMF was of 30%. In the case of YP,
interestingly the cumulative mass loss for both sequences presented the same percentage of
45%, even though treatment applied separately had different biopolymer removal.
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Figure 3-5 Sweetgum and Yellow Pine Mass Loss (%) during the pretreatments. CMF+GLY =
CMF followed by DES and DES+CMF = CMF followed by GLY
Therefore, the sequence in which pretreatments were applied gave rise different results,
cumulative mass loss for SG was greater when the sequence CMF followed by GLY was
applied, whereas the cumulative mass loss for YP was 45% in both sequences, large differences
were seen in single stage GLY or CMF pretreatments, especially for YP biomass, while in the
case of double stage pretreatments, the order of the sequence was important particularly for SG
(Figure 3-6).
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Figure 3-6 Pretreatment Mass Loss: Species Comparison
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3.5.4. Mass balances

Mass balances were determined to estimate the total amount of removed material from pretreated
biomass samples during the cell wall deconstruction. These materials were present in the filtrates
or the supernatants. The pretreated solid residue was recovered, dried and kept in a cold room at
4 ˚C. The compositional analyses of the untreated and pretreated biomass allowed to assess the
content of the three major biopolymers of lignocellulose (measured). The mass balances were
used to determine the distribution of the biopolymers in the filtrates (calculated), assuming that
all the material removed from biomass samples was present in the supernatant. It is worthy to
mention that additional analysis of nitrogen or chloride were not conducted, to detect traces of
the reagents were still present in the treated biomass.

Figure 3-7 summarizes the mass balances for 100 g of SG and YP biomasses pretreated by GLY
and/or CMFs systems individually (single stage) or in sequence (double stage) and shows the cell
wall biomass fractionation for both wood species after each pretreatment. The biopolymer
distribution in the native and pretreated biomass revealed major shifts particularly for lignin and
hemicellulose content in pretreated SG and YP biomass samples. The biopolymers removed
from the lignocellulose samples during the pretreatment reactions, were present in the
supernatants or filtrates and were calculated to visualize the extent of the pretreatments for both
SG and YP biomass samples. As it can be seen in Figure 3-7, for SG, GLY pretreatment
selectively depolymerized hemicellulose and lignin and did not impact significantly in cellulose
whether it was applied individually or in sequence, during the first stage of the pretreatment
when SG biomass was treated using GLY system the removal of glucan was only 0.34 g. In the
second stage when SG was treated by using CMF system there was almost no glucan removal. In
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this way, this pretreatment sequence GLY followed by CMF from SG selectively removed
remarkable amounts of hemicellulose and lignin without a significant removal of glucan. This
can greatly have a positive impact in the enzymatic saccharification of pretreated SG for
bioalcohol production. In the other sequence of pretreatments - CMF followed by GLY, SG
biomass have lost 6.19 g of glucan when using CMF system (single stage), however in the
second stage with GLY treatment the loss of glucan was marginal. YP biomass behavior during
the pretreatments was different, in the sequence GLY followed by CMF pretreatment no removal
of cellulose was seen in the first stage but in the second stage a removal of 10.62 g of glucan
from cellulose and/or hemicellulose was observed. When YP biomass was treated by using the
other sequence (CMF followed by GLY), CMF system removed 4.54 g of cellulose whereas
GLY did not removed additional amount of cellulose. Therefore, mass balance has allowed to
determine the fractionation of the biopolymers and assess their content in the filtrates. It has been
observed in this study that mass loss from SG and YP biomass samples has occurred mainly
because of the removal of hemicelluloses and lignin from the lignocellulose matrix.
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Figure 3-7 Total mass balance closure for cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in SG and YP
biomasses with GLY and CMF pretreatments (single and double stage).
3.5.5 Effect of the pretreatments in lignocellulosic biomass
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The role of a pretreatment is to remove biomass features that contribute to its recalcitrance [65].
Removal of hemicelluloses and lignin have a direct impact on recalcitrance and enhancing the
accessibility to glucan (cellulose) for enzymatic saccharification [66-68]. In this study, CMF
system under the conditions applied during the pretreatments of SG and YP biomasses and as
first stage pretreatment, disrupted the cell wall by partially removing all three components of
biomass cell wall (Figure 3-8). On the other hand, GLY pretreatment was more selective,
removing mostly hemicelluloses and lignins from SG and YP biomasses (Figure 3-8).

3.5.6 Biopolymer removal in SG and YP biomass during the pretreatments

Glucan Removal (cellulose fraction). The main objective of a pretreatment is to increase the
enzyme accessibility to improve the digestibility of cellulose to glucose in the subsequent step
towards ethanol production [69] In that context, glucan polysaccharide availability is of great
importance therefore conserving the integrity of the cellulose in the pretreated biomass is
relevant. Therefore, less removal or degradation of glucan is desired in an efficient
lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment.

For single stage pretreatments, glucan removal by GLY treatment (single stage) was marginal
for both SG and YP biomasses, (less than 1%). These data are in agreement with the results
acquired by other research groups for glucan removal. Zhang et al. reported no significant
change in glucan content for corn cob pretreated with choline chloride:ethylenglycol (1:2) and
GLY (1:2) at 110oC for 24 h [62]. Similarly, it has been reported that glycerol did not remove
significant amounts of glucan during the biomass fractionation by GTP technique [63]. Also,
Kumar and his research group reported the absence of glucan in the DES liquors during the
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treatment of rice straw at 60oC for 12 h with choline chloride:lactic acid (1:2) DES [70]. Besides,
Xu et al. have reported that when corn stover biomass was treated with choline chloride:formic
acid (1:1) at 130oC for 2 h glucan was not removed from the LC matrix [71]. Yiin and his
coworkers treated oil palm biomass with maleic acid:sucrose:water (1:3:10) DES at 60oC for 12
h and reported a removal of 0.63% of cellulose [72].

CMF system (single stage) caused a glucan removal of a percentage of 16% and 11% for SG and
YP, respectively. Lower results have been reported in the literature for cellulose solubilization or
degradation applying other pretreatments. For instance, percentages of 8.5% for cellulose
removal were obtained by Xu and his group [71] when treated corn stover with choline
chloride:formic acid at 130oC for 2h, under constant stirring. Froschauner et al. [73] recovered
91,9 % of cellulose when treated birch kraft pulp with EmimOAc ionic liquid so that 8.1% of
cellulose was dissolved by this IL. Sathitsuksanoh and his research group [64] also have reported
7.8% and 3.8% of cellulose removal from pine biomass treated with [C2mim][OAc] ionic liquid
at 160oC and 120oC, respectively for 90 min. This is consistent with the CMF mechanism of
action in which lignin can be solubilized. Therefore, CMF reagents effectively depolymerized
polysaccharides and modified lignin for both SG and YP biomasses, especially when it was
applied as first pretreatment.

For double stage pretreatments, in the sequence CMF followed by GLY treatment, glucan
polysaccharide was barely removed from SG and YP biomasses (0% and 1%) indicating that
glyceline had very little impact in glucan polymer in the pretreated CMF biomass for both SG
and YP samples. For the other sequence, GLY followed by CMF pretreatment, percentages of
0% and 25% of glucan removal were obtained for SG and YP, respectively. These results show
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that glucan was not additionally fractionated by CMF system in the pretreated GLY SG, whereas
a fraction of 25% of glucan was removed by CMF system from the pretreated GLY YP
suggesting a non-enzymatic depolymerization of cellulose and/or glucomannan. Therefore, the
order in which CMF and GLY pretreatments were applied was crucial in the removal of glucan
from YP biomass.
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Figure 3-8 Biopolymer removal from SG and YP biomass samples in single stage treatments

Cumulative removal of glucan during the CMF and GLY pretreatments after single and double
stages from SG and YP biomasses are shown in Table 1. The percentages of glucan removal
from SG were 1% for the sequence GLY followed by CMF and 16% for the sequence CMF
followed by GLY; whereas percentage of from yellow pine was removed in a percentage of 25%
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and 12%, respectively. These data revealed that the impact of the pretreatments was species
dependent when GLY treatments was applied first the removal of Glucan from SG was
insignificant while from YP was relevant. On the contrary, when CMF system was the first
treatment, SG exhibited a higher removal than YP. Yu et al. [74] treated Eucaliptus grandis with
a two-step liquid hot water method and removed 6.68% of glucan in the first step at 180oC for 20
min while the removal of glucan in the second step was of 61.44% at 240oC for 20 min,
observing sugar degradation at higher temperatures which was detrimental in the further step of
enzymatic hydrolysis. Thus, a less percentage of glucan removal from biomass during the
pretreatment is desired to assure a better yield in glucose release during the enzymatic hydrolysis
step towards bioalcohol production.

Hemicellulose Fraction. Hemicelluloses have a negative impact in cellulose accessibility [66-68]
as a physical barrier and also because enzymes can be adsorbed onto hemicelluloses and lower
the yield of the enzymatic hydrolysis. A pretreatment has the ability to lower the hemicellulose
content in the biomass subjected to the pretreatment. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 shows the removal of
hemicellulose biopolymers in the biomass during the single and double stage GLY or/and CMF
pretreatments.

In the single stage GLY treatment, the hemicellulose fractions removed from YP biomass were
higher than from SG biomass ranging from 33% of both xylan and mannan removal to 95% of
arabinan removal from YP biomass versus 11% of mannan removal to 89% of arabinan removal
from SG biomass (Figure 3-8 A and C). The single stage CMF treatment removed fair amounts
of hemicelluloses from SG and YP biomasses, higher percentages of polysaccharides removal
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were observed for YP biomass, except for arabinan polymer which presented 75% of removal
from SG biomass versus 49% removal from YP biomass (Figure 3-8 B and D).

In double stage pretreatments, during the CMF followed by GLY pretreatment sequence
additional polysaccharide fractions were removed from both SG and YP biomasses. In the case
of SG samples the removal ranged from 21% of mannan polysaccharide to 43% for galactan
polysaccharide (Figure 3-9 A). For YP biomass, the polysaccharides removal ranged from 41%
of mannan polymer to 49% of galactan polysaccharide (Figure 3-9 C). On the other hand, during
the sequence DES followed by CMF pretreatment, the additional removal of polysaccharide
fractions presented lower percentages ranging from 1% of arabinan polysaccharide removal to
44% of galactan polymer from SG (Figure 3-9 B). In the case of YP, the lowest percentage of
extraction presented arabinan polymer (21%) versus mannan polysaccharide which had the
highest percentage of 52% (Figure 3-9 D). Thus, removal of polysaccharides from both SG and
YP biomasses were increased when the second pretreatment was applied.

Cumulative removal of hemicelluloses in both pretreatments sequences is shown in Figure 3-10
revealing that the hemicelluloses removal was species and pretreatment sequence dependent.
Higher amounts of polysaccharides were taken out for SG biomass pretreated by using the
sequence CMF followed by GLY pretreatment whereas for YP biomass both sequences extracted
similar amounts of hemicelluloses. In general the removal of hemicelluloses ranged from around
46-99%.

Lignin fraction. In single stage pretreatment - GLY system, a proportion of total amount, 31%
and 45% of acid insoluble lignin (AIL) besides a 37% and 34% of acid soluble lignin (ASL)
were removed from for SG and YP, respectively (Figure 5-9, A and C ). These figures are
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comparable to the data already reported by Zhang and her research group [63] which are 41% of
lignin removed from SG biomass fractionation after denaturating cell wall by glycerol thermal
processing. Meanwhile, a percentage of 31.7% of lignin was removed from YP biomass by
Sathitsuksanoh et al. [64]. Additionally, Xu and his research group [71] treated corn stover with
[Bmim][Cl-] ionic liquid have reported a lignin removal of 23.8%, without specifying if it was
AIL or ASL of the original native corn stover biomass. GLY under the conditions of the
reactions in this study showed selectivity for non-cellulosic biopolymers with both SG and YP
biomass samples removing portions of lignin biopolymer. In CMF pretreatment, the removal of
AIL reached 30% from SG and 22% from YP. Interestingly, CMF treatment caused a removal of
105% of ASL in SG biomass and 516% for YP biomass, which can be explained as that 100% of
ASL present in the original untreated biomass was removed together with an additional amount
of lignin that came from the solubilization of AIL. Table 3-1 indicates the lignin acid insoluble
and acid soluble fractions across the stages. YP contained relatively low amount of ASL in the
original sample before pretreatment. Further, solubilized lignin was removed from biomass
along with the ASL resulting in a greater amount of ASL than the initial amount. This is
consistent with the CMF mechanism of action in which part of lignin is heavily modified. Thus,
a percentage of 105% of ASL removed from SG represents the total removal of the original ASL
in the untreated biomass along with an additional 5% of AIL removed as ASL. For YP biomass,
a 516% from YP (5.16 fold of the initial amount present in the original native YP sample) was
removed (Figure 3-8, B and D). Therefore, the extent of delignification of SG and YP after CMF
pretreatment was significant for both SG and YP biomasses.

In double stage pretreatments, taking into account the sequence CMF followed by GLY
pretreatment, it was observed that AIL extraction reached up to 43% from SG sample and 31%
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from YP biomass, and the ASL was 65% for SG samples and 85% for YP biomass (Figure 3-9,
A and C). Whereas the results for the other sequence, GLY followed by CMF pretreatment were
as follows 10% and 19% of AIL removal from SG and YP biomasses, respectively; and for ASL
removal, a percentage of 30% was observed from SG biomass, while a percentage of 510% was
detected for YP samples as a result of solubilization of portions of AIL (Figure 3-9, B and D).
Hence, double stage pretreatments showed an extensive delignification for both SG and YP
samples.

Table 3-1 AIL and ASL removal in the single and double stage CMF/GLY pretreatments

Sweetgum
untreated DES
AIL
ASL
TOTAL

Yellow pine

CMF CMF+DES DES+CMF untreated DES

22.09 15.16 15.41

5.96

13.01

28.47

3.74

1.41

1.18

0.5

0.46

25.65 15.16 19.15

7.37

14.19

28.97

22.03

3.56 2. 23

CMF CMF+DES DES+CMF

21.57 22.34

13.56

10.28

2.56

0.38

1.68

24.9

13.94

11.96

Cumulative removal of lignin shown in Figure 3-10 reveals that significant amounts of lignin
has been removed from both SG and YP biomasses. Regarding to lignin removal, this was
species, pretreatment sequence and type of lignin dependent. Higher percentage of AIL fraction
was removed from SG biomass samples (73%) during the CMF followed by GLY pretreatment
sequence versus only 41% during the other pretreatment sequence. In the case of YP biomass
opposite results were obtained, 52% of AIL removal during the sequence CMF followed by DES
and 64% during the other pretreatment sequence. These results are in agreement with data
obtained by Wang et al. [75] who achieved 60% of lignin removal from wheat straw treated by
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NaOH/urea solvent at low temperature, Yu et al. [74] who treated Eucalpitus grandis in a twostep liquid hot water method at 180oC for 20 min and obtained a 58% of lignin removal. Related
to ASL removal, YP biomass had higher percentages in both pretreatment sequences than SG
biomass. A 67% percentage of ASL removal from SG was observed during the GLY followed by
CMF pretreatment while a 170% (1.7 fold higher than the amount of ASL present in the original
native sample). The cumulative removal of ASL from YP biomass during the both pretreatments
in sequence was 6 fold and 5.44 fold from the original amount present in native YP biomass
(601% and 544%, respectively). Likewise, Yuan et al. have treated poplar wood with
[C2mim][OAc] ionic liquid at 110oC for 12 h and reported some solubilization of AIL obtaining
a -0.2% of ASL [76]. This can be explained by the mechanisms known for CMF in brown-rotted
biomass. Hydroxyl free radicals attack the lignocellulosic matrix causing rearrangements that
lead to lignin depolymerization and repolymerization [45, 53, 77-84]. Therefore, double stage
pretreatments applied to SG and YP biomasses can efficiently remove lignins from the
lignocellulose by depolymerizing and modifying biopolymers, particularly from SG samples.
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Figure 3-9 Biopolymer removal from SG and YP - double stage pretreatments

A microexamination of hemicellulose fractions removed from SG and YP biomass during the
single and double stage GLY and CMF pretreatments exhibits a significant withdraw of xylan,
galactan, mannan and arabinan polysaccharides (Figure 3-8 and 3-9). In the case of single stage
pretreatments, the fractionation of polysaccharides produced after GLY treatment to SG was as
follows: xylan polysaccharide removal was of a percentage of 22% and 33%, from SG and YP
biomasses, respectively. The removal of galactan was similar arising up to 40% from SG and
43% from YP samples, major differences where seen in the removal of mannan polymer (11%
and 33% from SG and YP samples) and arabinan polysaccharide (89% and 95% from SG and
YP samples) (Figure 5-9 A and C). The fractionation of polysaccharides during CMF
pretreatment resulted in different percentages of polysaccharides removal. Xylan polysaccharide
presented a 21% and a 40% percentages of removal from SG and YP samples; galactan polymer
presented a 46% and a 62% of displacement from SG and YP samples, respectively; Mannan
polysaccharide was removed by 32% from SG samples and by 41% from YP samples; whereas
arabinan polymer was removed by 75% from SG and by 49% from YP samples (Figure 3-8 C
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and D). In general, removal of polysaccharides during single stage GLY or CMF pretreatments
was higher for YP biomass, only in the case of arabinan polysaccharide removal from SG
biomass during CMF pretreatment was higher than from YP biomass.

In double stage pretreatments (GLY followed by CMF or CMF followed by GLY), significant
amounts of additional polysaccharides were removed. For the sequence CMF followed by GLY,
the single stage CMF treatment applied to SG biomass removed 21% of xylan polysaccharide,
the second treatment of GLY system enhanced xylan removal to 43%. Similarly, galactan and
arabinan polysaccharides were removed and additional 53% and 25%, respectively, while
mannan polymer was removed an additional 21%. Whereas YP biomass pretreated with double
stage CMF followed by GLY reached an additional 41% of xylan removal (Fig 3-9 A y C).

Cumulative removal (Figure 3-10) of xylan biopolymer from SG after the double stage
pretreatments was 65% when the sequence CMF followed by DES pretreatment was applied, and
46% when the other sequence was applied. For YP biomass the results presented higher
percentages, 81% and 77% during each pretreatment sequence. These results can be compared
to the fractionation of xylan in the pretreatment of Miscanthus with anhydrous [C4im]:H2SO4
80% IL and 20% H2O mixtures obtained by Verdia and his coworkers at 120oC for 2 h [85]
which was up to 94% of xylan removal. Also, Zhang and her group [63] subjected SG biomass to
glycerol thermal processing and obtained up to 68% of xylan removal, at 240oC for 12 min.
Consequently, DES and CMF double stage pretreatments efficiently removed xylan from both
SG and YP biomass, particularly from YP biomass. Galactan and mannan polysaccharides were
almost completely removed (99% each) from SG samples during the CMF followed by GLY
pretreatment sequence whereas the results for the opposite sequence were up to 85% and 90%,
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respectively. Arabinan removal was of 53% for the first sequence and 41% for the second
sequence. Thus, for SG biomass deconstruction, in regard to galactan arabinan, and mannan
removals the sequence CMF followed by GLY presented better results. In YP cell wall
deconstruction both pretreatment sequences had similar results, Galactan polymer was removed
in a percentage of 93% during the CMF+GLY pretreatment sequence and 86 % during the other
pretreatment sequence. Mannan removal was 80% and 85% during the CMF followed by GLY
and GLY followed by CMF pretreatment sequences, respectively. For arabinan removal, the
results were 97% and 96% during these pretreatments in sequence. These data of polysaccharide
fractionation are higher than those reported by Sathitsuksanoh et al. [64] for pine pretreated with
[C2mim][OAc] ionic liquid at 120oC for 90 min who reported 6.25%, 28,83%, 16.66% and
17.76% removal of xylan, galactan, arabinan and mannan polysaccharides, respectively. In
general, the double stage pretreatments effectively fractionated lignocellulosic cell wall of both
SG and YP biomass, however the sequence CMF followed by GLY pretreatment removed
polysaccharides more efficiently for both SG and YP biomass samples.
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Figure 3-10 Cumulative biopolymer removal from SG and YP biomass samples during the single
and double stage pretreatments.

Efficiency factor. To calculate the efficiency and the selectivity of the pretreatments and
evaluate how effective each treatment is and if the sequence in which they are applied influences
the results of the cell wall deconstruction. The efficiency factor is calculated with the following
ratio:
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

Mass Loss for treatment in sequence
Mass Loss for indivicual treatment

The Table 3-2 summarizes the mass loss resulted in the pretreatments individually GLY and
CMF, and in sequence GLY followed by CMF and CMF followed by GLY, described earlier
(Figure 3-5).
Table 3-2 Mass loss for GLY and CMF pretreatments applied to SG and YP biomasses

SG
YP

DES
24
28

Mass Loss (%)
CMF
CMF+GLY
16
34
10
35
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GLY+CMF
6
17

The Table 3-3 shows the efficiency factors of the four pretreatments, applied individually and in
sequence for SG and YP biomass samples.

Table 3-3 Efficiency factor for the pretreatments in sequence for SG and YP biomasses

Biomass Sample
Sweetgum

Yellow pine

Treatments

Factor

CMF+GLY

1.42

GLY+CMF

0.38

CMF+GLY
GLY+CMF

1.25
1.70

If this ratio is >1 the treatments effectively disrupt the biomass cell wall, there was synergy,
whereas a ratio < 1 would indicate the inability of the pretreatments to efficiently deconstruct the
cell wall (no synergy). Therefore, for SG biomass the efficiency factor for the pretreatment
CMF followed by GLY is 1.42, GLY caused the major mass loss after the CMF pretreatment so
that there was synergy between these two treatments. The other sequence, GLY followed by
CMF presented a ratio of 0.38, majority of mass loss was caused by GLY and CMF did not
impact too much biomass cell wall so there was not synergy applying the treatments in this
sequence. For YP biomass, the ratio for CMF treatment followed by GLY was 1.25, GLY caused
majority of mass loss after CMF treatment. There was synergy between these two pretreatments.
On the other hand, in the sequence GLY followed by CMF treatment for YP biomass, the ratio
was 1.70 showing that CMF treatment caused the majority of mass loss after GLY treatment so
that there was synergy between these two pretreatments applied in this order of sequence.
Consequently, the chemical analyses of native and pretreated solid residues SG and YP
biomasses showed effects on the efficiency and selectivity of the pretreatments. The application
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of the combined CMF followed by GLY treatment resulted in the highest removal of material
from SG biomass (0.2%, 53% and 61% of glucan, hemicellulose and lignin fractions,
respectively). Whereas for YP biomass, the highest percentage of removed material was found
when GLY followed by CMF pretreatment was applied (18%, 73% and 25% of glucan,
hemicellulose and lignin fractions, respectively).
3.6

Conclusions

Lignocellulosic biomass in biofuel production is governed by the cell wall deconstruction and
enzyme accessibility to obtain fermentable sugars. A pretreatment for partial/complete removal
of cell wall biopolymers is required to reduce the biomass recalcitrance and enhance enzyme
accessibility to cellulose to convert it into monosaccharides. In this study, four pretreatments
including GLY and a CMF treatment, individually (single stage) or in sequence (double stage)
were applied to SG and YP biomasses. Compositional analysis was used as a tool to determine
the mass balance for the processes as well as to estimate the impact of the pretreatments on the
efficiency and selectivity of cell wall deconstruction (biopolymer removal). For SG biomass, in
single stage pretreatments GLY selectively removed hemicelluloses (different percentages of
each) and lignins (31% of AIL and 37% of ASL, respectively) was observed, without cellulose
removal (< 1%). CMF system was less selective, removed all biopolymers suggesting a nonenzymatic cell wall deconstruction. In double stage treatments, the CMF followed by GLY
sequence was nonselective, it showed a greater biopolymer removal than the other sequence; in
contrast GLY followed by CMF sequence was more selective for hemicellulose and lignin
removals. For YP biomass, single stage treatment by using GLY or CMF exhibited the same
trend as in SG, a selective removal of hemicelluloses and lignins (45% of AIL and 34% of ASL)
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was observed when GLY treatment was applied, however CMF system was less selective,
removing less AIL than GLY treatment (22% of AIL), 516% - 5.16 fold of ASL with 11% of
glucan removal. Overall, the double stage GLY+CMF treatment applied to SG biomass was less
effective in removing hemicelluloses and lignins compare to YP biomass treatment, particularly
for AIL and ASL removal (10% and 30% from SG biomass, 19% and 510% from YP). The
double stage CMF followed by GLY treatment of SG showed a more efficient removal of lignin
(43% of AIL and 65% of ASL) compared to YP lignin removal. In contrast, ASL was removed
in a proportion of 544% or 5.44 fold of original amount present in native YP. Regarding the
hemicellulose, its removal displayed species and type of hemicellulose dependence. These
results indicated that cell wall deconstruction is possible using the chemistry of CMF and the
solvent technology of GLY. These findings should be confirmed with enzymatic hydrolyses to
examine the enhancement of the enzyme accessibility and the production of fermentable sugars
as a basic raw material for biorefining for fermentation based processes.
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Chapter 4 Enzymatic saccharification of pretreated lignocellulosic biomass
with glyceline and a chelator-mediated Fenton System

4.1

Abstract

Ground sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua) (SG) and southern yellow pine (Pinus taeda spp.)
(YP) were pretreated separately (single stage) and in sequence (double stage) with choline
chloride (1:2) deep eutectic solvent (DES) at 150oC for 2 h and with a chelator–mediated Fenton
system (CMF) at 30oC. The saccharification efficiency of the pretreated SG and YP biomasses
was studied as a function of the synergy of choline chloride-glycerol (ChCl-gly) DES technology
and the chemistry of chelator-mediated Fenton system. After partially removal of hemicellulose
and lignin, the cellulose enriched fibers were enzymatic hydrolyzed with enzyme cocktail of
Cellic CTech3. Observing and enhancement of the cellulose hydrolysis rate, particularly for the
double stage ChCl-gly DES followed by CMF pretreated SG solid residue exhibited a conversion
of cellulose into glucose of 50% within 18 h and reached 78.1% of ultimate glucan digestibility
after 72 h, compared to 6.1% of glucan digestibility of untreated SG biomass. This pretreated
sample also presented an increased crystallinity index of 83.1% compared to the initial 67.02%
of the untreated SG species, showing that the increase in crystallinity did not limit the
digestibility of cellulose after the pretreatments. However, the pretreatments were not as
effective on YP samples, as after 72hrs a maximum of 24% glucose was released from the
softwood sample.
4.2

Key words

Biofuels, fractionation, deep eutectic solvent, chelator-mediated Fenton system, polysaccharides,
delignification, crystallinity.
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4.3

Introduction

Lignocellulose is a valuable renewable resource that can be converted to liquid biofuels, serving
as an alternative to fossil fuels which are under scrutiny for carbon emissions [1].Because of the
issues that surround fossil resources, it is expected that a bio-based economy will grow in this
century adding to energy security, environmental safety, and socioeconomic development of the
rural sector [2]. Lignocellulose is a non-edible abundant material and can be found commercially
from the forest products industry [3], agro-industries and urban residues [4, 5]. Further it can
therefore displace first generation biofuels not only because of the variety of feedstocks but also
for the additional production of value added chemicals and biomaterials in biorefinery facilities
[6, 7]. The projection is that bioenergy would supply 15% of global energy demand by 2050 [8],
forest lignocellulose softwood and hardwood resources are approximately 370 million tons per
year [9]. Some hardwoods, such as sweetgum, can grow rapidly and have been studied as short
rotation woody crops therefore could have potential applications as valuable source for
bioethanol production [10-12]. Moreover, softwood species such as the group of southern yellow
pines has been studied as a renewable source for bioethanol [13-15] and it is the most
commercial set of softwood species within the USA. However, the production of lignocellulosic
bioethanol is not cost-effective compared to cheap oil, due to technical and financial restrictions
that must be overcome [16, 17]. Many advances have been made in the field of bioethanol
production from lignocellulosic biomass, however more eco-friendly and more efficient
saccharification technologies remain to be developed.

Lignocellulosic biomass is a complex network of three main biopolymers: cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin. These major lignocellulose components form a complex blend at the
nanoscale; cellulose gives the structural strength and is surrounded by hemicellulose and lignin
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that adds to rigidity of the wall. The transformation of lignocellulose to liquid fuels depend on
the deconstruction of the cell wall and the conversion of the carbohydrates to sugars [18-20].
There are two approaches for lignocellulose conversion: thermal pathways and biochemical
processing. Thermal conversion includes processes in which biomass is heated with or without
catalysts resulting in three major streams: biochar, bio-oil and syngas. Thermal processing is
considered energy self-sufficient but faces technical and economic barriers [21]. The
biochemical processing of lignocellulose implies transformation to sugars, this can be attained by
hydrolysis via enzymes [22] or chemicals [23]. The biochemical pathway for bioethanol
production has three major steps: pretreatment, saccharification and fermentation [1, 24, 25].
Many advances have been made in the field of pretreatments, enzymes and enzymatic hydrolysis
and fermentation, however still research need to be done to achieve an efficient bioethanol
production.

Polysaccharide biodegradation includes aspects such as microbial and fungal enzyme systems
and their interactions with the substrates, kinetics and extent of the saccharification. These
aspects are influenced by some biomass structural features due to biomass recalcitrance [26].
Factors such as cellulose degree of polymerization, crystallinity, particle size, porosity, lignin
and hemicellulose content play important roles in biomass conversion, as well as the biomass
surface area and pore volume which are critical physical barriers for cellulose accessibility [2729]. Some investigations have been conducted to get more insights regarding the two last factors,
it has been reported that pore size is the most important factor in the cellulose enzymatic
hydrolysis and CrI% had little influence [30]. Furthermore, lignin content, acetyl content and
biomass crystallinity have been shown to be interrelated in the degree of converison [31]. Chang
and Holtzapple [32] reported that for low degrees of crystallinity and short hydrolysis periods,
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lignin content was not important, and samples with low lignin content, crystallinity was not
important. However most of the scientific publication report that a decrease in cellulose
crystallinity increase the enzymatic hydrolysis rate [31, 33-35]. It is clear from the literature that
enzymatic conversion is dependent upon the substrate but many parameters are inter-related.

The debate about the role of crystallinity in enzymatic hydrolysis remains, researchers have
shown the relationship between the hydrogen-bond network within the cellulose crystalline
regions and the enzyme performance during the hydrolysis [36]. In addition, the crystallinity
index (CrI) is a three dimensional parameter that does not correlate with the two dimensional
surface area associated with enzymatic cellulose hydrolysis [37, 38]. Further, CrI values
published for cellulose are based in different measurement techniques [39, 40] and calculation
approaches [41, 42]. On the other hand, the experimental conditions such temperature and
humidity also influence the cellulose/lignocellulose crystallinity changes [43] as well as dried
samples vs. the actual sample surfaces exposed to enzymes after pretreatment. Moreover, some
researchers have correlated the cellulose CrI% to cellulose allomorphs, Chundawat et al. [36]
studied molecular dynamics simulations (MD) and modified the hydrogen bond network within
cellulose crystalline regions, then the enzymatic hydrolysis was performed and demonstrated that
cellulase activity increased. By treating cellulose with ammonia, these authors decreased the
number of intra hydrogen bonds and increasing the number of inter hydrogen bonds in the glucan
chain, converting the native cellulose into cellulose IIII so that the number of exposed hydrogen
bonds in cellulose was controlled. Access of endoglucanases to cellulose substrates was
improved and the rate of glucan digestibility for cellulose IIII increased. This cellulose allomorph
exhibited a higher CrI% than cellulose Iβ (Figure 4-1). MD simulations showed that cellulose
crystal structure influenced enzyme binding.
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Recently, other pathways to access sugars linked into biomass polysaccharides to breakdown
polysaccharides and lignin have been discovered, lytic polysaccharide monooxigenase enzymes
[44, 45] and the AA9 group [46] can bind and disrupt crystalline cellulose chains at the surface
meanwhile other cellulases attack amorphous cellulose. Therefore, the native structure of the cell
wall restricts the effective access of enzymes to transform cellulose into fermentable sugars.

Figure 4-1 Cellulose representation and hydrogen bond network (dotted lines). Use under fair
use.

Biomass pretreatment prior to enzymatic hydrolysis is a critical step for reducing the structural
barriers to enzyme access to efficiently produce liquid biofuels. An extensive research has been
conducted to investigate many routes to overcome lignocellulose recalcitrance for effective
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enzymatic saccharification. Among the chemical methods lignocellulose to obtain biomass in a
suitable manner for enzyme accessibility are dilute acid [47], alkaline pretreatment [48], steam
explosion [49] and organosolv [50, 51]. These pretreatments have advantages and drawbacks and
generate harmful byproducts for fermentation such as furfurals in treatments such as steamexplosion [52].

More recently, in an attempt to develop greener technologies for biomass saccharification, ionic
liquids (ILs) have been used for lignocellulose biomass pretreatment because they can dissolve
cellulose and lignocellulose facilitating their functionalization and catalytic conversion [53-58],
however their cost and their difficult handling prevent their industrial applications. Deep eutectic
solvents (DESs) are ILs substitutes [59] and have been applied to biomass processing due to their
beneficial characteristics such as low vapor pressure, non-flammable, and thermal stability [60].
DESs are solvent mixtures with a freeze point lower than their components and have the ability
of donating or accepting protons and electrons forming hydrogen bonds so that can increase their
dissolution capability [61, 62]. DESs have been used in lignocellulosic biomass pretreatments
[62-68] for their ability to depolymerize lignin into more valuable chemicals and because they
are inexpensive and safe [62]. Thus, green solvent technology such as DES will continue to play
an important role in lignocellulose bioprocessing.

Other technologies for pretreatment and saccharification are non-enzymatic radical based
mechanisms. The chelator-mediated Fenton system has been developed as a non-enzymatic cell
wall disruption system mimicking biomass brown-rot decay and has emerged as a new
technology for lignocellulosic biomass deconstruction to produce sugars and other valuable
products [69]. Even though researchers have indicated that CMF system should not be
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considered as lignocellulose pretreatment, in this work we have used softwood and hardwood
lignocellulose pretreated with CMF system and GLY as pretreatments to disrupt the cell wall.
The novelty of these approach was the combination of emerging deep eutectic solvents at high
temperature (150oC) with a CMF system at ambient temperature (chapter 2). These two
pretreatments were applied separately (single stage) and in sequence (double stage). It has been
reported that GLY (single stage) pretreatment partially removed lignin and hemicellulose
whereas the CMF system (single stage) partially depolymerized cellulose, and solubilized lignin
and hemicellulose; such that the degraded products of these processes remained in the pulping
liquor. The biopolymers removal in the single stage GLY or CMF pretreatments was low,
therefore sequential treatments were explored so that the solubilization of biopolymers during
these pretreatments was enhanced and the pretreated biomass was cellulose enriched and suitable
for enzymatic hydrolysis. The objective of this work is to evaluate the enhancement of glucan
digestibility of GLY/CMF (single and double stage) pretreated lignocellulosic biomass and get
more insights of the mechanism of how the depolymerization of lignocellulose cell wall
components impacted the saccharification efficiency. Therefore, the experimental protocols
supplied a route to examine the influence of the degree of cell wall disruption, along with the
impact of the chemical composition on conversion efficiency, offering additional experimental
insight into key factors of glucan digestibility. The following study determines the glucan
digestibility of native hardwoods and softwood and the extent of the saccharification of
pretreated biomass - GLY SG/YP, CMF SG/YP single stage pretreatments and CMF followed by
GLY or CMF followed by GLY SG double stage pretreatment and how pretreatments affect
cellulose crystallinity.
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4.4

Experimental

4.4.1 Materials

All chemicals and reagents used in this study were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, unless
otherwise mentioned. A mature sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua) tree and from Blacksburg,
VA was debarked, cut to cubes, and stored frozen before use. Southern yellow pine lumber (Pinus
spp.) was purchased locally. Both biomasses were milled using a Thomas-Willey mill model 4,
and sorted to a particle size between 40 and 60 mesh on a metal screen (250-420 µm). The
extractive-free sweet gum particles were prepared according to the ASTM standard D1 105 [70];
and southern yellow pine particles were prepared according to the NREL standard Procedures [71].
Deionized water (DI water: 18.2 mΩ) was used in all the steps of this research. The biomass
samples where pretreated and then air dried. The enzymatic hydrolysis was carried out in the
Renewable Resources Lab in the Centro of Biotecnología of Universidad de Concepción
(Concepción, Chile). The enzyme cocktail Cellic Ctech3 was used for cellulose digestibility,
containing 188 mg protein per mL. All feedstocks were further lyophilized overnight after the
enzymatic hydrolysis to eliminate the moisture content, lyophilized and kept at 4oC in a cold room.
4.4.2

Glyceline deep eutectic solvent and chelator-mediated Fenton pretreatments

Extractive-free biomass (~6% MC) was subjected to single and double stage pretreatments with
GLY deep eutectic solvent (1:10 dry mass basis) and heated in an oil bath at 150oC for 2 h; and
also with a chelator-mediated Fenton system as detailed previously (Chapter 3). After the
pretreatments, the pretreated biomass samples were air dry to eliminate the variable of moisture
content.
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4.4.3 Biomass Structural Carbohydrate Analysis
Lignin and carbohydrate contents of native, GLY, CMF, CMF followed by GLY (CMF+ GLY),
and DES followed by CMF (GLY +CMF) pretreated SG and YP biomasses were analyzed
according to the NREL laboratory analytical procedures (LAP) to determine and quantify the
structural carbohydrates and lignin in the biomass [71-73]. Acid insoluble lignin (AIL - Klason
lignin) was analyzed gravimetrically through the mass difference before and after heating the acidhydrolyzed residue at 575°C. The carbohydrates in the ﬁltrate were analyzed in triplicate using a
Metrohm Ion Chromatography (IC) installed with a pulsed amperometric detector (PAD),
Metrohm Inc., USA. Monosaccharides in the ﬁltrate were separated by a Hamilton RCX-30 (250
× 4.6 mm) column with DI water as the eluent. The eluent ﬂow rate was 1 mL/min, and the column
temperature was 32°C. NaOH (350 mmol/L) and a ﬂow rate of 0.43 mL/min was introduced after
column separation to aid the PAD signal generation at 32 °C. Five sugars, L-(+)-arabinose, D-(+)galactose, D-(+)-glucose, D-(+)-xylose, and D-(+)-mannose, were quantiﬁed using Mag IC Net
software. Linear calibration curves (R2 > 0.9999 and relative standard error < 5%) were run prior
to every batch test. The monosaccharide concentrations were converted to the relative percentage
of their anhydro-form in the biomass according to the NREL standard.
4.4.4 Enzymatic hydrolysis

Non-pretreated and pretreated SG and YP were enzymatic hydrolyzed in triplicate with a total
volume of 25 mL composed of 2% solids (w/v). Hydrolysis using an enzymatic load of 0.022 g/g
of solid (enzyme weight per g dry solid weight) and 0.05 M sodium citrate buffer of pH 4.8 was
performed in a shaker at 50oC and 150 rpm for 72 h. The enzyme used was Cellic Ctec3.
(Novozymes, Denmark). The reactions were sampled (0.5 mL) at multiple time points (12, 24,
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48 and 72 h). Samples were centrifuged at 10.000 rpm for 10 minutes, filtered and frozen for
further analysis. The soluble glucose in the enzymatic hydrolysate was measured by HPLC.
4.4.5 Determination of released glucose

Glucose released during the enzymatic hydrolysis was determined on a Shimadzu high
performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) without dilution of enzymatic hydrolyzed samples.
Enzymatic digestibility was measured using the enzymatic hydrolysis yield:

% 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝐺ℎ
𝑥 100%
180
(162) 𝑥 𝐺𝑖

where Gh is the amount of soluble glucose after the enzymatic hydrolysis and Gi is the initial
amount of glucan in the biomass before enzymatic hydrolysis. The concentration of monomeric
sugars in the soluble fraction was determined by high-performance liquid chromatography using
a HPLC LaChrom-Merck-Hitachi (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a refractive index detector and
Aminex HPX-87H column (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) at 45°C, a mobile phase of 5x10-3 mol L1

H2SO4 and a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-1 [74]. Glucose and xylose were used as external

calibration standards.

The glucan content was calculated by multiplying the glucose content by 0.9; the xylan content
obtained from the xylose content multiplied by 0.88; and the acetyl groups content was calculated
by multiplying the acetic acid content by 0.7 [75].
4.4.6 X-ray diffraction (XRD) of untreated and pretreated SG and YP biomass
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The crystallinity index of the pretreated and the hydrolyzed biomass after pretreatment of SG and
YP samples was measure in a Bruker D* Discover X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation
source (λ = 0.154 nm) generated at 40 KV and 40 mA. A 1 mm slit was used and a locked couple
2-theta and theta scan was performed from 10o to 50o at a scan speed of 4o/min. All biomass
samples were flattened on a quartz slide with a thickness of 1-2 mm to collect the diffraction
profile. Untreated SG and YP were used as control samples. For SG and YP biomass samples after
the enzymatic hydrolysis, the pretreated SG and YP biomass samples were used as references.

The crystallinity index (CrI) of the different SG and YP biomass samples tested was calculated
according to the methods developed by Segal and coworkers [76]:

𝐶𝑟𝐼 =

𝐼200 − 𝐼𝐴𝑀
𝑥 100%
𝐼200

Where I200 is the maximum intensity of the 200 lattice diffraction and 𝐼𝐴𝑀 is the minimum intensity
between the 200 peak and the 101 peak. Other methods such as Ruland-Vonk method [77] and
deconvolution method [41] were used for comparison.
4.5

Results and discussion

This study focuses on glucan digestibility of single and double stage GLY/CMF pretreated SG and
YP biomasses. Overall mass balances and characterization of the hydrolyzed biomass and
hydrolysate were also conducted. All untreated and pretreated SG and YP biomass samples were
analyzed in triplicate according to NREL standard procedure [73]. The carbohydrates and lignin
content of the treated biomass differ from the corresponded pretreated samples as can be seen in
Table 4-1 and reveal a substantial removal of all biopolymers from lignocellulose during the
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pretreatments. Pretreatments with GLY removed glucan marginally. However, lignin was
extensively removed in all treatments as well as hemicelluloses, and consequently the pretreated
biomass remained with a more enriched glucan fraction more suitable for enzymatic
saccharification.

Table 4-1 Chemical composition (relative) of untreated and pretreated ground SG and YP
biomass samples.

AIL

ASL

(%)

(%)

Untreated SG
GLY SG
CMF SG
CMF+GLY SG
GLY+CMF SG

22.2
20.1
18.3
10.7
18.4

3.5
3
4.4
2.5
1.7

Arabinan
(%)
0.6
0.1
0.2
0
0.1

Untreated YP
GLY YP
CMF YP
CMF+GLY SG
GLY+CMF SG

28.5
21.6
24.9
23.3
17.2

0.5
0.5
2.9
0.7
2.8

1
0.1
0.6
0
0.1

Galactan
(%)

Glucan

Xylan

Total

(%)

Mannan
(%)

(%)

0.6
0.4
0.4
0
0.1

38.7
50.8
38.6
68.2
54.1

19.8
20.4
18.5
12.6
15.2

1.9
2.1
1.5
1.6
1.6

87.2
96.8
81.8
95.5
91.0

1.6
1.3
0.7
0.2
0.4

42.3
58.4
42.1
64.1
52.9

6.4
5.9
4.2
2.1
2.5

11.6
10.7
7.6
4.0
2.9

91.8
98.4
83.0
94.3
78.8

(%)

4.5.1 Enhanced enzymatic hydrolysis of biomass through lignin and hemicellulose removal
during the single and double stage pretreatments with a deep eutectic solvent DES and a CMF
system

A critical step in the biofuel production from lignocellulosic biomass is the saccharification of
the cellulose and heteropolysaccharides to fermentable sugars in a cost-effective manner.
Untreated SG and YP samples were enzymatically hydrolyzed by commercial cellulase enzymes
showing slow hydrolysis rates and low glucan digestibility yields of 6.1% and 6.3% for SG and
YP samples, respectively. All pretreated biomass samples were air dried after the pretreatment,
this may negatively impact the subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis due to the fact that changes
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caused by the treatment such as bigger surface area or higher degree of porosity may disappear
with drying. Both SG and YP pretreated biomasses exhibited similar trends in glucan
digestibility but the efficiency was different (Figures 4-2 and 6-4). After GLY treatment, a
moderate enhancement of enzymatic glucan digestibility was observed for SG (32%) and a slight
enhancement for YP (9%). In the case of CMF treatment, glucan digestibility was enhanced up
to 53% and 16.1% for SG and YP, respectively. This result confirmed the observations made by
Goodell et al. [69] that CMF system did not increase the porous volume of CMF treated
softwood, limiting enzyme accessibility to cellulose. A subsequent CMF pretreatment (double
stage GLY followed by CMF pretreatment) enhanced the enzymatic hydrolysis with 50% of
substrates hydrolyzed after 16 h, and reaching an ultimate glucan digestibility of 78.1%. This
result was in agreement with the already reported by Zhang et al. [78] for pretreated GTP SG
(SG treated by glycerol thermal processing pretreatment) which was 78% of glucan digestibility.
Additionally, these data are comparable to the data reported by Procentese et al. [67] who treated
corncob with GLY at 150oC for 15 h, the saccharification reaching a glucose yield of 70%. Also,
Zhang et al. [68] studied corncob treatment with ChCl-gly DES at 90oC for 24 h and the
subsequent saccharification resulted in a glucose yield of 94%. For YP biomass, the double stage
DES followed by CMF treatment showed a slight enhancement of glucan digestibility up to
16.01%. The results for the other sequence CMF followed by GLY were different, for SG
biomass, the increment of glucan digestibility was marginal when the second GLY treatment was
applied (from 54% to 56%).

Whereas for YP, the enhancement of the saccharification was from 6% to 24.2% of glucan
digestibility. This value is comparable to the 27.3% glucan digestibility reported by Kim and
Hong [13] in supercritical CO2 pretreated YP biomass. Yet, these data are considerably lower
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than the glucose release reported recently for enzymatic hydrolysis of YP biomass pretreated
with [Emim][Ac] IL at 130oC for 90 min, in which the glucose released reached 95% [79]. Mou
et al. [80] treated ground YP species with sodium xylene sulphonate (SXS) solvent for 120 min
to partially removed lignin, the pretreated YP biomass was then enzymatically hydrolyzed
reaching a glucose yield of 15.5%, comparable to the data obtained in this research for the
double stage pretreated DES followed by CMF YP biomass (16.1% glucose yield, Figure 4-3). In
the same study, YP biomass was treated also with 1-ethyl-3-methyl imidazolium acetate
[EmimAC] at 130oC (IL and then enzymatically hydrolyzed, the authors reported a low glucose
yield due to the formation of pseudolignins consisting of carbohydrate degradation products
(dehydration of C6 and C5 sugars) which covered the surface area of YP biomass decreasing the
enzyme accessibility to cellulose [80-83].

More recently, Goodell et al. [69] have demonstrated the similarity of the CMF mechanism with
the brown-rot fungal decay for all components of lignocellulose by analyzing sum frequency
generation spectra of CMF and brown-rot fungi treated YP samples. These researchers found that
using TEM analysis for softwoods after CMF treatment the biomass porosity did not increase
even though cellulose and lignin were depolymerized by CMF reactions. These reactions
generated glucose and oligosaccharides residues, although the cellulolytic enzymes (around 4 nm
size) could not penetrate to contribute to the cell wall deconstruction. Further, they found that YP
decayed by G. Trabeum showed an erosion in elementary microfibrils during the degradation by
partial loss of glucose and cellulose crystallinity. However, SANS data revealed that the surface
morphology of cell walls did not change during the degradation. It is known that iron redox
cycling occurs via hydroquinone chelators produced by brown-rot fungi, so these SANS results
support the hypothesis that CMF treatments were able to deconstruct lignocellulose cell wall.
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The authors conducted the enzymatic hydrolysis of the treated CMF YP biomass and no further
hemicellulose removal or lignin changes were observed. Goodell et al. [69] concluded that CMF
treatment mimicking the brown-rot decay mechanism is a non-enzymatic degradation of
polysaccharides accompanied by an aggregation and/or redistribution of lignin. CMF system
does not open the softwood cell wall structure to enzymes in softwoods, so that enzymatic
hydrolysis is less effective. [84-87].

On the other hand, CMF treatment applied to hardwood partially opens up the cell wall structure
permitting the enzyme access to cellulose and enhancing glucan digestibility. In this work the
glucan digestibility reached up to 54%. A subsequent GLY treatment of CMF SG did not
contribute significantly to enhance the digestibility as it reached only 56% showing no synergy
in the combination of these two pretreatments. Therefore, all pretreatments impacted the
composition of the biomass, however, they did not all provide similar amounts of glucan
digestibility.
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Figure 4-2 Enzymatic glucan digestibility profiles of untreated and pretreated SG with a DES
and a CMF system.
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Figure 4-3 Enzymatic glucan digestibility profiles of untreated and pretreated YP with GLY and
a CMF system.

4.5.2 XRD crystallinity of untreated and single and double stage DES and CMF pretreated
biomass and cellulose

XRD technique is used to investigate the structural changes in the cellulose substrates due to
pretreatments and enzymatic hydrolysis [88]. It is difficult to estimate the absolute crystalline
and amorphous cellulose content in lignocellulosic biomass samples; the XRD peaks as an index
are used to compare the relative differences among lignocellulose samples [32, 89]. All
pretreatments studied in this research caused a disruption of the cell wall matrix and this was
reflected with the degree of digestibility of the cellulose. The untreated SG and YP samples were
used as controls and DES and CMF (single and double stage) pretreated samples were analyzed
by changes in crystallinity index CrI using Seagal method [76] and depicted in the XRD
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diffractograms shown in Figure 4-4. The intensities of the amorphous region at 2θ = 18o and the
crystalline region at 2θ = 22o were used to calculated the CrI (Table 6-2.). It has been reported
the relationship between CrI and enzyme digestibility in lignocellulosic biomass [69, 90-92],
cellulose is considered to contain both crystalline and amorphous regions and
heteropolysaccharides and lignin may provide background signal to the amorphous regions.

The XRD diffractogram analysis (Table 4-2) shows that the CrI of untreated SG and YP are
67.1% and 77.8%, respectively. This percentage is lower than avicell cellulose reported as
having a CrI of 91.7 ± 1.5 [41], as Avicell is highly crystalline after acid hydrolysis. It has been
suggested that crystallinity decreases during the CMF treatment [93, 94]. However, more
recently Goodell et al. [69] have reported a slight increase in CrI of CMF softwood treated
biomass, in agreement with the results obtained in this study for softwood YP biomass which
was 77.9%, similar to the initial CrI in the untreated YP biomass. The single stage pretreated
CMF SG exhibited a slightly higher CrI of 80.8% indicating a slight change of the crystallinity
compared to the untreated SG biomass. This can be explained by the amount of amorphous
components of the lignocellulose cell wall (lignin and hemicellulose) that have been removed
during the single stage CMF treatment (higher in SG than in YP, Table 4-2) as it has been
already suggested for other research groups [88]. Additionally, the increase in the I200 peak
showed an increase in the cellulose crystallinity of the single stage pretreated CMF SG samples
as shown by [88].

Previous reports have mentioned that DES pretreatment caused an increment of crystallinity [67,
95], this is consistent with the findings in this study. The single stage pretreated DES YP
presented a CrI of 79.0% indicating a slight increase compared to the untreated sample. In the
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case of single stage pretreated DES SG, the CrI was 75.9% showing an increase in crystallinity.
The double stage CMF followed by DES or the DES followed by CMF also had a considerable
impact in the crystallinity of cellulose. For softwood pretreated CMF followed by DES YP, the
second treatment increased the CrI up to 85.5% whereas with the other pretreatment DES
followed by CMF, softwood crystallinity increased up to 82.3%. In the case of hardwood, CMF
followed by DES pretreated SG exhibited a slightly increment in CrI (83.2%), meanwhile the
DES followed by CMF pretreated SG showed a CrI of 83.9%.
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Figure 4-4 Figure XRD diffractograms of untreated and pretreated SG and YP biomass
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Table 4-2 Effects of biomass composition in crystallinity and glucan digestibility
Crystallinity
(%)

Glucan
Digestibility
(%)

67.05

6.1

80.98

32

100

75.91

54

61

62

83.16

56

44

47

83.98

78

77.77

6.3

Glucan
(%)

Xylan
(%)

Galactan
(%)

Mannan
(%)

Arabinan
(%)

AIL
(%)

ASL
(%)

GLY SG

1

22

40

11

89

30

37

CMF SG

16

21

46

32

75

30

CMF+GLY SG

16

76

99

63

99

GLY+CMF SG

1

52

100

45

97

Pretreatment
Untreated SG

Untreated YP
GLY YP

0

33

43

33

95

45

34

78.96

8.9

CMF YP

11

40

62

41

49

22

-410

78.92

16.1

CMF+GLY YP

12

69

81

66

95

39

85

85.46

24.2

GLY+CMF YP

36

65

75

78

22

34

-416

82.27

16

4.5.3 Effect of delignification on single and double stage pretreated SG and YP with a
Glyceline DES and a CMF system, on the crystallinity and on the enzyme digestibility

One of the major restrictions for lignocellulose digestibility is the presence of lignin [96] so that
the removal of lignin during a pretreatment is desired, even though this may have little effect on
the order of the structure of crystalline cellulose [97], yet may impact the crystallinity of
lignocellulose samples. In this study, for SG biomass, the residual lignin in the pretreated
lignocellulose biomass corresponding to the highest lignin removals were 61% of AIL and 62%
of ASL and were reached during the CMF followed by GLY pretreatment which did not
presented the highest hydrolysis rate (56%), neither the highest crystallinity (83%). The best
results for glucan digestibility were found for double stage GLY followed by CMF SG samples
which showed a lignin removal of 44% of AIL and 47% of ASL and it correlated with the
highest crystallinity of the pretreated SG sample (84%). It should be noted that for this sample,
glucan removal was trivial (1%) in both stages GLY and CMF sequential treatments, thus the
integrity of glucan chains was preserved increasing the crystallinity and cellulase activity that led
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to an enhancement of hydrolysis rate of up to 78.1%. This data confirm Chundawat et al. studies
about cellulose crystallinity [36] discussed in the introduction section. It is worthy to point out
that all the single and double stage pretreatments increased the crystallinity index while removed
certain amounts of lignin and hemicelluloses.

The behavior for YP biomass was different than SG biomass, the lowest percentage of residual
lignin for YP corresponding to the highest lignin removal was also obtained during the double
stage CMF followed by DES pretreatment (39% AIL and 85% ASL) but in this case, these YP
samples showed the best hydrolysis rate (24.2%). It should be noted that a removal of 16% of
glucan in both pretreatment sequences was observed for both double stage sequences in YP
biomass the integrity of glucan chain was altered, it should be noted that despite this the CrI was
intensified. Thus, the composition of the pretreated biomass and the crystallinity of the samples
are correlated with the rate of enzymatic hydrolysis and the extent of the glucan digestibility.

4.5.4 Effect of hemicellulose removal on single and double stage pretreated SG and YP with
glyceline and a CMF system, on the crystallinity and on the enzyme digestibility

Among the hemicelluloses, residual xylan is of great interest because has significant influence in
the cellulose digestibility of pretreated biomass [98-100], commercial enzyme cocktails that
include “accessory” xylanase enzymes are used to improve the yields of biomass saccharification
especially for hardwoods [96, 101, 102]. DES pretreatment in SG showed a xylan removal of
22%, whereas the double stage DES followed by CMF pretreatment presented a xylan removal
of 52% increasing the glucan digestibility up to 78.1% despite the increased of the CrI%. For the
other pretreatment sequence in SG biomass, CMF treatment removed xylan reaching up to 21%
and the second treatment in the sequence removed substantial cumulative amount of xylan 76%
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for CMF followed by GLY SG, even though the CrI% increased the glucan digestibility was
only 56%. For single stage pretreated GLY YP biomass, xylan was removed in a percentage of
33% and double stage DES followed by CMF pretreated YP samples resulted in a cumulative
xylan removal of 65% resulting in a glucan digestibility of 24.2%. For single stage CMF YP
pretreated biomass xylan was removed by 40% and in the sequential GLY YP pretreatment,
xylan was removed in a cumulative percentage of 69%. Thus, results found for SG showed that
for a hardwood species in the conditions of the pretreatments applied in this study, removal of
around 50% of xylan from the original native sample, as presented in the GLY+CMF treatment,
allowed an enhancement of glucan digestibility of 78.1%. Removal of greater amounts of xylan
from lignocellulose as showed in the double stage CMF+GLY pretreatment did not increase
hydrolysis rate or glucan digestibility, probably because a concomitant glucan removal of 16%
during the CMF treatment impacted the rate of the enzymatic hydrolysis. Therefore, removing
around 50% of initial xylan polysaccharide from SG biomass by GLY+CMF pretreatment along
with around 50% removal of lignin enhanced the glucan enzymatic hydrolysis. The more lignin
was removed by the pretreatments the more xylan also was removed (table 2) for both SG and
YP pretreated biomass. For YP, these observations correlated also with an increase in
crystallinity, however it was not the case for SG in which a greater lignin and xylan removal
corresponded to a decreased in CrI. Therefore removal of xylan impacted directly the cellulose
accessibility to enzymes and the rate of the glucan digestibility as already demonstrated by
Zhang et al. [78].
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4.6

Conclusions

Novel pretreatment methods combining the technology of DES and the CMF treatment applied
alone (single stage) or in sequence (double stage) were used to study the impact of structure and
composition of hardwood and softwood lignocellulose biomass on the enzymatic glucan
digestibility. DES selectively extracts hemicellulose and lignin, with little impact in glucan.
CMF system was nonspecific and effectively depolymerized polysaccahrides and modified
lignin. All pretreatments disrupted the cell wall and changing the composition and crystallinity
and considerably impacted the enzymatic saccharification of cellulose. Best results were
obtained by DES followed by CMF pretreated SG which presented glucan digestibility of 78.1%,
whereas for YP biomass was the other sequence CMF followed by DES pretreatment that
presented best glucan digestibility (24.2%). Higher crystallinity due to pretreatment has no
negative impact on enzymatic hydrolysis.
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Chapter 5 Structural analysis of recovered lignin fractions isolated from
biomass after glyceline and chelator-mediated Fenton pretreatments

5.1 Abstract
Lignocellulose sweetgum (SG) and yellow pine (YP) biomass samples were treated individually
(single stage) and in sequence (double stage) with a glyceline at 150oC for 2 h and a chelatormediated Fenton system (CMF) at ambient temperature to achieve cell wall deconstruction. After
the pretreatments, resulting products were washed with hot DI water and ethanol 90%. As a
result three different streams were generated in each case: an aqueous-DES phase, an ethanol
phase and the solid pretreated biomass. Aqueous-DES phases contained water insoluble
precipitates (high molecular weight compounds - HMWC) and water soluble compounds (low
molecular weight compounds LMWC) were centrifuged. The HMWC (lignin) fractions were
isolated, lyophilized and labeled as single stage GLY SG and GLY YP, and double stage CMF
followed by GLY SG and CMF followed by GLY YP lignin fractions, respectively. These
fractions represented the 9%, %, 11%, 13% and 15% of klason lignin present in the starting
biomass samples, respectively. Each isolated lignin fraction was quantified and analyzed by 31P
NMR, 2D 13C-1H heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR and elemental analysis
to determine pretreatment effects and evaluate changes in biopolymer structure. Gel permeation
chromatography GPC showed that the MW of these lignin fractions had a relative high molecular
weight. 1H NMR indicated that these fractions were composed mainly of lignin, xylan (from 8 to
12%) and low concentrations of carbohydrates (from 1.7 to 2.9%). These pretreatments caused a
significant β-O-4 bond disruption for both SG and YP samples compared to EMAL samples used
as controls, especially during the double stage CMF followed by DES treatment. Both SG and
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YP lignin fractions exhibited further condensation (β-5) phenylcoumaran. Moreover, β-β resinol
bonds were significantly reduced especially in the double stage CMF+GLY SG and YP lignin
fractions. Free aliphatic OH decreased in GLY SG lignin fraction showing depolymerization;
however, the aliphatic OH significantly increased in CMF followed by GLY SG lignin fraction
indicating that condensation has occurred. Free phenolic groups followed the same trend for SG
lignin fractions. On the other hand, the free aliphatic OH for YP lignin fractions did not undergo
significant changes, only a slight increment in GLY YP lignin fraction was observed whereas for
CMF followed by GLY YP lignin fraction a slight decrease was observed indicating that GLY
treatment caused a marginal condensation and the double stage treatment caused a slight
depolymerization. For the free phenolic OH, results showed that single GLY SG and double
stage CMF followed by GLY SG lignin fractions depolymerized, as a result free phenolic OH
groups increased. For GLY YP lignin fractions, the phenolic OH increased showing
depolymerization while for CMF followed by GLY YP lignin fractions, the phenolic OH
significantly decreased indicating that repolymerization has occurred. These results indicate that
the recovered lignin undergo structural changes common to GLY and CMF treatments.
5.2 Keywords
Lignin recovery, xylan, biomass valorization, depolymerization, repolymerization, biopolymers,
biorefinery, single and double stage GLY/CMF pretreatments, structural analysis, NMR, MW.
5.3 Introduction
Lignocellulosic biomass is a renewable non edible resource with a relative low cost [1, 2]. From
this biomass, lignin is the second most abundant aromatic biopolymer on our planet, and it has
been considered as a sustainable source of aromatic carbon [3, 4]. An efficient utilization of
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lignocellulose biomass requires an integrated process in which the majority of the wood
components can be converted into useful products such as fuels and valuable chemicals with near
neutral carbon emission [5, 6]. Currently, liquid fuels for transportation rely in non-renewable
fossil resources, however studies in genetics, chemistry, biochemistry, and engineering are
developing new manufacturing technologies (biorefinery) to obtain biofuels and bioproducts
from lignocellulosic biomass for a bio-economy [7-9]. The plant cell wall is constituted mainly
by two major polysaccharides: cellulose and hemicellulose, and lignin – a polyphenolic polymer
[10]; all three components are tightly associated and contribute to biomass recalcitrance [11]. To
get access to cellulose, lignocellulosic biomass needs a pretreatment that unlocks this recalcitrant
structure so the polysaccharides will be susceptible for saccharification [12]. Along with the cell
wall requirements for deconstruction, so that cellulose can be hydrolyzed chemically [13, 14] or
enzymatically [15, 16] into sugars and fermented to bioalcohol [17], lignin needs to be isolated
and converted into value-added chemicals [4, 18, 19]. Several pretreatments have been
developed to achieve efficient separation of carbohydrates and lignin and these have been
extensively reviewed [16, 20-22]. These methods include physical and mechanical treatments
[23-25] as well as biological methods [26, 27]. Chemical treatments such as dilute acid soaking
and alkali exposure and thermophysical treatments, steam explosion or hydrothermal have been
also widely reviewed [28, 29], and these acid based treatments cause lignin degradation and can
also cause equipment corrosion. Organosolv pulping has not been successfully adopted for
biomass pretreatment, although it provides a high-quality lignin stream [30, 31]. New solvents
such as ionic liquids and other solvents like phosphoric acid have been used to reach cell
dissolution and cell wall deconstruction [32-35]. More recently, lignin fractionation by using
deep eutectic solvents (DES) has also been introduced to achieve amenable biomass for
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saccharification via enzymatic hydrolysis and subsequent fermentation to bioalcohol. These
novel DESs have the advantage of being considered eco-friendly solvents [36-38]. Further novel
pretreatments include biomimetic methods, such as the methods by Goodell et al. [39] who
furthered a new non-enzymatic method of cell wall deconstruction called chelator-mediated
Fenton system (CMF) to improve polysaccharide access for enzymatic digestibility and lignin
fractionation to increase biorefinery cost-effectiveness.
Lignin is a complex crosslinked polymer constituted by phenylpropanoid subunits, and
depending upon the species, consist of p-coumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols. It is regarded
as the most complex polymer of lignocellulose cell wall that provides strength and rigidity to the
plant, at the same time binds the adjacent cells together and has the ability to form lignincarbohydrate complexes (LCC) in the cell wall; lignin also plays a key role in water regulation
and pathogen resistance [40]. Overall, lignin integration within the cell wall, can greatly inhibit
lignocellulose enzymatic hydrolysis arising from limited accessibility and non-specific binding
interactions [41]. During the pretreatment, the distribution, content, structure and molecular
weight of lignin in the plant cell wall are typically modified [42]. The role of lignin in
biorefining [19, 43] and the significance of NMR techniques such as 31P and 2D-HSQC NMR for
cell wall and biofuels precursors characterization have been highlighted by several researchers
[44-50]. Moreover, special attention has been directed to lignin-carbohydrate linkages [51]. The
relevance of the molecular weight of lignin and its relationship to recalcitrance has been studied
by Ziebell et al. and other research groups [42, 52], according to these authors the lower
recalcitrance in a transgenic alfalfa was due to the fact that the molecular weight of its lignin was
low. Reducing the molecular weight of lignin would potentially enhance its removal, limiting
biomass recalcitrance. Thus, a better understanding of lignin structure and its molecular weight
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as well as its separation processes will lead to potential applications of lignin that will optimize
the use of lignocellulosic biomass for the biorefinery and the valorization of lignin for novel and
valuable chemicals.
5.4

Materials and Methods

5.4.1 Materials
Chemicals and reagents used in this study were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and MP
Biomedicals as used as received. A mature hardwood sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua) from
Blacksburg, VA and southern yellow pine wood were selected as biomass resources in this
research. Harwood and softwood were machined to cubes and store in a freezer before use. Prior
to pretreatment, the biomass was milled using a Wiley mill, and sorted to a particle size between
40-60 mesh on a metal screen (250 – 420 µm). Sequentially, sweetgum ground biomass was
Soxhlet extracted with a mixture of toluene/ethanol (427 mL/1000 mL), followed by ethanol and
then followed by hot water according to ASTM standard procedures [53]. Yellow pine ground
biomass was Soxhlet extracted with DI water followed by ethanol as described in the standard
protocol to produce extractive-free lignocellulose [54]. The resulting materials were air dried at
ambient temperature for 48 h. Extractive-free SG and YP biomass were air dried and store in a
cold room at 4oC.
5.4.2 Single and double stage DES and chelator-mediated Fenton pretreatments

Extractive-free biomass (~6% MC) was subjected to pretreatments with choline chloride:glycerol
(1:2) deep eutectic solvent (1:10 dry mass basis) and heated in an oil bath at 150oC for 2 h; and
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also with a chelator-mediated Fenton system, alone and in sequence (single and double stages) as
detailed previously in Chapter 3.
5.4.3 Liquid-liquid extraction lignin recovery
After single stage DES and double stage CMF+DES pretreatments, each sample was vacuum
filtered and washed with hot DI water until a clear filtrate was observed, a fair amount of dark
brown precipitates were observed in the aqueous-DES liquor (aqueous phase). The pretreated
biomass pellet was then washed with ethanol 90%, darker and finer particles soluble in ethanol
were observed. Ethanol phases were evaporated in a rotary evaporator, freeze dried, labeled as
ethanolic extracts and kept in at 4oC in the cold room. Aqueous-DES liquors were acidulated
(pH=2) and subjected to a liquid-liquid extraction with ethyl acetate to separate the low
molecular weight compounds. The ethyl acetate phases were isolated and the solvent was
evaporated in a rotary evaporator under vacuum. Isolated ethyl acetate phases (low molecular
weight compounds) were freeze dried, labelled as ethyl acetate extracts and kept in a cold room
at 4oC. Subsequently, the aqueous phases containing high molecular weight (insoluble) lignin
fractions were centrifuged, and lignin fractions were isolated, freeze-dried and labeled as GLY
SG, GLY YP, CMF+GLY SG and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions. Pretreated SG and YP
biomasses (biomass residues) were air-dried at ambient temperature for 48 h and kept in the cold
room at 4oC for further analysis. The lignin fractions recovery yield relative to the total initial
biomass was calculated using the equation (1).

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑% =

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛
𝑚0 𝑥 𝐾𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛0
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𝑥 100%

(1)

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛 : dry mass of recovered GLY SG, GLY YP, CMF followed by GLY SG and CMF
followed by GLY YP lignins for specific biomass input to pretreatment;
m0: total dry mass of biomass input to DES and CMF followed by DES pretreatments;
Klignin0: Klason lignin content in biomass input.

Enzymatic mild acidolysis lignin (EMAL) from extractive free sweetgum from Zhang et al. work
[49] was used as a reference for the GLY SG and CMF followed by GLY SG lignin fractions.
EMAL from southern yellow pine from the study of Guerra et al. [55] was used as reference for
YP GLY and CMF followed by GLY YP lignin fractions.
5.4.4 Elemental analysis of GLY SG, GLY YP, CMF followed by GLY SG and CMF followed
by DES YP lignin fractions

Elemental analysis (carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen) of recovered DES SG, DES YP, CMF
followed by DES SG and CMF followed by DES YP lignin fractions was determined on
automatic analyzer Fisons EA 1108. Results were reported as weight percentage of biomass dry
weight (C%, H% and N%). Oxygen content was determined by subtracting the composition
fraction of the carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen from unity.
5.4.5 DES SG, DES YP, CMF followed by DES SG and CMF followed by DES YP lignin
fractions acetylation

Lignin acetylation was performed according to the procedure of Glasser et al. [56]. 300 mg dried
lignin fractions (DES SG, DES YP, CMF+DES SG and CMF+DES YP lignin samples) were
dissolved in 9 mL of anhydrous pyridine followed by the addition of an equal volume of
anhydrous acetic acid anhydride. Mixtures were sealed with rubber septum and reactions were
performed at room temperature for 24 h under a nitrogen atmosphere with continuous stirring.
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To recover the product, the solution was added dropwise into 600 mL of 0.01 N HCl.
Precipitated acetylated lignin fractions were collected by filtration using 0.45 μm nylon
membrane and washed by another 200 mL 0.01 N HCl three times and 200 mL distilled water
three times. Acetylated lignin fractions were dried in a vacuum oven at 50°C.
P Phosphorous NMR of lignin spectra were acquired in Dr. Scott Renneckar’s Advanced Renewable
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Materials Laboratory, in the University of British Columbia, Vancouver – Canada.

5.4.6 Quantitative 1H NMR analysis
An amount of 20 mg acetylated lignin powders were dissolved in 800 μL CDCl3, following by
the addition of 5 mg 4-nitrobenzaldehyde as internal standard. After dissolution, mixtures were
transferred into 5mm NMR tubes and measured by Bruker Avance 300MHz spectrometer
(Bruker Corp., MA Billerica, USA) with a relaxation delay10 s, 30° pulse width, acquisition time
1.3 s, and scan number 256. This analysis was conducted in University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
5.4.7 Quantitative 31P-NMR analysis of recovered DES SG, DES YP, CMF+DES SG and
CMF+DES YP lignin fractions

Quantitative 31P nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy analysis was adapted from
Argyropoulos and his research group [57-61] as described by Zhang et al. [49] and was used to
analyze the recovered single stage DES SG and DES YP lignin fractions and double stage CMF
followed by DES SG and CMF followed by DES YP lignin fractions. The analysis was
performed on a Varian INOVA 400 MHz multinuclear spectrometer at a frequency of 162.07
MHz for 31P spins. Prior to analysis, all lignin samples were stored in a vacuum oven for 48 h.

A solvent mixture of pyridine/chloroform-d6 (CDCl3) with a ratio of 1.6/1 (v/v) was prepared for
31

P NMR, the pyridine was protected from the moisture with molecular sieves. The internal
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standard Endo N-Hydroxy-5-norbornene-2,3-didicarboximide (e-HNDI) [62] and the relaxation
reagent chromium (III) acetylacetonate (Cr(acac)3) [63] were prepared by dissolving in CDCl3,
with a concentration of 5.6 mg/mL and 0.0 mg/mL, respectively. An exact amount of 20 mg of
dried lignin powders were then dissolved in 400 μL of the solvent mixture followed by the
addition of 100 µL internal standard solution, 40 µL relaxation reagent solution, and 50 μL 2Chloro-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaphospolane (TMDP) used as phosphitylation agent were
added under continuous mixing until complete lignin fractions dissolution. The final solution
was immediately transferred to a 5 mm NMR tube and quantitative 31P-NMR spectra were
acquired in a Bruker Avance 300 MHz spectrometer (Bruker Corp., MA Billerica, USA). An
inverse gated decoupling pulse was employed to obtain quantitative 31P NMR with the following
parameters: number scans 800, relaxation delay 5 s, acquisition time1.4 s, pulse length 6 μs, and
90° pulse width. The chemical shift of phosphitylation products were calibrated with a product of
TMDP with water (residual moisture), which gave a sharp and stable signal at 132.2 ppm, and
different functional groups were assigned as showed in (Figure 6-3), based on previous reports
[60, 62]. It should be noted that syringyl phenolic groups were integrated separately from the C5
condensed units based on literature [60].

5.4.8 Two dimensional 13C-1H heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR
spectroscopy of recovered DES SG, DES YP, CMF+DES SG and CMF+DES YP lignin
fractions

All dry lignin samples (approximately 40 mg) were prepared using 600 µL of DMSO-d6 and
mixed in vortex until homogenous (about 30 min) at around 25oC. The dissolved lignin fractions
were transferred to 5 mm NMR tubes according to the method previously developed [49, 64-66].
HSQC spectra were acquired at 25oC using a Bruker spectrophotometer, Ascend TM 400MHz
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model, equipped with a multinuclear invers liquid probe with inverse geometry, with an
acquisition: F2: 0.0800768 sec y F1: 0.0053004 sec, d1: 1 sec., TD (fid size): F2: 1024 F1: 256,
and a SN (scan number): 64 (Bruker’s standard pulse). Chemical shifts were referenced to the
central DMSO peak at 39.5/2.5 ppm. (δC/δH). Assignments of the HSQC spectra were described
elsewhere [67, 68]. A semi-quantitative analysis of the volume integrals of the HSQC correlation
peaks was performed using Bruker’s Topsin 3.2 processing software.

Zhang and Gellerstedt [69] developed an analytical method based on 2D-HSQC-NMR sequence
and quantitative
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C-NMR, which can be applied for quantitative structural determination of

complicated polymers, such as lignin. A semi-quantitative (relative) method based on 2D-HSQC
spectra without internal standard [70, 71] has been established to calculate the relative abundance
of different structures and are estimated via the analysis of the volume integral of the HSQC crosssignal following the formula:

Ix% = Ix / ( IA + IB + IC + ID ) x 100%

(2)

where I, IB, IC and ID are the integral values of α position of β-O-4 (A), β-5 (B), β-β (C), and β-1 (D),
respectively. All the integrals should be performed at the same contour level. Changes in lignin

structure were determined based on volume integration of HSQC spectral contour correlations.
The C2-H2 positions of the guaiacyl unit and the C2,6 – H2,6 positions in the syringyl unit were
considered to be stable. Therefore they were used as internal standard and represented the
aromatic C9 units in the lignin fraction. Spectra integration was performed on the same contour
level. Since the integral of the correlation peak corresponding to these resonances represents for
the double of the syringyl C9 units present, the amount of the C9 units present in hardwood can
be quantified by the following equation [46]:
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C9 units = 0.5 ( S2,6 ) + G2

(3)

And for softwoods is:
C9 units = 0.5G2
where S2,6 is the integral value of S2/6 and includes S and S’, G2 is the integration of G2. Since
syringyl units are absent in softwood, the amount of guaiacyl C2-H2 signal reflects the total
number of aromatic C9 units in lignin. Therefore, the C9 represents the integral value of the
aromatic ring and according with the internal standard, the amount of Ix% is obtained according
to the following formula:
Ix% = Ix / C9 x 100%
All integrals displayed less than 10% error (based on the use of organosolv lignin in triplicate –
data not shown), confirming the precision of the quantification from 2D HSQC spectra.
5.4.9 Gel permeation chromatography of recovered GLY SG, GLY YP, CMF followed by GLY
SG and CMF followed by GLY YP lignin fractions

The molecular weight distribution of acetylated lignin was performed via gel permeation
chromatography (GPC), according to the method already described by Zhang et al. [49]. The
lignin samples were previously acetylated to increase their solubility in organic solvents [72, 73].
Dried lignin powder was mixed with 6ml glacial acetic acid/pyridine (1:1 v/v) for 48 hours under
nitrogen atmosphere with stirring. Lignin was precipitated through acidification by adding
solvent into 200mL 0.01N aqueous HCl. The solvent was then carefully removed through
filtering through 0.45μm paper, and the residue was vacuum oven dried. The dried acetylated
lignin was dissolved into THF at 5mg/ml. the solvent was then stabilized for 48 hours at room
temperature prior to filtering over 0.45μm filter. 100μL lignin solution was injected and analyzed
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at a time. The system temperature was maintained at 35°C and THF (HPLC grade, Fisher
Scientific) was used as elutes. GPC analyses were performed using Agilent 1100 GPC equipment
(USA). The GPC system equipped with Agilent 1260 ISO pump, Styragel columns HR 4, HR 3,
and HR 1 (Waters, Milford, MA), 1260 VWDVL UV (Agilent), WYATT 323-V2 viscostar,
WYATT 477-TREX optilab T-rex, WYATT 800-H2HC MALLS. Light scattering and RI
detector was performed at 785nm. Polystyrene (Mw 1300, 2000, 2500, 5780, 17500, 30000,
200000) received from Pressure Chemical Company was used for calibration. The sample
analysis was performed using RI intensity, and (light scattering). EMAL SG molecular weights
[49] and [55] already published were used as controls.
5.5 Results and Discussion

5.5.1 Single stage GLY and CMF and double stage GLY+CMF and CMF+GLY lignin yields
through liquid-liquid extraction

Lignocellulose delignification through GLY extraction and CMF system treatment was reflected
in percentages of lignin recovery of 13.72%, 19.11%, 20,42% and 20.15% for GLY SG, GLY
YP, CMF GLY SG and CMF GLY YP as detailed in chapter 3. These results represent the 97%,
87%, 99% and 98% of the dried solids (cellulose, hemicellulose and/or lignin fractions) present
in the filtrates after washing the pretreatment resulting products (mass balance chapter 3).
5.5.2 Quantitative 31P-NMR of recovered single stage GLY and CMF and double stage GLY
followed by CMF and CMF followed by GLY lignin fractions

The chemical composition of the recovered lignin fractions was assessed by elemental analysis
and 1H-NMR. Table 5-1 reports the elemental composition, methoxyl content, calculated C9
formulae and carbohydrates content of single stage GLY and CMF and double stage GLY+CMF
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and CMF+GLY lignin fractions. These lignin fractions also contain xylan and small amounts of
other carbohydrates. DES treatment extracted less amount of xylan from SG biomass (8.86%)
than from YP biomass (12.19%). Regarding the other carbohydrates content, SG lignin fractions
had a slightly higher content (2.89%) than YP lignin fraction (1.69%). Interestingly, when the
double stage pretreatments were applied, GLY treatment after CMF treatment extracted larger
amounts of xylan from SG biomass (12.19) whereas from YP biomass the percentage of
extracted xylan was 7.9%. This result most likely related to the starting higher amount of xylan
in the sweetgum biomass.

Table 5-1 Chemical composition of isolated GLY SG, GLY YP, CMF+GLY SG and CMF+GLY
YP lignin fractions

Lignin
sample

Elemental Analysis (%)

OCH3

C9 formulae

Xylan
(%)

Carbohydrates
(%)

C

H

N

O

53

5.44

1.3

31.4

8.86

C9H0.92O5.33(OCH3)1.50

8.86

2.89

CMF+GLY SG

56.93

6.18

1.1

23.6

12.19

C9H0.98O3.7(OCH3)1.93

10.49

2.17

GLY YP

59.1

6.36 1.07 22.98 10.49

C9H0.97O3.5(OCH3)1.60

12.19

1.69

CMF+GLY YP

55.9

6.33 1.33 28.47

C9H1.22O4.5(OCH3)1.28

7.97

1.5

GLY SG

7.97

Contents of aliphatic, free phenolic hydroxyl and carboxylic acid groups in the recovered single
stage GLY SG and GLY YP and double stage GLY+CMF SG and CMF+GLY YP lignin
fractions were calculated via quantitative 31P NMR [57, 74] and are shown in Figure 6-1. Total
free phenolic OH increased from 0.93 mmolg-1 in the EMAL SG [49] to 1.69 mmolg-1 in the
single stage GLY SG, and to 2.28 mmolg-1 in the double stage CMF+GLY SG; the latest is
comparable to the GTP sweetgum lignin recovered by Zhang [49] after the highest severity
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glycerol thermal processing pretreatment (free phenolic OH of 2.33 in GTP lignin). The amount
of free phenolic hydroxyl groups in CMF+GLY SG lignin increased to 2.28 mmolg-1, greater
than the free hydroxyl group content in EMAL SG (0.98 mmol/g) showing that an increased
degree of depolymerization had occurred during the double stage CMF+DES pretreatments.

For softwood YP lignin fraction, the total free phenolic hydroxyl groups in EMAL YP is 2.22
mmolg-1 [50] while the GLY YP lignin fraction presented a phenolic hydroxyl content of 2.30
mmolg-1 indicating minimal fragmentation or depolymerization. Whereas the CMF+GLY YP
lignin fraction presented 0.97 mmol/g showing that condensation may have occurred during the
first applied CMF treatment of YP samples, and or severe lignin modification.
Previous studies have demonstrated that alkyl aryl ether bonds are the most exposed linkage to be
cleaved due to thermolysis [75], acid catalyzed steam explosion [76] and organosolv pretreatment
[30, 77, 78] and form a large amount of free phenolic hydroxyl groups. Moreover, the amount of
phenolic OH groups in CMF+GLY SG lignin fractions was much greater than in Alcell and kraft
lignins prepared at similar delignification level (50-60% delignification) [79]. Similarly, the single
stage GLY and double stage CMF+GLY pretreatments produced aromatic hydroxyls in the
isolated SG lignin. For the YP sample, potential for condensation on the aromatic ring may have
limited the solubility of lignin fragments.
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Figure 5-1 31P NMR functional group analysis: aliphatic OH, phenolic OH and carboxylic OH
groups of recovered lignin fractions from sweetgum (A) and yellow pine (B).
The amount of total aliphatic hydroxyl groups decreased from 5.38 mmolg-1 lignin in EMAL SG
(control) to 3.41 mmolg-1 in GLY pretreated SG (Figure 5-1), comparable to 3.39 mmolg-1 of
GTP lignin (glycerol thermal processing) [49]. As already stated by Zhang et al. [49] this
decrease of aliphatic OH groups may be assigned to thermally induced formaldehyde release
through the cleavage of aliphatic OH groups [75, 80, 81]. It has been reported that formaldehyde
release occurred due to the thermal scission of ϒ-CH2OH at temperatures around 200oC [80].
Kawamoto and Saka [82] have hypothesized that the hydrogen bonds are formed between α-O
and ϒ-OH, and facilitate the C-ϒ elimination with release of formaldehyde. These results show
the sensitivity of the native structure of SG to GLY pretreatment, most likely, due to the
temperature of the pretreatment. For CMF+GLY SG lignin fraction, the amount of aliphatic OH
increased to 6.20 mmolg-1 showing that CMF treatment applied prior to GLY treatment increased
the side chains in the lignin fractions, and or, changed because of the total addition of the
carbohydrate contamination with the lignin (Table 5-1). For softwood YP biomass, the amount
of aliphatic hydroxyl groups underwent a slight increase from 3.5 mmolg-1 in EMAL YP [55] to
4.44 mmolg-1 and to 4. 12 mmolg-1 in GLY YP and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions. Changes in
the recovered GLY and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions show interactions between the side
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chains in lignin were not significant. These data indicate that for SG lignin, single stage GLY
pretreatment was less effective for total OH than double stage CMF+GLY pretreatment, whereas
for yellow pine lignin the single stage GLY was more effective to produce enhanced OH than
double stage CMF+GLY treatment.

Minimal carboxylic acid amounts were detected in all the samples - EMAL SG, GLY SG,
CMF+GLY SG, EMAL YP, GLY YP and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions were observed such as
0.11; 0.05; 0.10; 0.11; 0.04 and 0.03, respectively (Fig. 2 A and B) demonstrating that limited
lignin oxidation occurred during the high temperature of GLY pretreatments, which was reported
for oxidation and radical attack in CMF treatments. Further, Argyropoulos et al. [55] that EMAL
is an appropriate model for monoxydized lignin with low carboxylic content. In this study, the
isolated GLY SG lignin had even less degree of oxidation and CMF+GLY SG presented the
same COOH amount as EMAL SG. Both GLY YP and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions showed
less degree of oxidation than EMAL YP.

Quantitative 31P NMR spectroscopy with phosphytilation has been reported to resolve various
phenolic structures, particularly in isolating syringyl and C5-condensed OH groups [60]. Figure
6-3 shows, quantitatively, the different hydroxyl groups in recovered single stage GLY and CMF
and double stage GLY+CMF and CMF+GLY lignin fractions. The ratio syringyl/guaiacyl (S/G)
phenolics increased from 0.98 in EMAL SG to 1.35 in GLY SG lignin fraction and to 1.95 for
CMF+GLY SG lignin fraction. The free phenolic S/G ratio increased from 0.83 for EMAL SG to
3.39 and 3.66 for GLY SG and CMF+GLY SG lignin fractions, respectively; higher that the S/G
reported for GTP SG (2.6). These results point out that the syringyl phenolic OH was the major
product released from alkyl aryl ether bond rupture during the single stage and double stage
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GLY and CMF+GLY pretreatments of SG showing that syringyl release is correlated to the
capability to access and remove lignin from the cell wall. The free phenolic S/G ratio increased
to 0.11 and 0.22 for GLY YP and CMF+GLY YP, respectively. Although softwoods samples do
not have sirangyl alcohol monomers, substituted phenolics at the 5 position produce a pseudo Slignin like signal. Overall, the YP lignin fractions that were able to be isolated was less affected
by these pretreatments.
C5 condensed phenolic structures are the phenolic rings with C-C bonds at the C5 position, such
as biphenolic units and diaryl methanes [74, 75]. It has been hypothesized that these structures
derive from the condensation of the benzylic carbon of guaiacyl and p-hydroxyphenyl units with
the free C5 position under acid or alkali conditions. Figure 5-3 A shows that the amount of C5
condensed OH groups in GLY SG and CMF+GLY SG lignin fractions was 0.30 and 0.50
mmolg-1, respectively. The latest amount is comparable to the GTP SG lignin reported by Zhang
et al. [49] which was 0.55 mmolg-1, therefore DES SG lignin fraction is almost twice and
CMF+GLY SG lignin fraction is three times more than in EMAL, denoting that the C5
condensation occurred during the single DES and double CMF+GLY pretreatments. These result
confirm the less effective enzymatic hydrolysis of SG biomass during the CMF+GLY
pretreatment (Chapter 4).
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Figure 5-2 31P NMR functional group analysis: syringyl OH, guaiacyl OH, p-hydroxyphenyl OH
and C5 condensed OH groups of recovered lignin fractions from SG (A) and YP (B).
For EMAL YP, the amount of C5 condensed OH groups has been reported as being 0.43 mmolg1

, increasing to 0.55 mmolg-1 in GLY YP lignin fractions and decreasing to 0.26 in CMF+GLY

YP lignin fractions. Hence, GLY pretreatment increased the C5 condensation whereas
CMF+GLY YP decreased the C5 condensation to 0.26 mmolg-1 which also correlates to the more
effective enzymatic hydrolysis of pretreated CMF+GLY YP biomass. Argyropoulos et al. [83]
have reported that amount of C5 condensed OH in Kraft and organosolv lignin was between 0.35
and 0.75 mmolg-1 at comparable delignification degrees, particularly for GLY SG. Isolated GLY
SG lignin fractions correspond to a delignification degree of 41% compared to the
Argyropoulos’s report of 40% of extent of delignification for isolated Kraft and Alcell. Hence
the GLY and CMF+GLY treatments in SG and YP biomasses resulted in similar C5 phenolic
condensation in the Isolated lignin fractions. Additionally, according to Landucci [85], DPM
type condensation occurred in alkaline conditions as well. In this work, GLY could assist during
the pretreatments and could cause this type of DPM condensation by improving lignin mobility
at temperature of the pretreatment which is 150oC.
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Figure 5-3 31P-NMR Spectra with assignments of single and double stage isolated GLY/CMF
sweetgum and yellow pine lignin fractions.

5.5.3 Two Dimensional HSQC Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of single stage GLY and CMF
and double stage GLY followed by CMF and CMF followed by GLY lignin fractions

2D HSQC NMR was utilized to examine changes in chemical structure in EMAL and GLY and
CMF+GLY SG and YP lignin fractions. Main structures in the HSQC spectra were color-coded
and assigned following previous published scientific reports [46, 48, 49, 67, 68, 86, 87]. Figure
5-4 and 5-5 show different lignin units and side-chain bonds present in the aromatic (Figure 5-4)
and aliphatic regions (Figure 5-5).

5.5.3.1 Aromatic region (δC/δH 90-130/5.5-8.0 ppm)

The main cross signals in the aromatic (unsaturated) region correspond to the aromatic rings of
the S and G units of lignin. Figure 5-4 reveals that no H units were detected in sweet gum and
yellow pine lignin fractions which is consistent with the minimum presence of p-hydroxyphenyl
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units from 31P-NMR. The ratio S/G was calculated from the contour volume for the C2 and C6
carbons on S and oxidized S’ rings, as well as the C2 carbon on G rings (Figure 5-4). As shown,
the ratio of S and G units changed after single and double stage DES and CMF pretreatment,
from 3.2 in EMAL SG [49] to 4.6 for GLY SG lignin fraction. This S/G value of GLY treated
lignin is larger than usual values for hardwood lignin, which regularly is in the range of 1.5 to
3.3 [88, 89]. The S/G ratio for CMF+GLY SG was 1.5 which is in the range of common S/G
ratios for hardwood lignin fractions. This may be a factor to explain the reason why the
pretreated CMF+GLY SG samples presented a less efficient enzymatic hydrolysis (56%, chapter
5) than the double stage GLY+CMF SG (opposite sequence), which reached 78% as additional
lignin was extracted. It has been reported [46, 67, 68, 90] that the S2/6 cross peak placed between
6.4 and 7.1 ppm with center at 6.7 ppm on 1H dimension corresponds to unmodified native lignin
present in nonderivatized cell walls. It should be noted the low degree of oxidized S-type units in
the GLY lignin (Figure 7-4) depicted in the peak S’ oxidized syringyl units and assigned to
chemical shifts δC/δH = 107.44 ppm/7.2 ppm (Table 7-3), this shows the correlation between
C2,6-H2,6 in S’ units. This peak is bigger in the spectrum of CMF+GLY SG lignin, showing more
oxidation of S units in this isolated lignin. On the other hand, the aromatic region for recovered
GLY and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions (Fig. 6-4) show that yellow pine lignin fractions are only G type
lignins.
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Figure 5-4. HSQC NMR spectra of recovered single stage and double stage SG and YP lignin
fractions - Main structures: (S) Syringyl units, (S’) Oxidized syringyl units (G) Guiacyl units and
p-hydroxyphenyl units.
Table 5-2 Aromatic region - Assignments of the 13C-1H correlation signals for the lignin
structures observed in the 2D HSQC NMR spectra of recovered lignin fractions
δC/δH
Contour

Assigment

Reference
GLY SG

S2/6

C2,6-H2,6 in
etherified
Syringyl unit (S)

[Wen et al. 2013],
[Rencoret et al.
2015], [Zhang et
al. 2016]

104.64/6.68
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Lignin fraction
CMF+GLY
GLY YP
SG
110.26/6.9
&
11.42/6.98

GLY+CMF
YP

S'2/6

G2

C2,6-H2,6 in
oxydized
Syringyl unit (S')
C5,6-H5,6 in
Guaiacyl unit (G)

G5/6

C5,6-H5,6 in
Guaiacyl unit (G)

G5/6

C5,6-H5,6 in
Guaiacyl unit (G)

G5

C5-H5 in Guaiacyl
unit (G)

G6

C6-H6 in Guaiacyl
unit (G)

[Wen et al. 2013],
[Zhang et al.
2016]
[Wen et al. 2013],
[Rencoret et al.
2015], [Zhang et
al. 2016],
[Sathitsuksanoh
et al. 2014]
[Rencoret et al.
2015], [Zhang et
al. 2016]
[Rencoret et al.
2015], [Zhang et
a;. 2016]
[Rencoret et al.
2015],
[Sathitsuksanoh
et al. 2014]
[Rencoret et al.
2015],
[Sathitsuksanoh
et al. 2014]

107.44/7.21

111.45/6.92
&
111.8/6.98

115.06/6.74
&
114.87/6.63

115.72/6.75
&
115.67/6.91
119.27/6.76
&
119.59/6.83

118.4/6.77

110.95/6.87
&
110.73/6.91

109.94/7.15
&
110.74/6.91

115.64/6.91
&
115.64/6.86

115.44/6.93
&
115.57/6.75

119.86/6.88&
119.74/6.94

118.85/6.76
&
119.75/6.93

119.99/6.83
&
120.21/6.75

5.5.3.2 Aliphatic side chain region (δC/δH 50-90/2.5-5.7 ppm)
The aliphatic region of the 2D HSQC NMR spectra of GLY SG, CMF+GLY SG, GLY YP, and
CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions is shown in Figure 5-5 and correspond to the side chains of the
different S and G units. The cross-peaks of the NMR spectra revealed resolved correlations of
the common linkages in the lignin structure. It is known that β-O-4 (substructure A) are the
major linkages coupled with small amounts of phenylcoumaran β-5 (substructure B), resinol β-β
(substructure C), with the cynnamyl alcohol end-groups (substructure X1) as shown via HSQC
NMR spectra [83]. Semi quantitative characterization of the lignin linkages reveal the
modifications in softwood and hardwood lignin fractions after single and double stage GLY and
CMF pretreatments (Figure 5-5).
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The number of β-O-4 bonded S and G units decreased during the single and double stage GLY
and CMF pretreatments compared to EMAL SG, as an indication of depolymerization (Table 55). CMF+GLY SG samples haves a higher extent of depolymerization than single stage GLY
lignin fractions. YP lignin samples had the opposite trend, both GLY and CMF+GLY
depolymerized during the treatments, but single stage GLY YP lignin fractions showed a greater
extent of depolymerization than double stage CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions.

The β-aryl ether interunit linkages are also the main structures in yellow pine lignins. Other
structures observed in lignin 2D HSQC NMR spectra for yellow pine were phenylcoumaran and
resinol linkages (Figure 5-5 and Table 5-4). The Cα - Hα in β-O-4' substructure (A) linked to an S
or G lignin unit was observed at 72.46/4.87. Similarly, Cβ - Hβ in β-O-4' substructure (A) linked
to S or G unit was detected at 85.66/4.65. And, Cϒ - Hϒ in β-O-4'substructure (A) at 70.31/3.78,
70.94/3.54 & 72.9/3.39, and 70.94/3.54 & 72.9/3.39. Additionally, cross peaks for
phenylcoumaran substructures (B) were found for for all the recovered GLY and CMF+GLY SG
and YP lignin fractions at 53.65/3.11, 52.98/3.11, 53.4/3.09, and 53.4/3.09, respectively.
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Methoxyl groups
Xylan
Unassingned and polysaccharides

Figure 5-5. Side chain (δC/δH 50-90/2.5-5.8) regions in the 2D (HSQC) NMR spectra of isolated
single stage GLY SG and GLY YP and double stage CMF followed by GLY SG and CMF
followed by GLY YP.
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Table 5-3 Assignments of the 13C-1H correlation signals for the lignin structures observed in the
2D HSQC NMR spectra
δC/δH
Contour

Assigment

Reference

Lignin fraction
GLYSG

CMF+GLY
SG

GLY YP

GLY+CMF
YP

Cβ

Cβ - Hβ in β-β'
phenylcoumaran (C )

[Rencoret et al. 2015],
Zhang et al. [2016]

53.66/3.11

52.98/3.10

53.4/3.09

53.61/3.05

OCH3

C -H in the methoxyls

[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015], [Zhang et al.
2016]

56.22/3.74

55.44/3.75

55.83/3.74

56.06/3.70
&
56.03/4.09

Aϒ

Cϒ - Hϒ in β-O-4'
substructure (A)

[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015], [Zhang et al.
2016]

60.34/3.60

60.45/3.39

60.51/3.40

60.38/3.56

XIϒ

Cϒ - Hϒ in cinnamyl
alcohol end-groups (I)
linked to ylan units

[Wen et al 2013], [Zhang et
al 2016]

63.48/3.83

62.62/3.71

62.64/3.71

63.38/3.68

Cϒ

Cϒ - Hϒ β-β' resinol
substructures (C)

[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015], [Zhang et al.
2016]

70.91/3.59

70.31/3.78

70.31/3.58

70.94/3.52

Aα

Cα - Hα in β-O-4
substructure (A)

72.46/4.87

71.45/4.74

71.59/4.70

A'β(S)

Cβ - Hβ in β-O-4'
substructure (A) linked
to S unit
Cα - Hα in β-O-4
phenylcoumaran
substructures (B)

[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015], [Zhang et al.
2016], [Sathitsuksanoh et al.
2014]
[Rencoret et al. 2015]

83.98/4.29

80.97/4.46

[Rencoret et al. 2015]

86.38/4.11

83.28/4.29

[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015], [Zhang et al.
2016]
[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015]

85.64/4.46

80.83/4.5

80.99/4.45

83.37/4.32

83.21/4.28

Aβ (S)

Cα

Cα - Hα in β-β' resinol
substructures (C)

A'β (G)

Cβ - Hβ in β-O4'substructure (A) linked
to Gunit
Cβ - Hβ in β-O-4
substructure (A) linked
to Gunit

Aβ (G)

[Wen et al. 2013], [Rencoret
et al. 2015], [Sathitsuksanoh
et al. 2014]

Bα

Cβ - Hβ in β-β resinol
substructures (B)

[Rencoret et al. 2015],
[Zhang et al. 2016]

86.88/5.48

87.49/5.4

87.38/5.44

87.48/5.40

X5

Acetylated mannan and
xylan units

[Mansfield et al. 2012]

63.53/3.34

62.85/3.26

62.85/3.36

63.51/3.31&
63.53/3.39

X2

Acetylated mannan and
xylan units

[Mansfield et al. 2012]

71.34/3.24

70.48/3.25

70.46/3.25

71.17/3.22

X3

Acetylated mannan and
xylan units

[Mansfield et al. 2012]

72.89/3.43

72.28/3.43

72.28/3.43

72.91/3.38
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The molar abundance (per 100C9) of β-O-4 substructures is shown in Table 5-5. For EMAL SG was
58.6% and decreased to 48.5% and 32.6% for GLY SG and CMF+GLY SG, respectively. These data
indicate rupture of the linkages and depolymerization of these lignin fractions. The effect of the
pretreatment in GLY and CMF+GLY SG YP lignin fractions were the opposite, the molar abundance for
β-O-4 substructure increased from 13.5% for GLY YP to 49.6% for CMF+GLY YP. This is in agreement
with the lower enzymatic glucan digestibility of pretreated yellow pine (chapter 4).

Table 5-4 Molar abundance (per 100C9) of side chain linkages in lignin
Sample
EMAL SG
GLY SG
CMF+GLY SG
DES YP
CMF+DES YP

β-O-4

β-5

β-β

β-1

58.6
48.5
32.6
13.5
49.8

2.4
6.3
3.4
0
0

17.6
0.0
18.9
20
39.7

0.0
3.6
0
0

5.5.4 Molecular weight of single stage GLY and CMF and double stage GLY followed by
CMF and CMF followed by GLY lignin fractions

The molecular weight of lignin is a fundamental property that impacts the recalcitrance of
biomass and the valorization of lignin [42]. The relative molecular weight of isolated GLY SG,
CMF+GLY SG, GLY YP, and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions were determined by size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a calibration method. Figure 5-6 shows the molecular
weight distribution curves and Table 5-5 indicates the number average molecular weight (Mn),
weight average molecular weight (Mw), and polydispersity index (PDI, Mw/Mn) of this isolated
lignin fractions. EMAL SG [49] and EMAL YP [42, 55] have served as references to lignin
fractions isolated from GLY and CMF+GLY SG and YP pretreatments to assess the changes in
molecular weight and hence the changes in structure of lignin arising from the pretreatments.
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Since the lignin structure has been fragmented, a decrease in molecular weight of recovered
lignin fractions from single and double stage GLY and CMF pretreatments compared to EMAL
samples for both SG and YP biomasses was expected. A small decrease of 1.5 KDa in Mn for
GLY SG lignin compared to EMAL SG was observed, same observation was made by Zhang et
al. for GTP lignin at the highest pretreatment severity [49]. This result follows the change in bO-4 bonds of native lignin occurred during the pretreatment as demonstrated in 2D HSQC –
NMR analysis. Moreover, the Mw decreased substantially from 21.9 Da in EMAL to 10.9 KDa
for GLY SG lignin. For CMF+GLY SG lignin, the results show the opposite behavior for Mw,
Mn and D, Mn decreased from 7.7 KDa in EMAL SG to 4.9 KDa in isolated GLY+CMF SG
lignin showing a decrease compared to GLY SG lignin, Mw decreased from 21.9 KDa to 13.1
KDa. Remarkably, the SEC results demonstrated a small polydisperity index for all the isolated
lignin fractions of this study ranging from 1.8 to 2.7, with a smaller variation than that of EMAL
SG (PDI = 2.8). This is atypical for processes involving depolymerization and repolymerization
and was already observed by Zhang et al. [49]. This results are opposed to the data published in
the literature for lignin isolated from steam explosion or other pretreatments that involved high
temperatures.

Results from elution profiles of single and double stage GLY/CMF YP lignin fractions suggest
that both isolated GLY and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions have undergone extensive
depolymerization compared to EMAL YP. Mw has significantly decreased from 57.6 of EMAL
YP to 9.2 and 15.9 Da for recovered DES and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions, respectively. This
results show that in the case of the double stage CMF+GLY treatment, the first CMF treatment
condensed lignin in such a way that the second GLY treatment depolymerized it in a lesser
extent so that this extractable fraction contained larger molecular weight lignin products. For Mn,
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there was a decrease from 9.7 KDa of EMAL YP to 4.5 KDa and 5.8 KDa of GLY YP and
CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions, respectively. These data are in agreement with the result
obtained in 31P-NMR analysis that revealed higher aromatic OH for GLY YP lignin (2.30
mmol/g) than for CMF+GLY YP (0.97 mmol/g). Interestingly, the results show a small PDI for
both GLY and CMF+GLY YP lignin (2.0 and 2.7, respectively) compared to EMAL YP that
Molar Mass vs. time
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presents a PDI = 5.9, indicating
thatcalibration
EMAL
YP(from
contains
larger
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Figure 5-6 Molar mass distribution curves of recovered GLY and CMF+GLY SG and YP lignin
samples – Light Scattering Data
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For Mn, there was a decrease from 9.7 KDa of EMAL YP to 4.5 KDa and 5.8 KDa of GLY YP
and CMF+GLY YP lignin fractions, respectively. These data are in agreement with the result
obtained in 31P-NMR analysis that revealed higher aromatic OH for GLY YP lignin (2.30
mmol/g) than for CMF+GLY YP (0.97 mmol/g). Interestingly, the results show a small PDI for
both GLY and CMF+GLY YP lignin (2.0 and 2.7, respectively) compared to EMAL YP that
presents a PDI = 5.9, indicating that EMAL YP contains larger molecular mass lignin products.

Table 5-5 Molar Masses of recovered GLY SG, CMF+GLY SG, GLY YP and CMF+GLY YP
lignin fractions.
Sample
EMAL SG*
GLYSG
CMF+GLY SG
EMAL YP**
GLY YP
CMF+GLY YP

Mw
(g/mol)
21.9
10.9
13.1
57.6
9.2
15.9

Mn
Mw/Mn
(gmol-1)
7.7
2.8
6.2
1.8
4.9
2.7
9.7
5.9
4.5
2.0
5.8
2.7

*From reference [49]
**From reference [55] and [42]

5.6

Conclusions

Due to limited enzymatic digestibility of native biomass, two novel pretreatment methods were
developed to isolate biomass polymers. Lignin isolated in ethanol streams were analyzed with
elemental analysis, 31P-NMR and 2D-HSQC NMR for structure determination and GPC for
molecular weight determination. After the GLY and/or CMF pretreatments, resulting reaction
products generate three different streams: 1) pretreated fiber, 2) aqueous phase fraction
containing high molecular weight compounds (water insoluble) and low molecular weight
compounds (water soluble); and 3) ethanol phase fraction. Aqueous phases were centrifuged and
decanted to isolate the high molecular weight fraction (HMWC). The supernatants then went
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liquid-liquid extraction with ethyl acetate to isolate low molecular weight compounds (LMWC).
In this study, high molecular weight fractions were recovered and analyzed. These fractions
represent the 19%, 24%, 32% y 26% of the Klason lignin present in the starting material in GLY
SG, GLY YP, CMF+GLY SG and double stage CMF+GLY YP, respectively. GPC results show
that these isolated lignin fractions were relative high molecular weight compared to native like
samples. 1H NMR indicates that these fractions contain also xylan in percentage ranging from
7.97% to 12.19%, as well as small amounts of other carbohydrates. Single and double stage
GLY/CMF pretreatments facilitated a significant β-O-4 bond disruption resulting in phenolic
hydroxyl liberation as well as cleavage of C-C bonds of the aliphatic chain. In addition to
degradation reactions, repolymerization (condensation) reactions also take place appearing new
Carom-O-C and Carom-C bonds. The structural characterization of these lignin fractions is
important and conceive further studies for lignin valorization to enhance the use of
lignocellulosic biomass and biorefineries efficiency.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusions

A deep eutectic solvent and a chelator-mediated Fenton system, applied individually or in
sequence, were studied as novel pretreatment methods for plant cell wall deconstruction. This
approach was used to facilitate biopolymer fractionation by treating ground sweetgum and
ground southern yellow pine with GLY at 150oC for 2h and a CMF system applied at 30oC, in
single and double stage modes to determine synergism of both chemistries. With DES first
applied, CMF reactants should have better diffusion into the cell wall for deconstruction, while
CMF applied first will cause degradation of linkages within the cell wall allowing for higher
extraction of the biopolymer components. The GLY complex mixture and the interactions
between its components with lignocellulose matrix was analyzed in this research to understand
the impact of the pretreatments on the enzyme accessibility to cellulose and biomass
saccharification and how the main lignocellulose biopolymers cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin
were affected by these pretreatments.

Qualitative information observed from the isolated biopolymers and softwood and hardwood
biomass as well as the role of lignocellulose swelling were provided to gain insights of the
interactions between GLY and biopolymers within the plant cell wall during the pretreatments.
The degree of solubility of cellulose, xylan and kraft lignin of commercially available
biopolymers was conducted in GLY, at various temperatures. Solubility in GLY components at
room temperature served as control. Solubility was evaluated visually, none of the isolated
biopolymers were dissolved in ChCl alone at ambient temperature nor at 150oC. Only kraft
lignin partially dissolved in glycerol and to a greater extent in GLY at 150oC. Solubility in GLY
was as follows kraft lignin > xylan >> cellulose. Swelling of hardwood and softwood biomass
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samples soaked in DI water, glycerol, ChCl, and GLY as solvent systems was conducted at
ambient temperature and at 150oC for 2 h to evaluate the interactions between solvent-substrate
and their impact on lignocellulose biopolymers. Biomass samples were partially dissolved in
glycerol and GLY at 150oC. To understand the mechanism by which GLY and lignocellulose
biomass interact, a comparison between ILs and DESs swelling based on literature was
presented. Fragments of cell wall biopolymers remain in the GLY liquor and can be recovered
whereas cellulose undergoes little or no change. In this way, GLY pretreatment has unlocked
cellulose within the lignocellulose network and has less lignin and hemicellulose content. This
would facilitate accessibility of the enzymes to cellulose and improve hydrolysis and
saccharification yields for further fermentation and bioalcohol production.

As a result of the impact of the pretreatments on biomass main components cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin, a biopolymer fractionation occurs so that mass loss was monitored as a
means of pretreatments performance. Mass loss during the pretreatments showed the following
values, for single stage DES pretreatment percentages of 24% and 28% for SG and YP biomass
were observed, whereas for single stage CMF pretreatment percentages of 16% and 10% for SG
and YP biomass samples were measured. Double stage CMF followed by GLY treatment
exhibits a mass loss of 34% and 35% for SG and YP biomasses, respectively while double stage
GLY followed by CMF treatment, mass loss percentages were only 6% and 17% for SG and YP
biomass, respectively. Pretreatments in sequence CMF followed by ChCl-gly DES show a
cumulative mass loss of 49% and 45% for SG and YP biomasses, respectively. While the other
sequence, CMF followed by GLY treatment present cumulative mass losses of 31% and 45% for
SG and YP biomass samples, respectively. Total mass balances were determined for each
pretreatment to estimate the total amount of biopolymer removal from treated biomass samples
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that remained in supernatants during the cell wall deconstruction. Mass balances were used to
assess the distribution of these biopolymers.

After the pretreatments, pretreated fibers are washed and air dried. The liquors of the reactions
were centrifuged and successive L/L extractions result in three different streams: 1) high
molecular weight fractions (water insoluble), 2) ethanol fractions and 3) ethyl acetate fraction
(low molecular weight compounds). These fractions were isolated from the supernatants, and
then dried and weighed. Yields of recovered HMWC (water soluble), ethanol and ethyl acetate
fractions were determined for GLY SG, CMF followed by GLY, GLY YP, and CMF followed
by GLY pretreatments. Water Insoluble fractions exhibited percentages of 2.19%, 2.8%, 3.63%
and 4.25%, respectively. For ethanol fractions yields are 8.97%, 11.04%, 10.8% and 11.66%,
respectively. Additionally, ethyl acetate fractions present yields of 2.57%, 5.27%, 5.9% and
4.24%, respectively. Total recovery of biomass materials reflected in the percentages of mass
loss of each treatment and recovered from the supernatants indicate percentages of 97.68%,
86.98%, 98.75% and 98.05% for these pretreatments.

Partial removal of cellulose, lignin and hemicellulose were quantified via compositional analysis
and mass balance after each treatment. Single stage GLY treatment had no impact on cellulose as
glucan biopolymer was not soluble. Delignification was higher from SG biomass than from YP
biomass (30% vs 22%)), whereas removal of xylan was 22% from SG samples compared to 33%
from YP biomass. Overall, the removal of other heteropolysaccharides was higher for YP
samples.
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Single stage CMF treatment was non selective, CMF reagents effectively removed cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin from both SG and YP biomass samples. Delignification and cellulose
removal was higher from SG biomass (30%) than from YP biomass (22%). Cellulose was
removed in a percentage of 11% from YP samples and 16% from SG biomass.
Heteropolysaccharides removals were higher for YP samples than for SG biomass, except for
arabinose side groups.

In double stage treatment GLY followed by CMF, the second treatment extracted additional 10%
and 19% of lignin fractions from SG and YP biomass, respectively. Cellulose was not
depolymerized into soluble fragments by CMF reagents applied after GLY treatment, as glucan
biopolymer was not remove from both SG and YP biomass samples based on compositional
analysis and mass balance calculations. Whereas YP biomass, after the intial CMF treatment, had
a cellulose removal of 25%, combined with a 44% removal of xylan from YP biomass, compared
to 23% of xylan for SG biomass. Overall, higher removals of lignin, galactan and mannan from
YP biomass than from SG biomass were observed if the DES was applied prior to CMF
treatment.

In the other sequence, double stage CFM followed by GLY, SG had higher delignification (43%)
than YP biomass (31%). Similar amounts of xylan removal occurred for both SG and YP
samples (43% and 41% respectively), a higher amounts of galactan from SG biomass, and a
higher amounts of mannan/arabinan from YP biomass were detected. It was noteworthy that in
this sequence of treatments, cellulose was not removed from SG nor YP biomass. These results
indicated that the sequence in which treatments were applied and wood species were crucial for
biopolymer fractionation.
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Results of the cumulative biopolymer removal for the sequence CMF followed by GLY showed
that SG had a total delignification of 73% of acid insoluble lignin components (AIL) compared
to 56% of AIL for YP biomass, a higher removal of glucan from SG biomas (16%) compared to
glucan removal from YP biomass (12%), and a less removal of xylan from SG biomass (74%)
compared to xylan removal from YP biomass (81%). Results of the cumulative biopolymer
removal for the sequence GLY followed by CMF treatment showed that SG presented a total
delignification of 41% of AIL compared to 64% of AIL for YP biomass, no removal of glucan
from SG biomass, but a moderate 25% of glucan removal from YP biomass, and less removal of
xylan from SG biomass (45%) compared to xylan removal from YP biomass (77%), detected
during these pretreatments. These findings indicated that a successful cell wall deconstruction
was achieved applying these pretreatments.

In addition to the successful biopolymer fractionation, enzymatic saccharification for the
pretreated biomass was studied to reveal the efficacy of the pretreatments. Compared to the
untreated sweet gum biomass, the pretreatments significantly increased the rate of cellulose
digestibility, best results were found for the double stage GLY followed by CMF pretreatment,
reaching up to 78% glucose yield, even though the residual pretreated SG biomass presented
higher crystallinity. The data revealed that the disrupted structure with the bulk of the cellulose
present in the residual fiber had enhanced enzyme hydrolysis after the combined pretreatment. In
contrast, an extensive removal of biopolymers such as 73% of delignification, a 74% of xylan
and 16% of glucan removals presented by CMF+GLY SG sample results in a 56% of glucan
digestibility. This might have arisen because of the additional removal of the more accessible
cellulose in the pretreatment (56% enzyme degraded and 16% hydrolyzed cellulose) lowered the
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overall saccharification level due to enzyme treatments. Further, the enzymatic hydrolysis for
single stage GLY or CMF treatments exhibited lower percentages of glucan digestibility showing
that pretreatments in sequence enhanced glucose release from pretreated biomass samples. In the
case of YP biomass, the enhancement of the enzyme digestibility was low for all pretreatments
and the trend was opposite to SG pretreated biomass. Best results were achieved for the biomass
pretreated with double stage CMF followed by GLY which exhibited a maximum glucan
digestibility of 24%. These results indicated that even though, the degree of delignification in
pretreated YP biomass was high and most of hemicelluloses were removed, the pretreatments in
the conditions applied in this study were not appropriate. Therefore, these findings demonstrate
that a controlled cell wall deconstruction facilitates biopolymer fractionation and enhance
saccharification yields but still in limited amounts that require further investigation. The results
found for pretreated SG biomass with double stage GLY followed by CMF treatment were
promising.

Structural analysis of lignin fractions (HMWC fractions) isolated from SG and YP biomasses
was performed to gain understanding of how the pretreatments impacted lignin structure of
softwood and hardwood, as well as to identify the structure-properties and envisage potential
applications of the isolated lignin. These polymeric lignin fractions represented 19%, 32%,
24%and 26% of the Klason lignin present in their corresponding native SG and YP biomass
samples after the different pretreatment stages. Quantitative 31P-NMR was used as a tool to
reveal the different hydroxyl groups in the isolated lignin. Double stage CMF followed by
GLYSG lignin fraction had a percentage of 6.20 mmolg-1 of free aliphatic OH groups, higher
than the 5.38 mmolg-1 in EMAL SG. On the other hand, DES YP lignin and double stage CMF
followed by GLY YP lignin fractions has a percentage of 4.44 and 4.12 mmolg-1 of free OH
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groups indicating that not significant changes occur applying GLY after CMF treatment. Free
Phenolic OH increases from 0.93 mmolg-1 in EMAL SG to 1.69 mmolg-1 and 2.28 mmolg-1 in
GLY SG and CMF followed GLY lignin fractions, demonstrating that lignin depolymerization
during the pretreatments.

Gel permeation chromatography results show that these isolated lignin fractions had relatively
high molecular weight. Further, 1H-NMR analysis indicated the presence of xylan in all samples
ranging from 7.97 to 12.19 mmolg-1 as well as small amounts of hydrocarbon contaminants.
From this data, single and double stage pretreatments facilitate a significant β-O-4 bond
disruption resulting in phenolic hydroxyl liberation as well as cleavage of C-C bond of the
aliphatic chain. In addition to degradation products, condensation reactions also have taken place
appearing new Carom-O-C and Carom-C bonds confirmed by the aliphatic OH group increment in
both GLY and CMS followed by GLY SG and YP lignin fractions and with the relative high
molecular weight of the lignin fractions.

Overall, the approach of combining the DES technology with the chemistry of Fenton system
was used as a novel approach for biopolymer fractionation into different lignocellulose species.
For lignocellulose to be used as substrate for enzyme saccharification removal of biopolymers to
increase enzyme accessibility should not be more than 40-45%. On the other hand, a highly
delignified biomass (73%) with low content of polysaccharides and only 16% of glucan removal
limited enzyme hydrolysis as only 56% digestibility occurred in the case of CMF followed by
GLY SG biomass. At the same time, lignin fractions of relatively high molecular weight were
isolated and have potential roles in polymeric applications as carbon fibers, polymer modifiers,
resins, adhesives and binders.
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Appendix A Physical and chemical effects of choline chloride-glycerol deep eutectic solvent
in lignocellulose biomass

A1.1

Abstract

This appendix intends to provide qualitative evidence on the solubility behavior of isolated
biopolymers at 60, 100 and 150oC in glyceline (GLY). Additionally, quantitatively information
of lignocellulose swelling in contact with gly at ambient temperature as well as at 150oC are
provided. The purpose of this study is to gain insights into the interactions between this solvent
system and lignocellulose during biomass processing as GLY has been described as a green
solvent with good lignin solubility properties and has emerged as a novel solvent for
lignocellulose biomass pretreatment. Solubility tests were performed using isolated CF11
cellulose, beech xylan and softwood kraft lignin biopolymers as well as with hardwood and
softwood samples. Cellulose did not display much solubility in glycerol, ChCl or GLY at any of
the temperatures chosen for this study. Xylan presented partial solubilization in glyceline at
150oC and kraft lignin presented good solubility in glycerol and GLY at temperatures above
100oC. Regarding lignocellulose biomass, it was better solubilized by GLY at 150oC (observing
change of the recovered and dried sample). Further, when lignocellulose samples were
conditioned for 6 days and then submerged in either DI water, glycerol or GLY at ambient
temperature and at 150oC for 2 hrs, volumetric swelling in DI water occurred in both SG and YP
samples, but not in GLY. At 150oC, glycerol swelled both SG and YP samples, up to 28% and
81% respectively. GLY swelled biomass samples to a lesser extent than glycerol, SG samples
reached up to 25% and YP samples up to 39%. These result show that a DES solvent swelling
behavior occurred only at elevated temperatures. At 150oC, glycerol presented a higher degree of
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swelling for both SG and YP biomass samples than GLY. Lignocellulose swelling behavior
typically affects cell wall deconstruction by increasing the free volume of the amorphous
sections of the cell wall, “weakening” native interactions. The low degree of swelling with DES
may be related to the reduced hydrogen bonding capacity of the glycerol in the DES as glycerol
is reported to form more of a cage with interacting with Cl- ions. Deeper studies in the interaction
of Ch+ cation and lignin would be crucial for a better understanding of the mechanism involved
in the interaction between lignin and glyceline to develop industrial applications in the
biorefining field towards a biobased-economy.
A1.2

Key words

Choline chloride-glycerol (glyceline), deep eutectic solvent (DESs), lignocellulose, solubility,
swelling.
A1.3

Introduction

Lignocellulose is a renewable abundant resource that has a complex structure, its conversion to
biofuels precursors requires the access to sugars, and this implies the plant cell wall disruption
through methods called pretreatments. Most pretreatments, except the mechanical grading,
require high temperatures and exposure to reactive agents that break linkages, increase porosity,
extract/remove lignocellulose components that impact cellulose accessibility. Most recent
advances in pretreatment technologies highlight the use of deep eutectic solvents (DESs) as
pretreatment agents for lignin dissolution to decrease cellulose crystallinity and/or decrease
biomass recalcitrance and increase biopolymers depolymerization in order to enhance enzyme
hydrolysis [1-3]. Choline chloride-based DESs, considered green solvents for lignocellulose
processing, have been extensively reported. Deeper studies on physical and chemical interactions
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between DESs, particularly glyceline and lignocellulose would benefit their applications and as
they are considered promising solvent systems.

Glycerol is a colorless and odorless viscous liquid with properties such as hygroscopicity and
water miscibility. It is generated as waste by the biodiesel industry and has been studied as an
alternative to volatile organic solvents [8]. Glycerol possesses properties similar to water such as
availability, renewability, low toxicity and low price, and low vapor pressure. Glycerol is a
sustainable solvent in green chemistry [9] and has been used in biopolymers processing to
protect them from high temperature dehydration reactions to limit the acid formation that occurs
in autohydrolysis conditions [10]. Lately, glycerol has also been used as an organosolv
pretreatment to improve cellulose accessibility and ensure an enhanced enzymatic hydrolysis and
saccharification for biofuels production [13-20]. Since the mechanism of reaction of ILs with
lignocellulose is trough swelling it could be helpful to explore isolated biopolymers and biomass
swelling in glyceline. Chowdhury and Frazier have already reported glycerol as a weak
lignocellulose swelling agent [11] compared to other organic media. However, information of
swelling with glyceline is not available in the literature. Therefore, this study reports the results
of lignocellulose isolated biopolymers solubility and biomass swelling with glycerol and
glyceline and hypothesizes a possible mechanism of interaction between lignocellulose and
glyceline and lignocellulose.
A1.4 Materials and Methods

A1.4.1 Materials
Glycerol and choline chloride reagents for this work were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used as received. A mature sweet gum (SG) (Liquidambar styraciﬂua) hardwood tree from
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Blacksburg, VA was debarked, machined to cubes, and stored in a freezer before use. Southern
yellow pine samples were donated by Brooks Center, Blacksburg VA.
A1.4.2 Methods

A1.4.2.1

Glyceline solvent system preparation

Choline chloride, a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), and glycerol, a hydrogen bond donor (HBD)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (>98%), and were used as received. Raw materials were
mixed at different molar ratios from 1:0.5 of HBA and HBD to 1:3 to explore their stability as
liquid solvents at room temperature. The system was heated with stirring in an oil bath at 80°C
until the mixture became a transparent homogeneous liquid (~ 30 min). (Adapted from [21].
Molar ratio HBA:HBD was confirmed by 1H-NMR.

A1.4.2.2

Qualitative solubility tests of isolated biopolymers and lignocellulose biomass

Solubility of isolated biopolymers and was tested by soaking and heating samples in DI water,
glyceline molar ratio (1:2) at ambient temperature and at 60oC, 100oC and 150oC for CMC CF11
cellulose, beech xylan, and kraft lignin. Solubility of ground sweetgum and yellow pine biomass
samples (40-60 mesh) was performed by soaking ground wood samples in a S/L ratio of 1:10 in
the solvents. Experiments were performed at ambient temperature and also heating at 150oC for
2 h under continuous stirring.

A1.4.2.3

Biomass samples conditioning and swelling

Samples of sweetgum and southern yellow pine were prepared following the ASTM 1037-06a
international standard procedure for accelerating aging test. Wood samples were cut into pieces
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of 60x60x10 mm and placed in a conditioning chamber Brooks Center VA, at 65% relative
humidity during 6 days until the moisture content of the samples did not change. Swelling tests
were performed in Sustainable Biomaterials Laboratory in Virginia Tech VA by soaking wood
pieces into DI water and glyceline at ambient temperature and measuring volume and weight
changes after 2 h and 24h. A second experiment was conducted soaking wood samples in
glycerol and glyceline at 150oC with modifications. Changes in weight were recorded when
samples cooled down after 2h, 4h and 6h of soaking.
A1.5

Results and Discussion

A1.5.1 Glyceline DES preparation
Glyceline was prepared using four different molar ratios 1:0.5, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3, heated in an oil
bath for approximately 30-45 min at 80oC, until clear and transparent solutions were reached.
The only mixture that was in liquid state after cooling and stabilized (24 and 48 h) was glyceline
at 1:2 molar ratio and was confirmed by 1H-NMR.

Figure A1-1 GLY after heating at 80oC for 30 min (A), after 2h of cooling (B), after 24 h of
stabilization (C) and after 2 h of heating (simulating the pretreatment) (D).
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Figure A1-2 1H-NMR of GLY mixture at molar ratio (1:2)

A1.5.2 Qualitative solubility of isolated biopolymers with ChCl, glycerol and GLY

Solubility of cellulose, xylan and kraft lignin in glyceline was measured at 60oC, 100oC, and
150oC to explore their solubility and the temperature at which this phenomenon could occur.
Kraft lignin presented a good solubility in glyceline in all three temperatures. Table A1-1 shows
solubilization of beech xylan and CMC cellulose at 150oC, xylan presented a slight solubilization
at 100oC while a suspension of cellulose was seen at this temperature. At 150oC, kraft lignin was
solubilized almost completely, a thick viscous solution was observed in the case of xylan
indicating a good solubility whereas only a cloudy suspension of cellulose was observed at this
temperature.
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Table A1-1 Dissolution of Isolated biopolymers in glyceline at 150oC

Biopolymer
sample
Kraft lignin

Observations after 2 h
150oC
Dark brown, viscous.

Analysis
Suspension. Separation by

Separation by centrifuging

centrifuging the sample

the sample
Beech Xylan

light yellow, turbid, sticky,

sticky, very viscous, as a gel

very viscous, as a gel
CF1 Cellulose

lightly cloudy solvent,

turbid solvent, most of

cellulose as precipitate

cellulose as precipitate

Table A1-2 Kraft lignin treated in ChCl, glycerol and glyceline at 150oC for 2h

Biomass

Kraft lignin

Sample Solvent Solvent
Observations
mass
(g)
(g)
0.0507 Glycerol 2.0213 It dissolved quickly

Kraft lignin

0.0500

Glycerol

2.0275

It dissolved quickly

Kraft lignin

0.0507

ChCl

1.0425

It dissolved quickly

Kraft lignin

0.0523

ChCl

1.0256

It dissolved quickly

A1.5.3Qualitative Observations of SG and YP biomass pretreatments with glycerol and
glyceline

Test of solubility in GLY of ground SG and YP biomass samples in different concentrations (25,
50, 75, 100 and 125 µg in 2 g of GLY) at 150oC for 2 h were also conducted. In general, GLY
liquor color changed, the more concentration in lignin a darker brown color was observed, which
showed greater lignin extractions. ChCl and glycerol were used as controls for solubilization.
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Extraction or removal of lignin from SG or YP biomass with glycerol was poor at room
temperature, however at temperature of 150oC a better solubility was observed.
A1.5.4 Swelling of sweetgum and yellow pine biomass

It is well known that swelling and shrinking of wood is a very important aspect in lignocellulose
processing that dictates its physical properties and therefore its applications. Swelling of SG and
YP biomasses with DI water at ambient temperature showed a 9.8% and 7.3%, respectively in
24h, in agreement with the trend of density being a controlling factor for swelling [22] (Figure
A1-3). Glycerol swelled SG biomass marginally, only a percentage of 0.27% in 24 h was
observed. Whereas YP biomass presented a slight shrinkage (-0.657%), more likely due to slight
variation in measurement area. It should be noted in this sample there was a color change of the
DES after 24h of submersion.

Tambiant
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6

6

4
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YP4

YP5

YP6

2 hours

Figure A1-3 Swelling of SG and YP in water and GLY at ambient temperature

The protocol was modified for glycerol and glyceline heated up to 150oC. It was difficult to
measure the volume of hot samples, thus the weight of all samples subjected to submersion in
glycerol and glyceline were measured. The measurements were taken when the samples reached
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ambient temperature. Glycerol swelled SG hardwood up to 28.7% and YP softwood up to 81.9%
at 150oC. This temperature has been reported as above the glass transition temperature of lignin
(Tg) [11] and presents irreversible change.
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Figure A1-4 Swelling of SG and YP in glycerol and GLY at 150oC

On the other hand, SG samples soaked in GLY and heated at 150oC swelled up to 24.6%,
whereas YP softwood samples swelled a percentage of 39.23%. In both SG and YP biomass
samples, the swelling with glycerol was higher than the volumetric swelling with GLY. The
experimental data showed that glycerol swelled lignocellulose biomass more than GLY at the
same temperature. However, this temperature was in the range of lignin Tg of wood. It has been
suggested that GLY may have the ability to soften lignin, similar to ILs behavior with
lignocellulose biomass. This may lead to disruption of cell wall matrix initiating a partial
removal of lignin as well as a partial removal of hemicellulose, without significant degradation
of cellulose. It is already well established the presence of covalent bonds between cellulose and
lignin forming a lignin carbohydrate complex (LCC) [23, 24], hence lignocellulose
delignification requires breakage of C-O bonds between polysaccharides and lignin. The extent
of the delignification depends upon the temperature at which a pretreatment is conducted, the
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quality of the solvent and the extent of the reactions during the pretreatment, several studies
already published have stated that the higher the temperature and the longer the time the more
amount of lignin and hemicellulose removals will be observed. These experimental observations
in biomass swelling with GLY show coloration of the solvent suggesting a partial disruption of
covalent bonds. Thus, the question would be if GLY is effective as a lignocellulose pretreatment
agent to achieve de degree of lignification required to improve cellulose accessibility and
therefore enhance the enzyme saccarification to produce bioethanol?
Studies on the performance of GLY show the following observation and evidences: 1) GLY is
constituted by ChCl crystals and glycerol. ChCl has in two different structures depending upon
the temperature, at ambient temperature has α form and at temperatures above 78oC has β form
[25], hence can pack in an orthorhombic structure that allows six Cl- anions for each Ch+ cation
[26] thus each Cl- anion is surrounded by three nitrogen atoms and one oxygen atom and no
oxygen-oxygen hydrogen bond is observed. 2) It has been reported a fastest diffusing activity of
glycerol in glyceline (chapter 2) as well as significant interactions of hydrogen bonds due to the
additional OH functional group in glycerol molecule. Perkins et al. [27] have conducted
structural analysis and computational studies about the contact of different functional groups and
the relative proportions of hydrogen bonds in GLY and have found that there are three major
types of interactions that contribute to the H-bond network at different distances: HBD-anion,
preferentially between Cl- anion of the ChCl (HBA) and the two terminal OH of the glycerol
molecule HBD) relative to the OH group in the middle ; HBD-HBD; and HBD-cation. At larger
distances, anion-anion and cation-cation interactions have also been detected and can influence
the structure of the H-bond network. 3) Abbott [28] has stated that GLY is a viscous solvent
because it has large ions Ch+ and small void volume (chapter 2). 4) The viscosity of GLY
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decreases at elevated temperatures, Mjalli and Ahmed [29] have determined that the viscosity of
glyceline at 25oC is 376 cP, presenting a rigid hydrogen bond network and less mobility than
water. The increase of the temperature to 60oC causes a viscosity decrease to 50 cP and the
viscosity decreases linearly with temperature. Hence, the mobility of GLY within the cell wall is
enhanced, a thermal expansion takes place and heat and mass transfer are improved in the ChClbased DESs [29, 30]. 5) At higher temperatures GLY becomes slightly acidic, its pH at a
temperature of 20oC is 7.54 (slightly basic) [29], and decreases to pH=6.828 at 80oC. The
increase in temperature results in a distortion of hydrogen bond network and more H+
dissociates, reducing the [OH-] ions with the consequent reduction of pH of GLY. This may
favors the fractionation on lignocellulose components, hence the resulting products may
contribute to reduce pH to a greater extent. 6) GLY interactions with cellulose are very low so
cellulose integrity is preserved and therefore it can be used in lignocellulose pretreatments. 7)
Lignin molecule has the property of π-stacking and can facilitate hydrogen bonding with cations
[31], Ch+ cations may tune the relative solubility of lignin. 8) Cations are involved in interactions
with polymers [32], FT-IR studies have revealed hydrophobic behavior of Ch+ cations and
properties for self-aggregation and self-assembly, therefore Ch+ cations formed micelles in
aqueous solutions. It has not been reported this kind of behavior for lignin biopolymer, studies to
gain some insights on this would help to a better understanding of the interactions between Ch+
cation and lignin molecules. 9) Aromatic interactions between cations and π systems, studies in
biopolymers such as proteins have found strong electrostatic interactions between a cation and π
systems, when the cation interact with the quadrupole moment of benzene rings (Figure A1-3)
which arises from the “tail to tail” alignment of two dipoles [33]. These interactions also have
been reported for lignin cation interactions for thin film assembly [34]. These cation-π
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interactions are as important as H-bonding, ion-paring and hydrophobic effects in determining
protein structure and are located in the surface [35] (Figure A1-5). The flat π-electrons surfaces
of aromatic molecules are non-polar so the solvophobic forces favor stacking [36]. The
interactions between cations with aromatic rings in biomolecules such as proteins has been
extensively studied because of their importance in biochemical reactions. Hence, these cation-π
interactions may be the reason why Alvarez et al. [37] have found DESL in the liquor of
pretreatment reactions, Ch+ cation could undergo similar cation-π interactions with aromatic
rings of lignin. However, the complexity of studying these interactions between GLY and lignin
relies in the fact that larger functional groups are involved, additional analysis of these Ch+
cation interactions with lignin will provide information on the mechanism of action of Ch-based
DESs and lignocellulose biomass processing.

Figure A1-5 Schematic of the quadrupole moment of benzene, viewed edge-on, showing regions
of positive and negative partial charges, taken from reference [38]. Use under fair use.

Figure A1-6 Schematic of the quadrupole moment of benzene, viewed edge-on, showing regions
of positive and negative partial charges, taken from reference [38]. Use under fair use.
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A1.6

Conclusions

The present study investigated qualitatively the solubility of cellulose, xylan and kraft lignin
isolated biopolymers commercially available, as well as swelling of hardwood and softwood
biomass samples soaked in DI water, glycerol, ChCl, and GLY as solvent systems. To evaluate
their impact, solubility of isolated biopolymers and swelling of wood samples were conducted at
ambient temperature and at 150oC for 2 h. Solubility was evaluated visually, none of them
dissolved in ChCl alone at ambient temperature nor at 150oC. Only kraft lignin dissolved in
glycerol and glyceline to a greater extent at 150oC. Solubility in GLY was as follows kraft lignin
> xylan > cellulose. Lignocellulose biomass samples partially dissolved in glycerol and GLY at
150oC. To understand the mechanism by which GLY and lignocellulose biomass interact
comparison between ILs and DESs swelling based on literature has been presented. ILs undergo
swelling and dissolve lignocellulose components. At this temperature and in the presence of
GLY, lignin softens and undergoes thermal expansion (lignin Tg = 100-170oC). Cl- anions of the
DES interact with the two OH groups of the ends of glycerol molecule, the other OH group of
glycerol is involved in hydrogen bonding intermolecularly. Ch+ cations may have cation-π
interactions with aromatic rings of lignin and along with the interactions between glycerol and
Cl+ anion of ChCl disrupt the cell wall and therefore partially remove lignin and hemicellulose.
Fragments of these biopolymers remain in the DES liquior and can be recovered. On the other
hand, cellulose undergoes little change. In this way, lignocellulose biomass pretreated with GLY
can be used as pretreatment to facilitate accessibility of the enzymes to cellulose and improve
hydrolysis and sachariffication yields for further fermentation and bioalcohol production.
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